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SUMMARY
Static force tests have been made at low subsonic speeds for a
model of a hypersonic research airplane in the Langley high-speed 7-
by lO-foot tunnel to determine the aerodynamic forces and moments up
to an angle of attack of 90 ° for a range of Reynolds numbers. The
Reynolds numbers, based on the mean aerodynamic chord, ranged from
740,000 to 1,900,000, which correspond to dynamic pressures from 15
to i00 ib/sq ft (Mach numbers from 0.i0 to 0.27). The model was tested
in the clean configuration with various horizontal-tail settings, hori-
zontal tail off, lower rudder off, fuselage alone, and with various
size strakSs and slats on the nose of the model. Representative results
of the present investigation are presented in plotted form, and a tabu-
lation of all the data obtained is presented in a table. Appreciable
effects on side force, yawing moment, and pitching moment are indicated
by changes in Reynolds number for angles of attack of 40 ° to 90o .
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in large-angle
motions of airplanes at high attitude angles. The analyses of dynamic-
model tests related to these motions are becoming very difficult with-
out the aid of force-test data at high attitude angles. Also, such
data are essential for analytical studies of large-angle motions. The
present investigation was undertaken to measure the forces and moments
on a model of a modern research airplane. The tests were made at sub-
sonic speeds and were conducted in the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot
tunnel for angles of attack from 0° to 90o and for sideslip angles from
i0 ° to -30 ° . The Reynolds numbers covered in the investigation ranged
from 740,000 to 1,900,000, based on the mean aerodynamic chord, or
335,000 to 865,000, based on the maximum depth of the fuselage, which
correspond to dynamic pressures of 15 to i00 ib/sq ft (Mach numbers
from 0.I0 to 0.27). Since the majority of the data discussed is for
2high angles of attack and since the larger e_fects of Reynolds number
are obtained at these angles of attack, the Reynolds numbers referred
to are generally based on the maximumdepth _f the fuselage.
Spin and recovery characteristics of maayairplane designs have
been evaluated reliably based on tests of small dynamic model_ in the
spin tunnel. However, due to configuration changes leading to long
nose lengths on airplanes, special cognizance must be taken of possible
significant effects of Reynolds number. The magnitude of the side fo_e
on the fuselage portion forward of the wing-fuselage intersection (here-
inafter referred to as the nose) mayhave large variations with Reynolds
numberdepending on the cross section of the nose with a resulting varia-
tion in yawing momentand a corresponding danping or propelling infiuepce
in the spin (refs. i to 3). Although the tests were madeprimarily to
assist in the evaluation of the spin and recovery characteristics of








The aerodynamic coefficients of this inzestigation are referenced
to the body system of axes shown in figure i. The moment coefficients
are given about a moment center correspondin_ to 20 percent of the wing
mean aerodynamic chord.
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rolling moment acting about X body axis, ft-lb
pitching moment acting about Y body axis, ft-lb
yawing moment acting about Z body axis, ft-lb
longitudinal force acting along X body axis, ib
lateral force acting along Y body axis 3 ib
normal force acting along Z body axis, ib
wing span, ft





wing area, sq ft
free-streamvelocity, ft/sec
air density, slugs/cu ft
maximum depth of fuselage at wing-fuselage intersection, ft
kinematic viscosity, sq ft/sec
angle of attack of fuselage center line, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
turntable angle, deg
roll angle, deg
ratio of lift to drag
VZ V_R Reynolds number, -- or --v v
bH deflection of horizontal tail, posLtive whentrailing edge
down, deg
MODELDESCRIPTION
A drawing of the model is shownin figure 2 and the dimensional
characteristics are given in table I. The model was tested in the clean
configuration with various horizontal-tail settings, horizontal tail
off, lower rudder off, fuselage alone, and with various size strakes
and slats on the nose of the model. The strakes and slats were madeof
1/16-inch-thick metal, and the location and _ize of the strakes and





TESTS, CORRECTIONS_ AND ACCURACY
Tests
The model was mounted on a six-componen_ internal strain-gage bal-
ance in the Langley high-speed 7- by lO-foot tunnel and was supported
with a U-shape, sting support system. A sketch of the model support
system is shown in figure 5, and photographs are shown in figure 6.
As previously indicated, the tests were conducted for an angle-of-
attack range of 0 ° to 90° and for a range of sideslip angles of i0 °
to -30o; the Reynolds numbers, based on the naximum depth of the model
fuselage nose section, ranged from 335,000 t_) 865,000 which correspond
to a dynamic pressure of 15 to i00 Ib/sq ft. For convenience, a plot
of dynamic pressure against Reynolds number _s presented in figure 7-
The desired combination of angle of att_ck _ and sideslip
could not be obtained for a given run withou_ going into the test sec-
tion of the tunnel and changing the model roi.l angle @ with each
change in the turntable angle _i" Of cours_, the time required for
this type of operation would be prohibitive; therefore, the model tests
were made by setting the model at a giveh roi.l angle and rotating the
turntable through its angle range by remote c_ontrol. Constant values
of angle of attack were then obtained for given values of sideslip by
cross-plotting. The relationship of angle o_' attack and angle of side-






Blockage corrections, as determined by reference 4, were applied
to the dynamic pressure. The model angles of attack and sideslip have
been corrected for deflection of the balance and sting support under
load. The jet-boundary corrections were not applied to the angle of
attack; the maximum angle of attack increase due to the Jet-boundary-
correction method of reference 5 would be about 0.35 ° . This increase
occurs at an angle of attack of about 40 ° and decreases to zero as
approaches 90 ° .
Accuracy
The accuracy of the measurement of the forces and moments has been
computed based on the maximum load limits of the strain-gage balance














Representative results of the present investigation are presented
in figures 9 to 16j and a tabulation of all the data obtained and an
explanation of the code for the various configurations tested are pre-
sented in table III. The data were reproduced from an automatic com-
puting machine, and the minus signs are to the right of the numbers to
which they apply.
The longitudinal coefficients are presented in figures 9 and i0
and indicate that an appreciable effect of Reynolds number is obtained
for the pitching moment. The major effect of Reynolds number on pitching
moment is shown to be in the angle-of-attack range from 30° to 75 ° and
indicates larger nose-down pitching moments for higher Reynolds numbers.
The relatively small effects of Reynolds number on the normal force are
considered to be in the right direction from the effects seen on pitching
moment. The apparent effects of Reynolds number on axial force between
angles of attack of 40 ° and 90 ° are relatively large percentagewise,
but the actual value of the coefficient for either the low or high
Reynolds numbers would probably be insignificant at these attitudes.
The lateral coefficients are presented on figures ii to 13. Fig-
ure !i shows little or no effect of Reynolds numberon the rolling-
momentcoefficient CZ, whereas figures 12 and 13 indicate that rela-
tively large effects of Reynolds numbermay_e expected on the side-
force coefficient Cy and yawing-momentcoefficient Cn. Figure 12
shows that, for the angle-of-attack range between 40° and 70o3 smaller
negative values of Cy_ were obtained for t_e higher Reynolds numbers.
Test results indicate that the largest effect of Reynolds number on
yawing momentis between angles of attack of 50° and 70° (fig. 13). In
general, Cn_ was more positive (or less negative) for the higher
Reynolds numbers.
The data of figures ii to 13 indicate that large variations in
side-force, yawing-moment, and rolling-moment coefficients are possible
at a sideslip angle of 0° for low Reynolds mmbers and relatively high
angles of attack. For example, the side-for(e coefficient at a Reynolds
numberof 335,000 and an angle of attack of _0° mayvary from 0.15
to -0.24. These results might be explained _y asymmetrical vortices
being shed from the nose as suggested in reference 6. It should be
emphasized, therefore, that in this range of Reynolds numberand angle
of attack, large asymmetric side forces and _awing momentsare likely
to occur at a sideslip angle of 0° for a given configuration, even to





As was previously indicated , the primar_ effect of Reynolds number
on side force and yawing moment occurred at _ngles of attack from about
50 ° to 70o . In analyzing the results, it is to be expected that the
wing and tail surfaces, at these high angles of attack, would be more
like flat plates insofar as effects of ReynoJds number are concerned,
and in addition, these flat surfaces would bc expected to spoil any
effect of Reynolds number on the fuselage resrward of the wing leading
edge. The nose section has no such surfaces to spoil the flow and is,
therefore, more susceptible to various flow changes due to Reynolds
number. As pointed out in references 2 and 3, large changes in side
force due to Reynolds number can be obtained for various cross-sectional
shapes for two-dimensional bodies. Somewhat similar effects of Reynolds
number would be expected to occur on three-dimensional bodies such as
the nose section. If the nose is then consi@ered to cause most of the
effects of Reynolds number, a positive yawing-moment increment would
be expected. The increment in side force du_ to Reynolds number for an
angle of attack of 60 ° (fig. 12) and an ang!¢ of sideslip of 7° is
about 0.32. As can be seen from figure 13 (o = 60°_ _ = 7o), a posi-
tive yawing-moment increment of about 0.18 is obtained. The lever arm
of the side force, required to obtain this i_crement in yawing moment,
is about three-fourths the nose length. It is considered, therefore,
7that most of the effects of Reynolds number observed in side force and
yawing momentwere caused by the nose section.
In order to determine if the range of Reynolds numbershad been
sufficiently covered, side-force coefficients were plotted against
Reynolds numberfor the spinning angle-of-attack range of the model
(40° to 90o) in figure 14. Side force was chosen because of its large
variation with increasing Reynolds numberfor cylinders of various
cross-sectional shapes. (See refs. 2 and 3.) The test results indi-
cate that for a sideslip angle of 0° the critical Reynolds numberregion,
based on the maximumfuselage depth, was between 500_000 and 600,000.
However, for sideslip angles of 5° to -20° , figure 14 indicates
that the critical Reynolds numberregion increases. This effect agrees
with three-dimensional static data of other designs (unpublished) at
high angles of attack which show an increase in the critical Reynolds
numberregion with increase in sideslip angle. At the lower Reynolds
numbers, the side-force slope indicates that the subcritical region was
not obtained completely. It should be pointed out that even though the
results of this investigation indicate a given effect of Reynolds num-
ber for this design_ other designs which have different fuselage cross-
sectional shapes would be expected to have different critical Reynolds
number regions.
In an effort to obtain an indication of the type and size of an
auxiliary control device which would be required to make the side force
and yawing momentacting on the spin-tunnel model (R = 50,000) more
nearly representative of the side force and yawing momentpresent on
the full-scale airplane (R _ 8 x 106), strakes and slats were placed
on the nose of the force test model and tested at a Reynolds number of
about 335,000. Strakes were used as transition strips to change the
air flow, and slats were used to direct the air flow (figs. 3 and 4).
A representative plot showing the effects of a strake (B-2R) on side
force, at an angle of attack of 70° , is shownon figure 15. As can be
seen from this figure, a side-force increment of about -0.35 is indi-
cated between the minimumand maximumReynolds numbers of the present
investigation. The increment addedby the B-2R strake is approximately
-0.30 and allows the data for the low Reynolds numbers to represent
more closely the characteristics of the high Reynolds numbers. Indi-
cations are, therefore, that a strake approximating the size and loca-
tion of the B-2R strake could be used on the dynamic spin model to aid
in correcting effects of Reynolds numberon side force and yawing
momentat spinning angles of attack (40° to 90° ) and a range of side-
slip angles of ±15° .
Brief tests were madeto determine the effects of the lower rudder
on the value of maximumtrim L/D and the angle of attack at which it
takes place. These results are presented on figure 16. These tests
were madeat a dynamic pressure of i00 ib/sq ft (R = 1,900,000 based
on _) with the model in the clean condltion_ landing gear retracted.
Test results indicate that the maximum (L/Ditri m was somewhatgreater
with the lower rudder off than with it on bu_ both occurred at an angle
of attack of about 6° .
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Based on a static force test investigation for a range of Reynolds
numberson a model of a modernresearch airplane configuration, the
following is concluded:
i. For an angle-of-attack range of 40° to 90° and sideslip angle
of 0°, the critical Reynolds numberregion, based on the maximumdepth
of the fuselage, for slde-force coefficient Cy and yawing-moment
coefficient Cn is between 500,000 and 600,C00.
2. In general, for sideslip angles of 5( to -20°, the critical
Reynolds number, based on the maximumfuselage depth, is greater than
800,000.
3. Large increments in pitching momentare obtained due to change
in Reynolds numberfor the angle-of-attack range from 30° to about 75°.
Higher Reynolds numbers indicate larger nose-downpitching moments.
4. Effects of Reynolds numberon normal and axial forces and on
rolling momentwere found to be small.
5. Large increments in yawing momentsand side force were obtained
for the range of Reynolds numberstested for angles of attack of 50°
to 70° .
6. For an angle-of-attack range of 40° _o 60°, and at low Reynolds
numbers, large asymmetric side forces and yawing momentsare likely to
occur at a sideslip angle of 0° for a given configuration, even to the
extent of being of opposite sign.
7. It was found that a strake placed on the nose of the model helped
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Figure 2.- Three-view drawing of the model.
inches. )
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Figure 8.- Plot showing relationship of turntable angle and roll angle to
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(a) Complete model.
Figure 9-- Variations of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of attack
and Reynolds number for various horlzontal-tall positions. (_ = O;
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Figure I0.- Representative varlatlons of the normal- and axial-force
coefficients with angle of attack for the minimum and maximum
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Figure ii.- Variation of rolling-moment coefficient with sideslip for the
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Figure 12.- Variation of side-force coefficient with sideslip for various
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Figure 13.- Variation of yawing-moment coefficient with sideslip for var-
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Figure 14.- Variation of side-force coefficier t with Reynolds number for
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0 Clean model 335,000
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Figure 15.- Representative variation of side-force coefficient with side-


























































Overall length, ft ....................... 5.11
Wing:
Area, sq ft ......................... 2.0C
Span, ft ........................... 2.24
Aspect ratio ......................... 2.50
Mean aerodynamic chord, in .................. 12.32
Sweepback (25-percent-chord line), deg ............ 25.64
Incidence, deg ........................ 0
Dihedral, deg ........................ 0
Horizontal tail:
Area (exposed), sq ft .................... 0.52
Span, ft ........................... 1.81
Sweepback (25-percent-chord line), deg ............ 45.00
Dihedral, deg ......................... 15.00
Vertical tail (upper):
Area (exposed), sq ft .................... 0.41
Sweepback (leading edge), deg ................ 30.00
Movable tail area, sq ft ................... 0.26
Vertical tail (lower):
Area (exposed), sq ft .................... 0.34
Movable tail area, sq ft ................... 0.20
Sweepback (leading edge), deg ................ 30.00
Maximum fuselage depth, ft ................... 0.467
54
TABLE II.- SIZE AND LOCATION OF STRAKCS AND SLATS
(a) Nose strakes (located on fuselage r_ference line)
Distance from Distance from
Location on nose to forward nose to rearward Approximate Approximate
fuselage end of strake, in. end of strake, In. length, in.lwidth_ in.
0 7.38 7.38 0.175








8.97 20.97 12.00 0.250
8.97 20.97 12.00 0.250
10.87 20.97 i0.i0 0.250




[Distance from nose to forward end of slat, 6.6 in.; distance from nose to
rearward end of slat, 15.6 in.; approximate length, 9.0 in.; approximate








Distance from top of
slat to fuselage
reference line, in.
S-IR Right side 3.0 1.5
S-2LT Left side 1.5 0
S-2RT Right side 1.5 0
S-2LB Left side 1.5 1.5
S-2_RB Right side 1.5 1.5
3.0 1.5
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TABLE III.- AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL









Horizontal tail off ......................
Lower rudder off ........................
Second digit (A and B considered to be part of second digit):*
No strakes or slats ......................












5H = 0o ............................
5H = _4 ° ............................
5H = _8o ............................
5H = -35 ° ...........................
: +15 ° ...........................
For example, configuration 18B4 means:
I Complete model
8B S-2LB
0 _H = O°
































TABLE m. o AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - Continued t
co+++I.o+j I
I00 13 73 30,00 I0,00
100 13 74 3O,Ou i0,O0
100 13 75 30,00 I0,00
i00 13 76 30.0_ I0.00
100 13 77 30,0V lO,00
i00 13 78 30,00 I0,00
100 14 79 40.00 I0,00
I00 14 80 40,00 I0.00
IQO 14 81 40,00 10,00
I_0 14 82 40.0U i0,00
I00 14 83 40.0o 10,00
100 14 84 40,00 lO,O_
I00 15 85 50,00 I0,00
100 15 86 50,00 i0.00
100 15 87 50.00 IQ.00
I00 15 88 50,00 lO,&O
I00 15 89 50.00 lO,bO
I00 15 90 50,0V i0,00
I0_ 16 91 60.00 lO,O0
i00 16 92 60,00 i0,00
I00 16 93 60,00 I0,00
I00 16 94 6_.00 IO,OU
100 16 95 60,0U i0,00
i00 16 96 60,00
100 17 97 70o00
1_0 17 98 70,00
100 17 99 70,00
10D 17 iOO 70.Ou
100 18 103 80,00
I00 18 104 80,0_
100 18 i_5 80,00
I00 18 106 80.00
100 18 107 80.00
I00 18 108 80,0_
100 19 I09 95.00
I00 |9 110 90.00
100 19 111 90.00
100 19 112 90.Qu
I00 19 113 90.00
100 19 114 90,00
I00 20 115 10.00
100 20 116 lO.Ou
lO0 20 I17 10.00
100 20 118 IO,QO
I00 20 119 10,00
100 20 120 i0,05
100 21 121 20,00
I00 21 122 20,00
100 21 123 20,00
100 21 124 20,00
I00 21 125 20.0_
I00 21 126 20,00
IQO 22 127 30,00
100 22 128 30.00
100 22 129 30.00
100 22 130 30.00
100 22 131 30,00
lOG 22 152 30,00
lOG 23 153 40.05
100 23 134 %0,00
100 24 139 50*0_
100 24 140 50,QU
.,,,.I Ic.I• /sq deg deg
15,16 29.74 b,00 2.2130 .0004-
20,21 29,78 5,00 2.2001 ,0007
30,32 29,86 5.01 2,1467 .5033
40,42 29.95 5.02 2.1121 ,0028
60,64 30,10 5,05 2,1925 ,0009-
101.06 30,45 5,10 2,2147 .0033-
15.34 39,71 6,43 2,7285 ,0187-
20,45 39,76 6,45 2,7Z50 °0252-
30,68 39,86 6.45 2.7022 ,0274-
40,90 39,94 6,46 2,0646 ._274-
61,35 40,16 6.49 2,6620
102,25 40,58 6.54 2,7406
15.57 &9,72 7,66 2.6956
20t76 .9,78 7,66 2.7414
31,15 49,86 7,67 2.5612
41,53 49,95 7,68 2.5268
6202! 50,15 7e71 2,5736
103,82 _0,56 7,75 2,6161
15,83 59.77 8,66 2,6521
21,10 59,83 8.66 2,7726
31,65 59,95 8,67 2,66_2
42,20 60.03 8.68 2,667_
63.30 60,24 8.70 2.7040
i0,00 I05,50 60,67 8.74 2,7195
lO,bO 16,13 69,88 9,40 2,7005
10.00 21.50 69,94 9.40 2.7614
I0,00 32+25 70.05 9.41 2.7866
lO.QO 43.00 70,15 9.41 2.7698
i0..0 16.22 80,V3 9.85 2.9235
10.00 21.62 80=09 9,85 2.9258
]0,00 32,43 80,19 9,85 2,7685
10,00 43,24 80._9 9,86 2,7517
I0,00 64,86 80.52 9,86 2,7768
IO,GO 108,10 81,00 9.88 2.8750
10.0U 16.28 90.17 10.00 2,8797
10.50 21,70 90.23 I0,00 2,8496
i0.0_ 32,55 90.32 I0.00 2,7309
I0,00 43.40 90,44 10*u0 2.7167
10.00 65,10 90.68 10.U0 2,8419
I0._0 108,50 91,05 10,00 2,6148
20,50 15.00 9,43 3.41 .6449
20.00 20,00 9,44 3.42 .6370
20,00 30.00 9,46 5,43 .6552
20,G0 40.QO 9,49 5,43 ,6698
20,00 60.00 9,53 3,45 ,6828
20,00 I00,00 9,63 3.48 .7027
20,O0 15,00 18,95 6,74 1,3268
20,L0 20.00 18,97 6,74 1.3566
20,_0 30,00 19,01 6,76 It_379
20,00 40,00 _ 19,06 6,78 1,3410
20.00 60,00 19.16 6,81 1.3743
20,50 100,00 19.35 6,87 1.4091
20.00 15,16 28.59 9,88 2,I089
20.00 20,21 28.63 9,89 2,1259
20,00 30,32 28,69 9,91 2.1206
20,00 40,42 i8.77 9,9_ 2.¢999
20,00 60,64 28,93 9,98 2.1601
20,00 101.06 29,22 10,07 2.1727
20.0_ 15.34 38.38 12.73 2.4009
20.00 20.45 38,44 12.75 2.7347
20.00 15,57 48.56 15,22 2.3621
20,GO 20,76 48.40 15,23 2.2890
C_ Cn I Cy
•6_75-- .0043 ,0292- ,0198'
• 7360-- ,0018- ,0287- .0207-
•8006- ,0025- ,0229- ,0180"
• 8124- .0071- ,0157- ,0232-
• 8408- .0028- .0215- .0_8_"
,8284- ,0041- .0237- ,G894-
• 6844- .0489- ,0887- .2779"
• 760_- .0646- .0487- .1650-
• 8917- ,0267- .0444- .0_7"
• 9860- ,0367- .0_16- ._461-
•C201- 1.0170- ,0291- .0J50- .0_76
•0127- 1,0230- .0075- .0067- .QOYG
• 0215- ,5099- ,0170- -1886- .41_6"
• 0226- .6503- ,0169- .1848- .3673"
• C141- ,8532- ,0061 ,1336- ,3226-
• C169- ,8797-i .0054 .1002- ,2735"
• 0|78- ,9332- ,0031 ,0274- ,1569-
• 0208- ,9624- .0013- ,0048- ,1261-
•0155- .7300- .0136- ,1871- ,5107-
• 0286- ,8120- ,0137- ,1837- .5246-
•_308- ,8791- ,01_6- ,1569- .4570"
•0359- .9454- ,01_6- .0666- .3196"
•5436-- 1.0186- ,0107- .0405 .I051"
•0453-- 1.0386- ,0117-- .0034- .1977-
•0261- ,832_- .0161- .0805- ,_760-
•0312- ,9497- ,Olba- .1261- .4472-
•0350- 1.0716- ,0166- .C433- .2892-
•_342- i,I128- .0154- .0528 .1616-
•Q158- _,1%96- ,0121- .0188
• 5225- 1,181_- .0123- -0457
•£253- 1,1988- ,0127- *&421
•5216- 1,2742- .0140- ,0205
,6317- 1,3343- ,0154- .0324
•5386- 1.4137- .0150- .0614
• 0170 1.6486- ,0071- ,0218
• 0103 1.6496- .0073- ,0215
• 00li- 1,6233- ,0073- ,0405
• 0099- 1.6633- ,0077- ,0418
• 0224- 1,7826- ,0091- ,0634
,0261- 1.6725- .0081- ,0540
• 0358 .1624- ,0031- .0266
• 0365 .155_- .0026- ,0283
• 0341 ,1628- ,00_9- .0290
• 0334 ,I_96- .00_9- ,0291
• 0_26 ,1784- .0028- ,0_85
• 0319 ,1844- .oczg- .0271
,0295 ,4548- .0022- .0|70
• 0277 ,4806- .0018- ,C133
•0263 ,4784- ,0014- ,0120
•0257 ,4819- ,0005- ,0118
•0250 .4939- ,0014 ,0093







• I0_- ,6631- ,0210- .1303- .1509-
• I159- ,8492- ,0164- .1345- 1,0_12-
• 0039 ,5569- ,0256- .2084- ,3422-























,7379- *0103- .0_42- ,ij00-
,7605- ,01_4- ,0307- -I_05-
• 7939- ,0033- ,0220- *1457-
,8100- ,0066- .0_20- ,1668-
•8315- ,0034- .0322- .19_3-
• 8268- ,0014 -0_53- ,1964-
_fMlnus signs are to the right of the numbers to which they apply.
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Cordlg. I
1UU 25 145 bb*_
100 2b 149 10._0
1_ 26 15b O._v
I00 26 151 lO._u
i_0 26 152 O.UO
luO 26 I_3 iO.Uv
l_u 26 154 _.uu
lOU 27 155 2_*U_
1UO 27 1_6 20*00
100 2r 157 2Ue0u
100 27 158 2U.Du
100 27 159 20.00
IU0 27 160 20.00
100 28 161 30,00
10o 28 162 30,uu
100 28 163 30.0u
lUG 28 164 30._
lU_ 28 165 30.0_
100 28 166 30,G_
I00 29 ib7 4u. O0
100 29 169 40.0_
100 29 170 40.0_
I00 29 171 40,0_
I00 29 172 40.0_
i00 30 173 bO,O_
1o0 30 174 5_.Ou
lO0 30 175 _U.u_
i_0 30 176 5_.Uu
I_ 50 177 5o.00
I00 30 178 5_,00
IGO 31 179 60,o0
I00 31 iBu 60,0w
100 31 181 6U,uu
100 31 183 60,0u
100 31 184 160,0o
100 32 185 !70.00
100 32 186 lTO.Ob
100 32 187 :70*0_
I00 _2 188 70,u_
I00 32 189 70,00
100 32 190 70.0_
100 33 191 80.0U
100 33 192 80,00
100 33 193 8u*00
10_ 33 194 80,00
100 33 195 80,0_
lOU 33 196 80,0_
I00 34 197 90,00
1JO 34 198 90*00
100 34 199 90,00
I00 34 200 90,0_
lOG 34 201 9U._0
I00 34 202 90,00
lOu 35 203 10,00
I00 35 2U4 IO.OU
IUU 35 2_5 i0.0_
100 35 206 10,_0
I_0 35 207 I0.0_
100 35 2u8 IG*0_
lO0 36 _d9 20.0_
10_ 36 210 20,0o
I00 36 211 20.0u
100 36 212 2_,0U
I00 36 213 20,00
100 36 21_ 20.00
TABLE n_. AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE CO P[PLETE INVESTIGATION - Continued #
Run Point deg deg i CA C m C 1 C n Cy
20,00
20*Uu- 15,00 9,4b 3*42- .C641
20*00- 20,0_ 9.q6 _._- .9830
20.0u- 3C,0C 9.49 3,43- ,8956
20*00~ 40,06 9.51 3,44- .@512
20,00- 60*00 9*55 3*40- .7846
20*00- 100,00 9*65 3.49- ,7567
20,00- 15.00 18,97 6*74- ,7_68
20*00- 20,0& 18,99 6,75- .649_
20*0U- 30*O& 19*U3 6,77- i*0657
20*00- 40,00 19,_7 6,78- 1,4_87
20,00- 60,00 19,17 6,_i- _*4_8
20*00- lOC*O0 19.36 6._8- 1.4002
20,00- 15,16 28*bi 9,88- 2,_441
20,00- 20,21 28.65 9,89- 12*4_50
20*00- 30,32 28,71 9,92- 2,3098
20,0_- 4_,42 28,79 9*94- 2,2418
20*00- 6_.6_ 28.94 9,98- 2,2407
2U,_u- ilui*06 _9,_ I0*08- 2,_08_
20*00- 15,3_ 38*40 12,74- 2,7214
20._- 20,45 38.44 12,75- 2,6707
20*_U- 3C.68 38*53 12,77- 2,6413
20,00- 40,90 _8,6_ 12.79- 2,4935
20,_0- bI,)5 _,79 I_*_5- 2,500_
20,00- II02,1_ _9,_4 12,97- 2*_I_Z
20*00- 15*57 48,38 15,22- 2,7453
20,00- 20.76 48.4_ 15,d3- 2,5608
20,00- 31,15 48.51 15*_5- 2,b156
20,00- 41,_3 48*60 I_,27- 2,4931
20*WO- 52,29 48*77 15._1- 2,4624
2O*Ob- 103,82 49,12 ib*39- 2,4467
20*00- 15,83 58.58 17._5- 2,b055
20.0_- 21,10 58,62 17*Z6- 2,4899
20.00- 31,05 58,72 17,_8- 2,b_0_
20*_&- 42,20 58,81 17,_- 2,4859
20*00- 63,30 i_9*_I 17.53- 2*5/06
20*00-- I05,5_ !59,41 17,40- 2,574>
20,00- 16,13 168,98 II_,77- 2,6488
20,00- 21,_0 69,Qi 118,77- 2,_686
i
20,GO- 32,25 69,12 I18,78- 2,4750
20.U_- 43,00 69,ii 118*79- 2,_010
20,_0- 64*50 69,41 t18,82- 2,_015
20,00- I07,50 69._4 +1S,87- 2,5848
20,0_- 16,22 79,54 19,69- 2*6570
20.00- 21,62 79.58 19,70- 2,5878
15,83 >8,94 17._ t,BB8_ [ *_0_- ._086- ,020_- .2090- ,7_80-
i .0279 ,wOlO- .0164 *_031- .0_04
i .0J29 .J_74- ,OiJ4 ._76- ,07_9
i *_332 ,297_- *0104 .0412- ,07_J
i ,0517 *_635- *OOSB ,O_bb- ,07_b
i ,b3ZO *_318- *0076 .0_4- ,0799
,C.321 ,214_- ,OOb_ *0_07- ,0803
• 522_ .6_77- *0139 ._578- ,1241
,02_8 ,638_- .01_I ,_J08- .IZb6
: *0249 *097_- .0085 ,_221- .I279
i *_246 .b4bl- ,0071 ,_203- ,iZdz
,0_45 ,93_4- ,_C4b .0177- *150_
•0234 *bZ99- .0_4 .0119- *i_7_
: *0011 ,9348- *0_25 *_141- *10_8
• 006_ .9172- *0240 .0079- *IZ18
•0098 ,9001- ,0190 ,0052 .12;4
,0092 .8817- ,01_ *0004 *I_02
•0¢08 .941_- *0029 .0212 *l_Ol
i ,00_2 *_467- *00J3 ,3555 *_007
i ,0365- ,8169- ,0123 .0772 *1987
•0121- ,8396- *0111 .0831 !*154_
•0102 ._921- ,0176 ._719 *0_93-
•O00b- .9149- ,0234 .0454 *0291
•U041- .9934- *0509 .0_61 *_9_W
•_20- 1.0583- *O>Zb ._804 *12_
•0002 ,7886- ,0198 .1827 ,27_9
i ,0095 .S098- ,OlJ8 *168J ._09
! ,0047- ,8164- *0150 ._895 i,_Olb
i *0076- ,8741- ,015_ ,0790 :,3586
,0089- ,8844- ,0170 .3386 :,289_
•0057- .9248- .0170 ,_250 ,2741
•0241- °8698- ,02_ *1866 .6952
: .0294- *_515- *_2_5 *19_5 ,_406
: .03_I- *9300- .0217 *i614 .b7_i
•0533- ,9711- *0211 ,1305 ._40_
•_344- i._49Z- ,0243 ,0592- ,4454
•Olbb- .9189- *02_v *0445 ,b>17
: ,0329- 1,010_- *0203 *09_2 ,b_99
•0311- i*1098- ,0246 *1228 *6842
: ,0299- I*165_- .0_6_ *0352 *_661
! ,0390- 1,1725- *0269 *0062- ,_4_
i ,051_- I*1988- .0269 *0520- *_0_7
,0314 1,3264- ,0192 .060_- ,4002
,0223 1*2712- *0193 *056@- .41;4
20,0_- 32.43 79*68 19,70- 2,5465 *0109 1,3_49- *0189 *0_56- *4565
20.0_- 43.24 79*77 19.71- 2.4426
20.00- 64,86 79.98 19,72- 2.5322
20,_0- 108.10 60.43 19.7_- 2,041_
20,0_- 16.28 9_*16 20,00- 2,6744
20,_0- 21,70 90._1 20._0- 2,_882
20*00- 32*55 90,31 20*00- 2*5525
20,00- 43.40 9_*4U 20,00- 2.5277
20,00- 65.10 g_.59 20.00- 2.4918
20._0- 108.50 91,20 20,00- 3*0039
30.0_- 15.00 8,70 4*99- .562_
30.00- 20*00 6.71 5*u0- *_980
30,0_- 30.00 8*73 5.01- *5965
30,00- 40.00 8*74 5,02- *5982
30,00- 60*00 8,78 5,04- ,_08
30.00- 100.00 8.85 5*08- *5365
30,00- 15.00 17,_5 9*87- 1*2175
30,00- 20,00 17,56 9,88- 1.2629
30,00- 30*00 17,60 9.90- 1.2431
30.00- 40*00 17,54 9*92- 1,2506
30,00- 60*00 17,71 9.96- 1*2516
30,_- IOC,O0 17.86 10._4 - 1,2852
: ,000_ i*_268-- .Oib4 .0407- .46_
i ,UIC1- 1,435>- .019_ ,0725- ,4_>I
i *0226- 1,5450- ,OZ_.I ,l_b- ,40_2
i *3205 1,5Clb- ,020_ *3734- ,4_b_
i ,0127 1,4910- ,019_ *0_79- ,44_4
: ,0021 1,5416- ,0194 ,C43b- ,481c
*0061- 1,5703- ,0195 *0486- ,4972
i *Gl3b- 1,5889- .0182 *0703- ,4668
[ ,0306- 1,9225- ,0181 ,121b- ,4410
,_92 ,1_75_ ._9 ,0_0 o *_
,0_5 ,1_4_ _0_ ,057u_ °_
,0_ ,1479_ ,00_7 ,0_ ,1_
,_54 °1511_ ,_9 ,0_7_ *_7_
,_51 ,1_07_ ,00_7 _0_90_ *_00
,_51 ,1_5_ ,0_9 o0_9_ ,_2_
°02S_ ,41_- *_2_ *_2_ *_1_
,02_ o44_2_ °_9 ,0_14_ ,199_
,_27_ o4_ ,0_9 ,0520_ ,2_7_
,027_ ,441_ ,0_ ,_2_ ,_
,025_ ,44_ ,00_1 °0_47_ ,21_7
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3U._U- 15.16 26.6_ 14.52- 1.9247 .51_1 ,_563- ,GOUt- o0428 ,21i_
30.0O- 20,21 26,69 16,53- 1.9882 ,5i_9 .7_87- ,_O_ ,0328 .2340
30.00- 30,32 26.74 16,66- 1.9_19 ,U17_ .7190- °00_6- ,C_78 ,2_
30.O0- 4_,42 26,80 14,69- I*_97_ ,_i_l ,72_6- .00_4- ,5L_ ,26_
30.00- 60.64 26o91 14,64- 1,9274 ,5147 .7553- .00_3- ,5311 ,307_
30,00- 101,06 27.15 14,76- 1,9_47 o0JI_ ,7661- ,00_0 .0_8 ,GZqO
30,00- 15,3_ 56,1_ 18,_0- 2,bi3J .5166 ,_- .0379 ,I010 ,14_
30._- 20,_5 36,i5 18.81- 2,_0_0 .LJ_ .8_7- .J_?_ ,087_ ,I_
30°_0- 30.68 36,23 16,85- !,4_69 .0165 ._36- ,0474 .041_ ,1575
30._0- 45,90 36.31 18,88- 2,4213 ,_098 ,8_67- ,O_G4 .0_6_ ,14_6
30,50- 61,35 _6,_9 18,95- 2,_790 ,G_Z8 1,_592- ,0078 ,082_ ,_57_
30,_0- I02,_5 36,84 i9.10- 2,6_88 ,5511- I,_367- ,0_4_ .0_4_ .30_
39 227 50.OG 30._0- 15,57 _6,02 22.57- 2,_909 ,0164 ,_75_- .027_ ._866 .48_9
39 2_8 bO,Ou 30,50- 20,76 _6.66 22,_8- 2,4319 ,b/_O ,_C95- ,5_u_ ,£_39 ,4b_U
39 229 _O,UU 3O,bO- 31,15 46,13 22,60- 2,_167 .01_5 ,7432- ,OLg_ ,GG_- ,407_
39 235 5O,00 30cOW- _I,_3 _6,Zl 22.63- 2,32_I ,D0_3 ,_b_2 m ._D_ ,0_42- ,41v_
39 _31 _OeOU 30.GO- 62.29 _.38 22,69- 2,3_34 .0_Z6 ,9600- ,0296 ,007_ ,45_
39 232 _O,GU 30,00- 103,82 _6,67 22,79- 12.2076 ,O_iS- ,909_- .UZ_6 ,0_9- ,47_
iGO 40 233 6GROG 30,00- I>,83 56._4 2_,69- 2,51C6 .5_9- ,815_- .Ga_l .1479 ,@Dd_
100 _0 23_ 6O*OG 30.00- 21.10 56,_7 25,70- 2,2799 o038_- ,8_92- .0_52 ,1336 .781_
lOG 40 235 60.00 33,00- 31.65 56.56 25.73- 2,2666 ,03_9- ,9689- *0276 *1269 ,7981
lOO 40 236 60,05 30,00- _2,20 56,65 25,75- 2.33_0 .5317- ,9754- .0264 ,%55fi .689b
lOG _u 237 65,0_ 30,5_- 63_30 66,80 25#79- 2,2681 ,0332- ,9_20- .0272 ,00_- o61_8
lOG 40 238 65.05 30.50- 105,55 57.15 25.88- 2.3339 .0418- ._45_- ,_3_i ,0_3_- ,593_
IO0 41 239 75,00 3G,UO- 16,13 67,33 28,_b- 2.3178 ,5266- ,9_9_- o02S_ ,GS_Q ,70_
IUO W1 240 7O,0_ 30tOO- 21,)0 67,_7 2_,_6- 2e128_ ,5317- 1.15C_- ,024_ ,154_ ,7_50
lOG _i 241 70,00 30,00- 32,25 67,a& 28*G7- 2.1712 ,52b9- 1,18_- ,0256 ,15SI ,7_5_
105 42 245 80,00 30.00- Ib,22 7_,65 29e_1- 2,4306 ,0281 1,2462- ,0_47 °0971- ,61_
lOS _Z 246 8O,_U 30.GO- 21°62 76.68 29t62- 2e3678 ,5243 1,229_- .054_ ,0898- °_971
100 _2 247 8_,Ou 30.00- 32,43 78,77 29.53- 2.282_ ,5025 1,3613- ,0J45 ,5257- ,6979
i00 _2 248 8b,uu 3_°_- _3.24 78,@4 29.63- 2,1676 ,50_2 1,3_qb-I .D_31 ,02_- ,671_
I00 _2 2_9 85,G5 30,5O- 66.86 79°53 29,_5- 2,2698 ,G596- 1,3_9_- ,0355 ,1021- ,_8_9
100 _2 25b 80,00 3O,_O- 158.10 79.39 29,D8- 2,2634 ,GI14- I._52- ,0_04 .10_7- ,_2_i
I00 63 251 90,00 30,_0- 16,28 90,15 35,00- 2._979 ,0300 1.39_8- .G379 .13_- .668_
lOG _3 252 90.UU 3_.5_- 21.70 9O,Z_ 30.50- 2,3808 ,_20_ 1,36_2- ._77 ,1277- ,_8_1
lOG W_ 2_3 90,Go 30,05- 32,_5 90._8 55,b0- 2,_787 .GuEd l,qu_b- .03_l ,I024- ,61_
IOG _3 254 90,00 30,00- _3°_0 9G,36 30cO0- 2.199_ ,0058- I._42S- t0332 ,589_- ,630_
100 _3 255 90,0_ 3O,LO- 65,10 65,_3 30,UQ- 2,Z070 ,0200- i,_6- ,0344 ,l_J5- ,_)_
I00 43 236 90.00 30,00- IC8.50 90,88 30.50- 2,1687 *029_- I,4716- .0346 ,1342- o6230
I00 46 257 10,_O 40tOO- 15,00 7.70 6,_2- ,_86_ ,O2Sb ,1667- °0063 ,0681- _I369
IO0 44 268 ID,Ou _OtO0- 2D°_O 7.71 6,_2- e5686 ,0285 ,162_- .O0_l .0669- e1649
100 _ 259 i0,00 _O,GU- 30.00 7.73 6,W_- .5497 ,0277 ,I_22- .0042 *0576- ,Ibbb
iGO _4 260 IU,Ou _G.Oe- 40.00 7.73 6,_ I ,5536 ,_288 .ib2b- °0036 .0_76- ,1660
I00 _ 261 10,00 _O.GO- 60.0G 7,76 6,_7- ,_596 ,0293 ,1568- ,0048 ,5586- ,1702
lOG _ 262 IO,Ou _o00- I00,00 7.81 6,91- ,5699 ,0299 .I_08- .0049 .0582- .16_3
150 45 263 20*00 43,00- 15.00 I_.61 12,73- 1,Ii_6 ,0143 ,3941- ,0079 ,0822- .3359
lUG 45 264 25,0O _O,Ou- 20.00 15o62 12,7_- i,I_62 ,0163 ,396_- .0082 ,C@Sz- .3496
i00 45 265 20e00 40.00- 30.00 15,66 12,76- 1.1221 ,0169 ,396_- ,0064 ,0808- .33_3
IGO 45 266 20eOu 40,05- WG,O0 15.68 12.78- 1.1029 ,5166 ,3876- .0093 ,0789- .3356
iOO 45 267 2u,Ou 60.u_- 60.00 15,73 12,82- 1.1045 ,G165 .3920- ,0051 .0770- ,3_7q
i00 45 268 20.05 40,50- 100.00 15,83 12.90- 1,_I_4 ,0i72 .3917- ,0059 ,0734- .GZ_q
I00 46 269 30cUb 40t00- 15,16 23,93 18.80- 1,7502 ,5516 ,64W3- ,0053 ,03W8- ,4)_9
lOG _6 270 30.GO _0.00- 20.21 23.99 18,61- 1.7857 ,_01_ *67_5- ,0032- ,9278- o4650
100 _6 271 30,00 40.00- 30.32 23,99 18,8_- L,6861 ,UuG7 ,6_8U- .00_6- ,_181- ,4D>6
I00 &6 272 35.GU _0.00- _0,42 24,52 18,86- L,6_0_ °CO0_- ,670_- ,0067- ,02_0- ,469_
lOG &6 273 35,00 _O,GO- 60,64 26.10 18.91- 1,6_53 ,0008 .6697- .0007 ,3251- ,4710
100 _6 274 30,0O 45,00- 101,06 24,26 19.02- 1,6604 ,0021 ,_693- ,0003 ,0170- ,4729
100 _7 275 4_,U_ 4OtLO- 15.34 32.81 _.66- 2,1546 ,0034- ,79_b- ,0695 ,528_ ,_979
IO0 _7 276 _U.05 45,OU- 20,45 32,85 2_,48- 2,Z117 °U05_- .SOW_- ,U_95 ,5150 .DQOZ
lOG _7 277 4u. OU 60.00- 30.68 32.91 24.52- 2°2726 .OGG_- ,8b86- ,0761 ,0218 ,4926
IuO 47 278 _O,u_ 4O,GU- 60,90 32,97 24,55- 2,2_82 ,0085- ,8839- ,0810 .01_4 ,_lO&
lUG 47 279 40.00 4giG0- 61,36 33,09 26,62-- 2,_69_ ,508_- .9374- .ogbl ,0025 ,bb_O
IO0 _7 280 _,OG _O,GO- 102.25 33,34 24.76- 2,2747 ,5166- ,9836- .09_3 ,3355 ,5767
lOO 48 281 50.00 &U,G_- 15.57 _2,50 29.55- 2,3509 .U_2_- ,7936- ,0298 ,0_31- .)3_Z
100 _8 2_2 5O,G_ _O.UO- 20.76 %2,53 29,36- 2,246_ ,GlGb- .7191- o0275 .0614- ,_8_1
lOG 68 283 50,00 40,OU- 31,15 42,6_ 29,60- 2,226& ,5127- ,788J- ,0259 .0_96- .30_
iO0 48 2_4 5DeOu 40,5_- 61,53 _2°65 29.62- 2.1060 ,GlOl- ,7812- .0260 .0531- ,_224
i00 68 285 50,0v 40.50- 62.29 _2,79 29.69- 2.2196 ,G16_- ,49_6- ,O_gJ ,5_2i- ,b281
100 68 286 50.00 40,GO- 103,82 63,_2 29,79- 2.0822 ,0176- ,8_30- ,03_> .0297- ,5337
tMinus signs axe to the right of the numbers to which they apply,
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TABLE III.- AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - Continued t
100 61 359 40,00
t00 61 360 40.00
100 61 361 40.00
100 61 362 40.00
100 61 363 40.00
100 61 364 40,0_
I00 62 359 5.00
100 62 360 5,00
I00 62 361 5)00
100 62 362 5.00
I00 62 363 5.00
i00 6_ 364 5,00
100 63 365 10,00
100 63 366 10.00
I00 63 367 i0+00
I00 63 368 10.00
100 63 369 10.00
100 63 370 10.00
i00 64 371 20.00
100 64 372 20._0
I00 64 373 20.00
I00 64 374 _0.00
I00 64 375 20.00
100 64 376 20*00
100 65 377 30.00
100 65 378 30.00
I00 65 379 30.00
I00 65 380 30.00
100 65 381 30.00
I00 65 382 30.00
I00 66 383 40.00
100 66 384 40,00
100 66 385 40.00
100 66 386 40,00
100 66 387 40,00
100 66 388 40,00
100 67 389 2,5U
I00 67 390 2,50
lOO 67 400 2.50
100 61 401 2.50
I00 67 402 2,50
lOg 67 403 2.50
100 68 404 5.00
100 68 605 5.00
100 68 4o6 5.00
100 68 407 5.0_
100 68 408 5.00
100 68 409 5300
100 69 410 7.50
I00 69 411 7,50
I00 69 412 7.50
I00 69 413 7.50
I00 69 414 7,5V
I00 69 615 7.50
100 70 616 10.00
IgO 70 617 10.00
I00 70 418 l_,Ou
I00 70 419 .0.00
i00 7U 620 I0.00
I00 70 421 10.00
100 71 4_2 15.00
100 71 623 15+0U
I00 71 626 15.00
100 71 625 15.0o
I00 71 426 15,00
I00 71 427 L5.0O
i00 72 628 20.06
100 72 629 20.00
I00 72 430 20.00
100 72 431 20.00
I00 72 632 20,00
100 72 433 20,00
*,°'II CA
70.00- 15.34 16.01 37,17- ,766_ .0106
70°00- 20.45 16.02 37.18- .729_ .0161
70.00- 30.68 16.03 _7.19- .7485 .019l
70.0_- 40.90 16.03 57.19- .6369 .0212
70._0- 61.35 16.03 37.20- .5285 .0216
70.00- i02.25 16.05 37,22- .5685 .0224
80.0_- 15.00 .87 4.92- .0804 .0431
80.00- 20.00 .87 4.92- .0859 .0434
80.00- 30.00 .87 4.92- .0805 .043L
80.00- 40.00 .87 4.92- ,0725 .04_5
80.00- 60.00 .87 4.92- .0661 .0624
80.00- 100.00 .87 4.92- .0655 .0425
80,00- 15.00 1.75 9.84- .1666 .0397
80.00- 20.00 1.75 9.84- .1667 .039_
80.00- 30.00 1.75 9.84- .1385 .0396
80.00- 40.00 1.75 9,84- ,1280 .0394
80.00- 60.00 1.75 9.84- .1214 .0398
80.0U- 100.00 1.75 9.85- .1211 .039_
80.00- 15.00 3t6] 19,69-- .2381 .0255
80,00-- 20,00 3.61 19.69-- ,2528 .0238
80.00- 30.00 3.61 19.69-- ,2236 .0247
80.00- 40.00 3.61 19.69- .2171 .0239
80.00- 60.00 3.61 L9.69- .2090 .0238
80.00- .00.00 3.61 19,69- .2051 ,0239
80t00- 15.16 5,72 29._0- .2503 .0209
80t00- 20.21 5°72 29.50- ,2551 .0263
80,Q0- 30.52 5,72 29.50- .2_00 .02_7
8_.0_- 40._2 5.72 29.51- ,2327 .0232
80.00- 60,66 5.72 29.51- .2088 ,0240
80.00- 101.06. 5.72 29i51- .1692 .0233
80°00- 15.36 8.29 39.27- .2730 .0237
80,00- 20.45 8._9 39.27- .2_54 .029_
80,00- 30.68 8._9 39.27- .2250 ,0336
80.00- 40.90 8.29 39.27- .1884 .0308
80.00- 61.35 8._9 39.27- .1220 .0288
80*00- 102.25 8._9 39,28- ,0975 .0306
90,00- 15,00 .00 2.50- ,0282 .0658
90.00- 20.00 .00 2.50- ,0204 .0457
90.00- 30.00 .00 2.50- .0123 °0444
90.00- 40.00 .00 2,50- .0100 .0461
90.00- 60.00 .00 2.50- ,0053 .0465
90.00- i00.00 .00 2.50- .0079 .0466
90.00- 15.00 .00 5.00- .0057- .0461
90.00- 20.00 .00 5e00- .0051- .0667
90.00- 30.00 .00 5.00- t0063 ,0427
90.00- 60,00 .00 5.00- .0066- .0631
90.00- 60.00 .00 5.00- .0086 .0663
90.00- I00.00 .00 5.u0- .0035 .0439
90.00- 15.00 .00 7.50- .0065- .0662
90,00- 20.00 ,00 7,50- .0066- ,0463
90.00- 30.00 .00 7.50- .0033 ,04_I
90.00- 60.00 .00 7t50- .0075 .0643
90.U_- 60.00 .00 7.50- .0033 ,0434
90.0U- 100.00 .00 7.50- .0027 .0429
90.00- 15.00 .00 10o00- .0078- .0468
90.00- 20.00 .00 I0.00- .0069- .0651
90._0- 30.00 .00 I0,U0- .0107 ,0626
90.00- 40.00 .00 10.00- .0065 .0417
90.00- 60,00 .00 10.U0- .UI09 .0424
90.00- 100.00 .00 10.00- .0012 .0416
9O.OU- 15100 100 15100- t0113- ,0423
90._0- 20.00 .00 15.U0- .0105- .0_28
90.00- 30.00 .GO 15.u0- .0083 .0397
90.0_- 40.00 .vO 15,00- .0096- .0385
90.00- 60.00 .00 15,00- .0052- ,0383
90.00- 100.00 .uO 15.u0- .0127- .0376
90,00- 15.00 ,00 20,0_- ,0166- ,0355
90.00- 20.00 .00 20.00- .0173- ,03_8
90.00- 30,00 )GO 20.00- .0166- ,0320
90.00- 40,00 .00 20,00- ,0200- ,0307
90.00- 60.00 .00 20.00- ,0300- .0313
90.00-- 100300 .00 20.U0-- .0406-- .0311
' IC m C I C n Cy
• 3136- .06_ ,3411-ii.1909
•3177- .0516 ,3496- 1.16_
•3810- .0496 .3456- 1.1690
,3483- ,0W88 ,325¢- 1,1256
•3311- ,0531 ,3175- I,I_89
•3285- 30551 .319_- 1.1216
.0175- .0015- .0658- .1713
.0234- *0010- .0597- .1605
.0_43- *O00b- .0595- *I606
.0200- .0006- )05_4- ,i_II
.017_- )0004- .05_7- .1371
.0165- .000_- .0518-i .1336
.0407- .0015- .1132- .500_
•0409- .0012- .1071- .2816
•0403- ,0010- .1045- ,2739
,0_55-- .0008-! .1028-- .2699
• 0335- .0005- .i030- ,2687
•0337- ,0003- ,1010- ,26_
•0986- .0087- .2855- .6973
.I108- .0087- .2751- .6709
.0972- .0081- ._729- .670_
•0969- .0083- .264_- .6540
•0910- *0084- t2666- .86,_
•0881- .00_5- .2675- .6697
.1068- .0082- .3515- 1.01_0
• 1156- ,0095- .3590- -9652
,1326- .0098- ,3730- .9795
.1507- t0121- .3657- .9712
• 1583- .0147- .3662- .9859
• 1386- .0170- .3475- .9656
• 0999- .0296 .3394- 1.2370
•0826- .0194 ,3388- 1.1720
.1112- .OIZ8 .3550- ,.1528
• 1525- ,0040 ,3536- _.1316
• 212b- .0016 .3594- ..15_9
•2001- .0017 .3592- =,1856
.0130- .0012 .0293- .0553
•0093- .0004 ,0250- .0421
,0122- .0006 ,0276- .0557
,0075- .0004 ,0241- ,0574
• 008Z- .0002 .0257- .05_0
•0083- ,0001- .0246- .059_
•0034 .0006 ,0527- .130_
•0031 ,0002 .0523- ,1303
• 0021- .C003- .0518- .1_04
• 0017 ,CO00 ,0484- ,12_
•0052- *C004- *0493- .1205
•0058- ,0005- .0501- ,1244
,0041 ,0005- .0765- ,1869
.0041 ,0009- ,0786- .1958
.0027- e0011- .0789- 31958
•0057- .0010- .0757- .1918
•0054- .0011- .0748- .1904
•002_- .0012- .0753- t19(4
•0050 .0012- .1065- ,2716
.0046 ,006_- )i04_- ,261_
•009_- .00_0- .I0_0- .261_
,0060- ,0023- ,1017- .2574
.0087- ._0_- )IQg_- .2_89
• 0041- .0020- tlCi3- _.2580
.002_ .Q050- ,1735- !._299
.0012 .0059- ,1716- .418_
t0141- .0057- .1670- .41_6
.g026- tO05_- .Ibm7- .4097
.0045- .0055- .1695- .4232
• 0009- )0057- .1719- .4261
.01_5- .01_I- .2816- ,6604
•0121- .0133- .2814- ,6)&8
.0162- .0142- *2779- .6_J
•0155- ,0164- .2726- .6445
•0103- ,014_- ,2777- ,6681
•0051- .014_- ,Z768- *b710
%Minus signs are to the right of the numbers to which they apply.
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TABLE Ill. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - Continued t
f _I,
Config. Run Point deg d_eg
IOC 84 500 6U.05
150 84 5_I 60.0_
100 84 5_2 60°Ou
I00 84 5G3 60,0_
IU0 8% 504 60e0_
1_0 84 505 60,00
lUG 85 506 7_o05
100 85 5u7 7v,0_
10_ 85 5u8 75,0_
I00 85 509 70,UU
I00 85 51_ 70.0v
100 85 511 70.0o
100 86 512 80.0_
i00 86 513 80o05
100 86 514 80,05
100 86 515 80,05
i00 86 516 8u,0u
iC& 86 517 8_,Ow
lOG 176 1051 66°00
IU0 176 1052 65,05
100 176 1053 60.00
i00 176 1054 65,0_
I0_ 176 1055 66,00
I00 177 1057 70°05
i00 177 1058 70,GU
I00 177 1059 70,&U
I00 177 1060 70,05
I00 177 1061 70,0U
100 177 1562 7U,0b
i00 178 1563 80,00
I00 178 1564 80,0_
IU0 178 1065 80,0v
I00 178 1066 80,0_
i00 178 1067 80,00
100 178 1068 80,0_
100 179 1669 60,0_
iC0 179 IC70 60°00
10G 179 1071 60,05
i00 179 i_72 60°0v
10O 179 1073 60°00
i00 179 1074 60,05
100 180 1075 70.05
100 180 1076 70,00
i00 180 1077 70,00
I00 180 _578 70,0v
100 180 1679 70,05
I00 180 1080 75,05
I00 181 1081 80,00
i00 181 1U82 85o05
i_0 181 1083 85,05
i00 181 1084 80,05
I00 181 I585 80,05
lOu 181 1086 80,0_
IuU 182 1087 60,00
I00 182 1588 60,05
1E0 182 1089 b0,0U
I00 182 1095 65,05
I00 182 1091 6&,05
I00 182 1092 60,0u
100 183 1593 70,00
100 183 1094 70,05
I00 185 1095 7U,uu
100 183 lub 7U*UU
100 183 11097 70,05
150 183 I598 7_,_U
lU0 18_ I_99 85,0_
luU 184 1105 8U,Uu
I50 184 1151 8U,0v
iu0 184 1152 8u,Uu
100 184 103 85,00
i00 184 iI_4 80,0_
q, [ a' _, C NIb/sq ft deg deg
5,_- 15,83 60,07 4,33- 2,8512
5,0_- 21,10 60,13 4,34- 2,9441
5,00- 31+65 80,_ 4,34- 2,808_
5,v0- _2,20 60._3 4,_4- 2,7533
5,00- 63,30 60,54 4,J5- 2,7595
5,Q0- 105.50 60,99 4,_7- 2°_064
5._U- 16.13 75,11 4,70- 3,&0_6
5,bO- 21,50 70,15 4,70- 2,9}51
5,_O- 32,251 70,27 _,71- 2,8156
5,00- 43,00i 70,n8 4,71- 2,8278
5_05- 54.50 70°60 4,71- 2,8151
5,00- 107,50 71,06 4,73- 2,8423
5,_U- 16,22 80,15 4,92- 3,0592
5,_0- 21_62 80,25 4,92- 2,8704
5,vV-! 32,43 8_,52 _,93- 2,9144
8,00- 43,24 86,42 4*93- 2,8148
5,00- 64.86 80,86 4,93- 2,8950
8,_0- i58,10 81,11 4,94- 2,8644
,0U 15,83 60,18 ,00 3,0775









• 0_ 45,24 60,46
• 00 64,86 80.70
• Or 108.10 81*16
5°50 15,83 6_°08 4.33 3,0021
5.00 "21.10 60°13 4,34 2.9489
5*05 31.65 60,21 4.J4 2,6967
5.50 42,20 60.3_ 4._4 2.7757
5,00 53,30 60,_4 4,_5 2,7292
5,50 105,50 60,98 4,_7 2,7725
5,00 16.13 70,11 4,70 2,9920
5,05 21,50 70,16 4_70 2°9208
CA i Cm CI C n Cy
• 0517- o6951- .0108 ,2131 .394_
•0614- ,8547- ,01_7 -2176 .4_bb
•u579- ,9048- ,01U_ ,1740 ,3511
•057_- ,981_- ,0105 ,1509 ,295_
•5572- I,U._19- .00_1 ,0175 ,i_Ii
•5990- i,J508-- .(2085_ .0394- .0491
e0_6_-- 1.U340-- ,01%1 ,1748 o._48 _
•549_-- 1,5930-- ,011> ,147> ._.9_D
,547._-- 1.1726-- ,01ZZ ,0858 • 218-_
•5_Z._-- I,_08_-- ,0111 ,0_94 • I47._
•0552- 1,2578- ,0105 ,0164 ,I198
•¢583- 1,159_- .0104 .0558- ,0973
• U_88- 1,1160- ,0_9_ ,0063- .08&7
,0429- 1,271Z- ,Olv_ -(J126- °088_
• 0385- i.2714- ,0102 ,0175- ,0915
• 0_70- 1,5847- ,015_ ,OZlS- .0947
• bDb4- 1,4277- ,JO_4 ,019._- .10_8
• 558_- , 7584- o_ObD .I274 ,I_54
• V959- ,7587- ,00_& ,1182 • 19-_
°00 _i,65 60,_3 ,00 2,8107 .V>30- ,_27_-- ,00:_ ,i_41 ,175_
,00 42.20 60.44 .00 2,8241 ,_50- 1._7_- ,0027 ,0647 ,0_9_
®00 63,30 60,66 ,vO 2,8046 .5_84- 1._720- ,0025 ,0_08 ,_3_b
,50 J6*13 70,18 ,00 3,0738 .5426- ,9625- ,3021 .0574 .08_4
• _0 2,9591 ._4_J- 1.u007- .0017 ,1244 ,1570
• 00 2,8902 .0463- 1°0965- ,0027 ,1336 ,1776
• 00 2.9080 ,0470- 1,1934- ,0030 .0781 .0967
• _0 2.8800 .0501- 1.2374- ,OOi_ .0_40 .05)1
°_0 2.8883 ._41- 1,2790- ,0013 .5164 .0265
• _0 3.1020 .5285- 1,195_- .OOtb .QO01- .0_1_-
• 00 3*0466 .5272- 1.2045- .0059 .0042- .0240-
• 00 2.9563 ._33_- 1.3127- o0018 .0008 .0127-
• 00 2,8575 ,0_64- 1._039- .001_ .011_ .0167
• 00 2,8924 ._464- 1._730- ,0013 ,00_8 .0_84
• _0 2.8819 ._>23- 1.4366- ,0007 ,0_11 .J_Od
,0497- °6386- .0017- .1997 °1_6_
• 053i- °7635- .0028- *0505 .0212-
• 0_85- ._686- .0052- ,0713- ._0_-
• 0_4_- 1,0303- °0059- .0153- ,_9_9-
• 0_97- 1.0355- .0043- ,0036 .071_-
• _339- o916_- .0054- °058_ ,0114
,0432- 4938?- ,00_6- .0376 °0_00-
5,00 52,25 70,26 4*70 2.7820 °0388- 1._887- ,010_- .i093- .21d_-
5,0_ 43,00 ?U.58 4.71 2.855_ ,0461- 1,1_1- .0058- .0590 ,00i5-
5.50 54,50 70,60 4,71 2°8290 ,0448- t,2199- .0091- .073_- ,1657-
5,C0 IC7,50 71,06 4.73 2.860_ ,0544- 1,2747- .0084- .0305- ,1080-
5,00 16,22 80,15 4,92 2,9385 ,0215- 1,1037- °006_- .0090- .5858-
5°50 21.62 80.20 4,92 2.8775 ,0_2- 1.1373- ,0567- ,0176 ,045_-
5,00 32.43 80°30 4.93 2,7580 ,52_- 1,2077- °0065- ,0041 ,0735-
5,00 43,24 80_43 4,93 2.8853 ,_59- 1.32_- .0075- ,0129 ,07_i-
5,5_ 64,86 80,64 _,93 2.8122 ,0434- 1°_3?0- ,0071- ,0159 ,0741-
5,00 108,10 81.08 4.94 2,7840 .0526- 1,3759- .0054- .0_67 ,04_0-
I0,00- 15,83 59,78 8,66- 2,7334
I0,00- 21.10 59,84 8,57- 2.8144
i0,O0- 31,65 59,_4 8,67- 2.7809
i0,05- 42.20 60.54 6°68- 2°7091
10,Lb- 63,30 60.24 8,70- 2,6935
i0,00- I_5,50 60,67 8,74- 2,7202
i0°00- ib,13 69.89 9,40- 2.g077
i0°00- 21.50 69,94 9,40- 2,8421
IU,UU- 32,25 70,55 9,41- 2.8230
io,vu- 43,30 70,15 9,41- 2.74u_
10,_U- 6_,50 75.36 9,43- 2.741_
10,b_- i_7,50 75t63 9.45- 2,7941
10.0u- 16,22 8_,b3 9*85- 2.8801
10,05- 21,62 8b,58 9,85- 2,8252
10.UU- 32,43 80,_0 9,85- 2*8356
10,_U- 43.24 80._0 9,86- 2,78_
10,GU- 64,86 85,52 9°86- 2.7904
IU,bU- 108.[0 80,97 9,88- 2.7816
•0_4i- ,752>- .OlbV -1813 .4940
•vS#b- ,8171- .0157 °1832 ,_34_
• 0517- .8650- .0138 .0513 .3479
• 0545- .9386- .Olb_ *0426 ,_0_
• 5_77- .9838- .01_7 .0167- .2225
• 5597- 1.0_74- °0128 ,0339- ,1759
• 0_52- °9279- .0195 .0931 ,411_
• 0548- .988_- .0178 .1248 .4755
• 548J- l,J_2b- ,_17_ ,00_3 ,26_
o0491- loJ_- ._160 °b_37- o20ol
• _54- io1807- ,017_ .016_- .2_4
• _554- 1,22_7- .018_ .0021 .244_
•557_- I°_95_- °015_ .011_- .27_V
o J_37- i°I001- .016_ ._019 .24_
• J41_- 1.2212- .0154 .0398- °231_
°0508- i._238- .0173 .0598- .217_
•_574- 1,3741- o0154 .0468- °2155
tMinus signs axe to the right of the numbers to which they apply.
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TABLE m. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE CON PLETE INVESTIGATION - ConUnand f
Config. Ran Point deg ft deg deg
I00 185 1105 b0JO0
I00 185 1106 60°00
I00 185 1107 60,05
100 185 1108 60,0_
100 185 1109 65,00
100 185 1110 60,00
100 186 1111 70,05
100 186 1112 70.0_
100 187 L117 8_,0_
i00 187 1118 80_00
100 187 1119 80.00
100 187 1120 80,00
100 187 1121 80,00
100 187 1122 80,00
100 188 1123 60.00
100 188 1124 60.00
150 188 1125 .60,00
I00 188 1126 60.0v
100 188 1127 60.Ov
100 1_6 1128 60,00
I00 189 1129 70,00
I00 189 1130 70,0v
lO0 187 I131 ?O,vV
100 189 1132 70,00
I00 189 1133 70.00
i00 189 1134 70.00
I00 190 1135 80.0U
I00 190 1136 80,00
100 190 1137 80,00
I00 190 1138 80,05
I00 190 1139 80,00
100 190 1140 80,0w
100 285 1526 80,00
1_0 285 1527 80,0v
IvO 286 1528 80,00
IUO 286 1529 8_.0_
105 287 153_ 80,00
100 287 1531 80*00
I00 287 1532 80,00
I00 287 1533 80,00
IUO 287 1534 80,00
100 287 1535 80,00
I00 288 1534 70,00
100 288 1535 75,u0
100 288 1536 70,04
10o 288 1537 70,00
10_ 288 1538 70.00
106 288 1539 7_.uu
i00 294 1545 70,05
IOQ 314 1617 .05
IUO 314 1618 2*Or
l_O 314 1619 4.00
i00 314 1620 6.0_
100 314 1621 0*00
i00 314 1622 10*05
102 315 1623 .On
102 315 1624 2.0_
I02 315 1625 4.0_
102 315 1626 6.0w
102 31_ 1627 8oUr
I%2 515 1628 IU,0_
15.00 15.83 59,30 12.97 2.9501
15,00 21.i0 59,_4 12.98 2.7669
15,00 31.65 >9,4) 12,99 2.6929
15,00 42.20 59.54 13.00 2,6_72
15.00 63,30 59,74 13,03 2.6£96
15,00 105,50 60,14 13.58 2.6336
15.00 16.13 69.51 14.59 2,8092
15*0U 21.50 69.58 14,09 2,9176
15,G0 16.22 79.82 14,77 2*7730
15.00 21,62 79,88 14.78 2,7358
15,00 32.43 79,98 14,78 2,7033
15.00 43.24 80*09 14,79 2=7230
15,00 64.86 80._9 14.79 2*6417
15,0U 108,10 80,74 14,81 2,7030
20.00 15.83 58*58 17.25 2,6076
20.00 21.10 58,63 17._6 2,6031
20,00 31,65 58*7_ 17,Z8 2*5703
20.00 42.20 58.81 17.30 2,5039
20,00 63.30 59,00 17e33 2,4959
20*00 105*50 59*J9 17.39 2,5_59
20*00 16.13 68.98 18,77 2.6949
20,00 21,50 69.05 18*77 2.6559
20.00 32*25 69.13 18,78 2.5465
20.00 43.00 69,21 18.79 2.444_
20,00 64.50 69._3 18.82 2,5742
20.00 107,50 69,84 18.87 2.5872
20,00 1&,22 79,54 19,69 2.6123
20,00 21,62 79.59 19,70 2,6141
20.00 32.43 79,67 19.70 2.514b
20,00 43,24 79,78 19,71 2,5443
20,00 64*86 79,99 19.72 2*5885
20,05 108,10 80,41 19.74 2*5886
15._0- 16.22 79*82 14.77- 2,7170
15*00- i08.10 80.73 lq*81- 2,5863
C z C n Cy "
*03_4- .79_0- ,0213- ,i07_- .48_6-
.0_08- .5366- *01_9- ,1574- *0741
*04d2- .88)_- ,0182- *1799- ,61_9-
,0472- .9070- .0180- .093_- *_791
.0_95- I*_081- .0187- *i085- t4949-
.05_0- 1.0315- *01_I- .0545- *_691
,0436- *9240- ,0206- *0555- *48_6-
.0928- *9692- ,025_- *0_75- .4186-
.0244- i,I_58-i ,0171- *0257 .3419-
*0234- I,_509- ,0168- *0188 ,3464-
*0403- 1.2207- ,0170- *0297 ,353_-
.0238- 1.401_- *0164- *0358 ,3477-
,0242- 1.4790- ,0139- *0364 ,3208-
,0439- i*5119- ,0150- .088_ ,2>4_-
*0499- ,79_5- *0219- ,1975- .6761
.0323- .8657- ,0210- .1891- ,7009-
.0_81- ,98_8- ,0200- *2536- .8178-
.0387- ,9487- *0208- -1890- .7141
*04_7- ,9760- *0202- *0684- ,5_87-
*0465- I,_606- ,0219- ,0175- .489_-
*0582- ,7637- *02_I- ,02_4 ,4011
.04_8- ,5@11- *0234- ,0040- .501Z-
.0388- I*0516- .0238- *0953- .6291-
*0390- 1,0201- *0241- ,0200- ,_30-
.0518- I*0526- *0259- *i148 .3909-
,0700- i*1283- ,0259- ,i09_ *_969-
,0058 1,2955- *0192- ,0202 .3943-
,0101 1.2994- *0177- *0276 .4230-
*0017- I,3582- e0175- *0119- .4744-
*0075- 1,4172- *0190- *0024 ,4844-
,0175- i,5117- .0197- *0309 ,4_60-
*0328- 1.4947- .0198- ,0833 .379_-
,0197- 1.1057- .0179 *0459- .3650
,0332- I*5861- *0132 *0590- *50_6
15.00 16.22 79.8_ 14.77 2.9346 *0069- 1.2760- *01_7- ,0345 .3565-
15.00 I08.10 80.75 14.81 2.7489 *0308- i,_922- *Olb_- *0878 *2690-
15,00- 16.22 79*84 14*77- 2,8856 *0097- 1,1796- *0180 *0320- ,3815
15.00- 21.62 79*88 14.78- 2,7563 *0306- 1,1274- .0205 *0447- *30_8
15.00- 32._3 79.99 14.78- 2,7212 *3398- 1,1404- .0192 ,1627- .2023
15,00- 43*24 85*08 14*78-- 2*6568 *0487- i*33_9-- ,0169 e1_l- *2_00
15.00- 64.86 80*29 14.79- 2.630_ ,0180- 1.371_- *0131 *0988- ,2779
15.00- I08.I0 80*72 14.81- 2*6679 *0411- 1.4755- *0152 *0831- ,31_7
15,00- 16.13 69,51 14,09- 2.807_ *0520- .8279- ,0197 ,0217- .3297
15.50- 21.50 69,57 14*09- 2.7797 ,5457- ,9218- ,0228 ,0121- .3713
15.55- 32,25 69.68 14,10- 2*7594 *0415- I*_544- *0075 ,0825- *2%96
15,50- 43.00 69.77 14.11- 2,665_ *0487- 1,0962- *OZlb ,0713- *28Z5
15,00- 64.50 70*00 14.13- 2.7191 *060_- I,219_- *0204 *OlOb- *_751
15,0J- i07.50 70*43 14o17- 2.741_ .0716- 1.2174- ,0229 ,0508- *3060
15*00 16.13 09*53 14*09 2,9125 ,_W3J- *9500- ,0219- *0262 ,560_-
•Ou 100*00 ,U_ *wO ,0127 *U44<
,00 100,uC 2,v4 *nO .1394 ,0420
•0_ I00*_G 4,59 ,wO *2790 .0377
•bY lO0,uO 6,15 ,wO ,4292 ,_336
,00 10_*00 8,25 *vO ,5795 ,5301
,_v 100,00 10,26 ,vQ .7401 .5271
,00 i00,00 ,02- ,_0 .0433- *_7_
._0 i00,00 2.53 ._0 .0B60 .0446
•Lv I_C*OC 6,13 ,_0 .3697 ,v34_
• ._ i_0,00 8.18 ,_0 .b191
•_ l_,vG 15,_4 *wO ,6668
•000>- ,0054 ,0018- -00_
•0226- ,0004 *0004- .003_
•0520- ,O00b *0000- ,004_
•vO_- ,0004 ,4010- *0003
• 1_53- *oOw_ ,00i_- .007_
•1942- ,0001 ,0011- .00_9
•0841 .000_ ,COiS- *CO_
•0585 ,00_ ,0010- *0056
•02_9 ,O_ob *0009- *0069
•0008- *0000 .0010- *00bb
• v30b .v399- *00_7 *0010- *_06_
• 526_ ._9)- .00v_ *OQii- ,500_
I
kn




TABLE IlL- AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - Con_uued t
104 316 1629 ,Oh ,_0 I00,Q_ ._5- oVO ,127_- o_577 o2G2_ ,00i5- ,0039- *006_
106 316 1630 2,00 .b_ 106.Q& 2,00 JvQ ,0069 ,_3_ ,16_ ,UOi_- -U_7- ,UQ_
I06 316 1631 4,_U ,G_ 100,00 4,05 ,00 ,1690 ._480 ,140_ ,0016- °0018- ,Q0_6
i06 316 1632 6,$_ o00 I00,00 6°10 ,QC ,2986 ,_419 ,0996 ,0013- .0018- ,O0_)
LQ_ 316 1633 8*Qu ,&_ IQQ,QO 8,15 ,00 ,4653 ,1368 ,$@_i ,0009- *UOI_- .004_
iu4 316 1634 10°0'w ,bw I¢C,00 lU,il ,00 ,5951 ,w323 ,0165 .0010- .0015- .0037
i_6 191 I141 .uu ._u 15.00 ,62- ,00 ,3728- ,K20_ ,_426 ,0017 ,00_I- ,OIL@
i_6 191 1142 ,0_ °_ 20,00 ,09- ,00 ,3995- ,2196 ,5588 ,00_ ,0018- .0149
i_6 191 i143 ,00 ,_u 5_,_0 ,oW- °u$ ,5666- ,_IS_ ,DSbZ ,0019 ,002_- ,Oi4&
i06 191 1145 qU_ ,bG 60°00 °6B- °uO ,3522- .Z086 ,5144 ,00z7 .O03fi- ,00%9
i06 191 1146 ,U_ ,_u 100,_% ,13- ,uO ,5382- ,2079 ,50_) ,0053 ,0026- ,0091
i06 i_2 ILW! D,O_ ,_0 19,00 4,99 ,00 ,1321- ,_161 .b_41 .00_9 ,QI17- eO_Q_
i06 i_2 1148 b,OG ,bU 20,00 4,99 ,00 ,1172- ,Z136 o_674 ,0014 ,_073- ,03_8
i_6 I_2 11_9 b.Q_ ,_0 30,00 4,99 ,00 ,100_- ,_0_ ,_4 ,0011 .0049- eOZ41
lw8 I_2 1150 5,OG ,_ _0,00 4,99 ,00 ,0868- ,1938 ,5075 ,001_ ,0027- ,0119
lub 192 1151 5,Ub ,_0 60,00 4,97 ,uO ,0736- ,2017 ,5196 ,O0_U ,00_- .0119
106 I_2 iI_2 b. OU _&_ I00,00 _,77 ,00 ,£'_69- ,_987 ,904_ ,00_7 -0016- ,00@7
i_6 19_ 1153 i0,0_' ,00 15,00 LU,Ul ,uQ ,2295 o/83) ,6904 *0001 ,0084- ,05h1
106 183 1154 10.QG =UQ 20°00 lU°_l ,00 ,2447 .1815 ,6707 ,0009 600%8- ,QI_3
I_6 193 i15_ IV,_% ,_0 30,00 i0,02 ,UG ,23_9 ,183_ ,4819 ,0012 ,0010- ,0090
106 193 1156 I_,GU ,OU 40,0¢ IU,U2 ,00 ,2368 ,i_8 ,4846 ,0011 .0016- -0080
IL_ 183 II_7 IQ.OG _00 _0_ IQ,U% ,00 ,2432 ,1867 ,6863 ,001_ ,001_- ,0066
i06 193 1158 LO,Ob ,_'U i00,0_ 10,08 ,00 92009 ,185_ ,4788 ,001_ .0009- ,0046
i_ 194 ii_9 i_,0_ ,_Q l_,QQ 1_,03 ,V0 ,_7Z3 ,1806 ,676) ,000_- ,0013- ,QOB9
1_6 194 i16£ 15,00 ,0_ 20,00 15,03 ._ ,5541 ,1696 ,W07W ,0008 .000_- ,00_8
166 194 1161 15,U_ ,00 30,00 15,04 ,_0 ,4926 ,1693 ,4261 ,0002 ,0010 ,00_0-
IS6 194 1162 15,DU .00 40,QQ 15,08 .00 ,b053 ,1721 ,%379 ,00_3- e0002- 90010
i_6 194 1163 15,0_ ,QU 60,00 15,Ii ,UO ,5153 ,1707 ,%288 ,0004- *0005- ,0034
I16 19_ 1164 15,0_ ,&O 100.00 15°19 ,UC °5_46 ,171% ,%3_5 ,0008- ,0007- ,0011
I06 195 1165 _0,0_ ,£_ I_.00 20,05 .00 ,9210 ,1346 ,2990 tOOZl- -0067 ,0_09-
IG6 195 1166 ZO,06 ,_U 2O,OQ 20,_7 ,0_ ,0019 ,1242 ,2531 ,0013- .U064 ,0192-
L_ 195 1167 20,0_ ,G_ 3_,00 25,IU ,00 ,_603 ,1274 ,2678 ,00_%- ,0066 ,01_-
I06 193 1168 20,0_ ,_u 40t00 2_,12 ,00 ,828_ ,L2}Z ,2646 e0018- e0047 ,00_-
I06 i_3 116_ 20,00 ,&O 60,00 ZU,19 ,0$ *8641 ,12_2 ,2617 ,00_0- ,0027 ,0061-
I06 195 1170 20,00 ,00 100,00 20,33 ,00 ,8868 ,1237 ,_62_ ,0021- ,0017 ,0058-
106 196 11_1 30,00 °00 15,16 3O*IG tUO 1.8400 ,0172 ,0149- ,0071 ,000_ ,00_0-
106 196 1172 3_.0_ *&b 20,21 30t13 ,UO 1.7276 ,0156 ,0733- tOO_l ,0050- ,0_77
lUG 196 1173 30,04 ,00 30,32 30.18 ,00 1,582_ ,0117 ,I048- ,OOZT- .0029 ,0061
106 196 1174 35,00 ,00 40,_2 30,_3 ,00 1,5420 ,0077 ,1305- ,00_3- ,0008 ,0089-
106 196 1175 30,00 .Q_ 60,64 30.36 ,00 1,5841 ,U0?8 ,1395- e0009- ,0016 ,0017-
106 196 1176 30,00 ,_ 101,06 )0,62 ,UO 1.6_17 ,0G_8 ,1392- ,O0_u ,0038- ,0046-
106 197 1177 40,00 .CO 15,36 40.14 .UO 2.5065 ,0750- ,0907- ,OOU_ ,00_i- ,086_
106 197 1178 60,00 ,_0 20,_5 40,19 ,00 2.4%45 ,0910- ,1706- ,001q ,0011 ,0497
LU6 19_ 1179 4b,Ob ,59 30,68 40,_4 ,UO 2o1461 ,0700- ,2701- ,0083- ,0083 ,0_I_
I_6 197 1180 40.U£ ,£_ 40,90 4Q,33 ,00 2.165_ ,0808- ,3601- ,00_@- ,01%7 ,009_
106 197 ii_I _OtOb °00 61,35 40,49 ,O0 2.1409 ,08_9- ,3886- ,00_7- ,0042 ,0060-
156 197 1182 4&,00 ._0 I02,25 40,8_ .00 2.1253 ,0827- ,373_- ,0017 ,0562- *0393-
IC6 198 1183 5_,00 .£0 15,57 50,14 ,OO 2.%009 ,0865- ,2883- ,0204- ,1214- ,2_04-
106 198 i I_% 50,0_' ,00 20,76 50,19 ,UO 2._00 ,1098- ,2692- ,0002- .0_71- e2_3-
106 198 1185 50,0C ,0_ ]i,15 50,27 ,GO Zo372_ ,_I_0- ,4_2_- ,00z4 *0257- ,0361-
106 198 1186 50,00 ,_5 41,53 50,37 ,00 Z.404_ .1196- ,_968- ,0010 -i101- ,1511-
I06 198 1187 DU,QG ._0 62,29 50,62 ._0 2.2733 ,1209- ,5_08- ,000U ,0652- t0882-
I_6 198 llBB 55,Q_' ,£0 103,82 50,87 ,QO 2,2715 ,125_- ,52_6- ,0018- .08_9- ,12_7-
IC6 199 1189 60,00 ,00 15,83 60t16 ,00 2,7886 ,1535- t3587- ,0009- ,1930- ,_807-
LU@ 199 I190 60.0_ ,£Q 21,10 6£.ZQ ,00 2,_178 ,Iq66- ,%_44- *0_I ,I?71- ,_09W-
i_6 199 1191 6U,Ou ,bO 51,65 60t30 ,00 2,5_33 ,155>- ,5312- ,0007- ,_503- ,31_9-
IC6 199 1192 _Q,Ou .00 %Z,20 _C,39 ,00 2,6854 ,1618- ,6211- ,00_7- ,1873- ,_9_-
106 i_9 1193 60,0_ ,_0 @3,30 66,_8 ,U0 2,4_90 ,175_- ,_96_- ,00_- ,0760- ,1089-
106 199 I19_ 6U._ .00 105,50 @0,97 *00 2,4766 ,1795- ,6868- .00_7 ,0091- .0194-
106 200 1195 70,0U ,_0 16.13 70,17 .UO 2,8419 ,1775- ,?868- ,00U8 ,0%_9- ,0_&-
iC6 200 I196 70.00 ,&O 21,50 70,21 ,00 2t6_41 ,1609- ,_545- ,0004 t0_31- ,1108-
106 200 1197 70.0U .OG 32,2_ 70,30 .00 2,5646 ,1594- ,7275- ,0018 ,0814- ,1109-
iQ6 200 1198 7u*UW ._Q 63,00 _0*39 °OC' 2,4499 ,158_- ,;@Z_- ,0018- ,0305 ,Q_I_
LG6 230 i199 70.00 .G_ 64,50 70t60 tUO 2,_174 ,1757- ,b67_- ,0010- ,_82 ,0_1_
l&& 2_ 1200 7U.OU ,00 107,50 70,98 ,UQ 2,4614 ,1830- ,8_II- eO01U ,0706 ,0_46
l&6 201 1201 8U.OV ,_0 16,22 8_,17 ,O0 2,7819 ,13_6- ,90%6- ,0001 ,0108 ,0400-
I06 201 12uZ 8_._U ,bu 21,62 8U,ZL ,UO 2,679Z ,136Z- ,88_6- ,0000 .002_- ,0%16-
ib6 201 1203 80*UU tOO 32,%3 80*31 ,UO 2,6326 ,1480- ,976Z- ,000_ ,0097 ,0249-
I_6 201 I_0% 80,00 °_0 _5,24 80,41 ,00 2,0494 ,I_i- 1,005_- ,0003 ,0143 ,0118-
lub 2_i 1205 80.0_ ,£G 64,86 80*60 ,00 2,%881 ,1629- 1,0276- ,0005 ,0194 ,0043
106 201 il_@ @OtOu .Ub 10_,10 @I,£'3 ,00 2,_834 ,1819- 1.i56z- ,0005 ,0_71 .0131
tMlnus signs are to the right of the numbers to which they Rpply.
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166 202 !x2_7 90o0_
106 202 12_8 90,0_
106 202 12_9 90•0_
1oh 202 121C 98,0_
1Gb 202 1211 90,0C
106 202 1212 94,0v
107 203 1213 •0_
I07 203 1214 ,0_
I07 203 1215 •0_
107 203 L216 ,0_
107 2_3 1217 ,0_
107 203 1218 i00
107 204 1219 5•00
107 20_ 1220 5•_u
147 2_4 1221 5•0_
i_7 204 1222 5,_0
107 204 1223 5,U_
1.7 2_4 1224 5,00
i_7 2_5 1225 I0•0_
i_7 205 122& I_•0_
i_7 2_5 1227 I_•0_
1_7 205 1228 10•0_
I_7 205 1229 10•00
i_7 2C5 123C I0•0_
107 206 1231 i15•0_
I_7 2C6 1232 15.0_
I_7 2_6 1233 15,0_
IG7 206 1234 15•0_
i_7 2L6 1255 15•00
i_7 2_6 1236 15.0_
i_7 2C7 1237 20•0_
107 2_7 1238 20•0_
i_7 207 1239 2u,O_
167 207 124C 20•00
107 207 1241 20•00
107 207 1242 20•0_
167 2_8 1243 _0•0_
I_7 2_8 1244 _u•_
i_7 208 1245 30•0_
107 268 1246 30,_u
147 208 1247 3_•0_
107 208 1248 3_•G_
i_7 209 1249 40.G_
107 209 125C 40.C_
I_7 2C9 1251 40•C_
I_7 2C9 1252 40•C0
107 209 125_ 40,C_
107 i2_9 1254 40,C_
1_7 121_ 1255 5_,_
107 i21_ 1256 5C•_C
i07 210 1257 5_•0_
107 21_ 125_ 50,_
I07 21u 1259 50,_
IC7 21_ 1260 50.0_
i_7 211 1261 60.0_
i_7 211 1262 6b*0_
i_7 211 1263 60,0_
I_7 211 i2264 68,06
107 211 1265 60•00
167 211 1266 6_.0_
107 212 1267 7_.G_
i_7 212 1268 7u,Ou
I_; 212 1269 70,0_
I_7 212 1273 7_•0_
I_7 212 1271 7_•0_
1_7 212 1272 70.0_
1_7 213 1273 80•0_
I_7 213 127_ 80,0_
107 213 1275 80•00
107 213 1276 80.0_
107 213 1277 80•0u
137 213 127_ 80•0_
*GU 18.28 i 90•18 •00 2•9868
.(._, 21•70 9°,22 ,UO 2,7364
*C_ 32*55 90*33 ,G_ 2*7504
.00 43*40 9_•41 ._,0 2•5760
• _ 65.I0 90•61 *00 2•5420
*L_ I08,50 91*03 •_0 2•563_
• 0, 15,00 .bZ •_0 ,3393
,60 20,00 ,_2 ,_0 ,3C84
• Go 30,00 •03 .uO ,2945
• GO 40*00 *_5 •00 ,3071
• _ 60*00 •C7 ,00 •5062
• Cv I00.00 •Ii •_0 •2900
• 00 15.0_ 5•03 ,00 ,6508 •0904
• G_ 20,00 5•_4 *00 •645_ •0889
•00 30.00 5•08 •QO •6486 ._9_1
,0_ _0,00 5•08 ,bO •6300 •)909
• _ 6_.00 5•13 *UO •6293 •J895
._ :IC0.00 5•24 *_0 .639_ *_917
• _ 15,C0 i0.05 .bO 1,0132 *¢95_
• _ 20.00 i0•87 ._0 1.0596 •_922
•0_ 3_•00 I_*10 *00 1•0196 •_959
.04 40.00 i0.14 *_0 ,9858 *_922
• G_ 60°00 lC.22 *00 I•0132 •J941
.CO It0,00 iC•36 •_0 1,0069 ,0959
CA Cm C| Cn C_
• 1914- 1•4061- •0003- ,0041 ,0165-
* _815- 1,2846- •0007- *0067 .0261-
. L995- i*384_- ,0007- *0018- *0133-
*1933- 1.2B30- ,0005- ,0058 ,0075-
•_086- 1*3424- ,00(_7- *0102 .00"6
• (169- _,399_-- *001_5- ,0_20 •0289
*_889 *4310- .0013 .013.8 ,0_.17-
*0910 .4078- *0010 .OObb ,0100-
.0888 ,3958- *0010 ,0035 *0010
*_92_ ,407_- * 00(_8 ,O0'kO .0042-
.0916 ,4057- ,0006 *0027 .00_-
• _J917 ,3929- •0008 •0009 •0035
• 4725- *0009 ,0103 •0096-
,4723- ,0007 ,0091 •OiOb*
,4784- ,0005 *0060 *0061-
. _,662- .0009 .0048 •0051-
.4652- ,0006 •0028 *0030-
._68 _ . I ,000 _ "O01Z *OOOZ
.5829- ,0008 *0151 *0253-
• 602_- ,0006 •0130 *02_9-
,5815- *_066 ,0089 •01.C3-
,5635- ,0087 ,0064 •010_-
,5789- ,0005 •002./= •0036-
.5734- .0005 •0011 *000_
•00 15•00 15*II •_Q 2•2457 •_913 i*1864- ,0005 .0196 ,0_II-
• 6_ 20.00 15•10 *00 1•3572 ,_987
,0_ 30,00 15•14 •00 L•3653 •1041
• 6_ 40•_( 15•19 •_0 1,3309 •1012
• 0_ 60•00 15*29 *bO 1•3429 ,1023
• _ 100.00 15•50 .CO 1•3572 •1075
• _ 15,00 2O,IG ,_0 i•7757 ,.003
•00 20,00 2C*13 ,CO 1,7601 *.039
• 00 30•00 20•19 *_0 1*6939 • 018
.Or 40,00 20,25 ,00 1,6823 • 006
•0_ 60*00 2_,38 .00 1,7053 * 021
• _ 100.00 20•65 .00 I.7472 •.047
,6974- ,0009 ,0147 ,0278-
• 7088- ,0001 ,0087 •0149-
• 688_- .0002- .0061 *0053-
• 6931- ,0008- ,0031 *0029-
*896_- ,001_- ,0017 ,0012-
.8397- .0002- •0166 .0329-
.8512- ,0002- ,0176 •0380-
,8i72- ,0003- •0119 ,02_7-
,8100- ,0014- .010_ •016_-
,8163- •O01C- ,0070 *0095-
,8267- *0008- •0050 *0029-
• _ _15•16 30•15 ._0 2•67,6 •_792 1•0130- •0012 *0093 •0228-
• 0_ 20,21 30.19 ,00 2•4975 •,8_5 1,0217- •0014 ,0196 *01_-
• 00 3_,32 30,_7 *CO 2•3967 ,_856 1•0437- *0002 ,0072 •0857--
.Gv 40•62 30•36 ,_0 2*3947 ,,;858 1,0668- .0007- .0002 *0092-
• G_ 68,66 30,55 •_0 2•_386 •_i878 1,0932- *0007- *0037 *0040
• C_ 101•06 30,92 *_0 2•4713 •_870 1,0725- *0004- •0018 •008_
• CO 3•3244 •._478 ,9168- .034_-i ,0599 •3678-
• _0 3•1884 *_523 ,9852- ,0138- *0141 ,194_-
•vO 2.9816 ,+574 1.2250- .0083 *0028 ,037_-
• 0_ 15•34 40,19
,Cu 20,45 40,24
• 0+ 3_•68 40,34
,00 40•90 40,43
• CU 61•35 40,64
• _ 102•25 41._3
• _ 15•57 50.18
• 0_ 20•76 _ 50.23
•_ 31•15 50,34
,_O 41•53 50,42
• _U 62*29 50.64
• _0 103.82 81,07
• 0_ 15•83 60,18
• _ 21•I0 60._3
• _ 31.65 60,33







• Od 6_.50 70.70





• _u 84.88 80.72
• 6_ 108.10 81.10




























• ,579 1•1475- .0800 •0069--I•0119--:
• ,580 1•1654- .0039 •0122- ,0513-
• 628 1.0877- .Ollb .0011 •08_-i
• 594 .8_13- .0092- .1412- .2922-
• _57 ,7954-- *0113 ,0771- *2481"
• I_77 ,98_-- ,0080 ,1_13-- *2022-
• 479 1.0167- *0045 .0647- *I148-
*,488 1.0960- *0005 .0486- *07_3-
• I_83 I*088_- ,0015- ,0677- ,09_-
• 30i .78T2- .0031- ,1790- ,3101-
• +29_ .8906- *00_5- .1813- ,304_-
• 237 .9314- *0033- *2578- -3_71-
• '200 1.0778- *0002- ,0649- ,1078-
*_ 181 I,L513- ,0001- *0362- •0491-
,+141 1,1567- ,0007 ,0068 .0061
,+ 167 ,9290- .0044 .0769 .0}_i
._ 213 1,0098- .0011- *0806- • 1_-
,_ 253 1. l_u- ,0009- *0482- .076_-
.+ZZ7 1.207_- ,0043 ,0781 *Q/_6
,_241 1.2692- .0018 .0_41 .0_.44
*.183 1.2809- .0011 .0717 *0720
,(_50 1.2231- ,0019 -0118 ,0403-
,' 366 1.214_- .OOL_ -0011- ,0307-
,t _17 1.373_- ,0008 *0050- .0108-
*( 360 1.3422- ,0004 ,0121 *0002
*_306 1*4210- .0000 t0084 *001T
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i07 21_ 1279 90o0_
107 214 128_ 90.OU
1_7 21_ 1281 90.0_
107 214 1282 90.0u
107 21% 1283 90.O_
107 21_ 1284 90.00
llQ 215 1285 .00
ii0 215 1285 ,_0
110 215 1287 .00
Ii0 21) 1288 ,00
110 215 1289 ,0_
110 215 1293 4_J
fIG 216 1291 5,00
ii0 210 1292 5,00
110 216 1293 5,00
II0 216 1294 5,00
llO 215 1295 5,bu
II0 218 129S 5.00
ii0 217 1297 10.00
ii0 217 1298 i_.00
ii0 217 1299 10.00
ii0 217 1300 10*_¢
i10 217 1301 i_.0_
ii0 217 13_2 10.U0
ii0 218 1303 15,00
ii0 218 1304 15,00
I10 218 1305 15,00
Ii0 218 1306 15.Cu
i10 218 1307 15.00
II0 218 1308 15.00
II0 219 13_9 2&,OV
ii0 219 1310 20.00
Ii0 219 1311 20._U
Ii0 219 1312 20,0_
flu 219 1313 20.00
ii0 !219 131_ 2_.0V
i10 220 1315 30,0v
II0 220 131_ 30,00
110 220 1317 30.00
II0 220 1318 30,00
ii0 220 1519 30.0b
II0 220 132_ 30.00
110 221 1321 40.00
II0 221 1322 %0.0J
ii0 221 11323 40._u
i10 2_I _1324 4u. Ou
i10 221 1325 40.0_
ii0 221 1326 00.0v
110 222 1327 _O,Ou
i10 223 1333 60.U0
Ii0 223 1334 60.0V
I10 224 1339 70,00
ii0 22% 134U 70._0
Ii0 22% 1341 7U.Ou
110 22% 13&2 70.00
II0 22% I_43 70,¢v
110 22% 1344 70.¢_
flu 225 1345 80,0_
II0 225 134_ 8Ù,Ou
Ii0 225 1307 80°00
110 225 1348 80.0V
II0 225 1349 80.00
Ii0 225 1350 80.00
L,
• 00 15.28 90.17 .00 2.8731
.00 21.70 90.13 .00 2.8?30
°00 32,55 90.33 ,00 2.7551
• 50 43.40 90.45 .QO 2.8232
•_0 _.10 90.67 .VO 2.7713
•0_ I_8._0 91,_6 ,VO 2,6051
•00 15.00 °O_ .00 .0198
.&O 20*00 ,00 .00 ,0145
•&O 30,00 ,00 ,00 *0273
•00 %0.00 .VV .VO ,0208
,_U 60,00 ,_ ,UO .0178
•_ I00,00 .Ul ._0 ,0210
•_u 15.00 5.01 ,00 .363%
,00 20,00 5.V3 ,00 ,3750
•00 30,00 5.03 ,_0 .3790 .0371
•_U 40,00 5,_4 ,b0 ,3621 ,0377
.00 60.00 5.07 ,UO ,3708 ,0373
•_0 100,00 5.13 .UO .3696 ,030_
• 00 15.00 I0,54 *UO .8287 ,027_
._U 20.00 15.05 .00 .8281 .0277
,_u 30._0 I0,_8 ,00 ,79%% .0285
• 15 40,00 IO.ll ,00 .7836 .0283
.0b 80°00 10,Ib ,DO e7676 e0282












• OU 15.15 30,I_
,00 20.21 30,i9
• 00 30.32 30._7
• OV 40,42 30.35
,_U 50,84 3C.52
• _ 101.06 30.87
• U_ 15.30 40.18
.00 20.%5 40.24





15.00 15.00 ,00 I*2600 ,0202
20.00 15,09 .00 1.2302 .0233
30.00 15.12 .00 1.1589 .0221
40.00 15.17 .00 1.1076 .0230





















•00 15.83 50.19 .00 3,1600
• &V 21,10 50,Z3 .00 2,989_
• I049 1.6357- ,0001- .016B ,Q@QT"
•0977 1.668_- .0000 .012-3 ,0_b_"
,0938 1,6587- ,0001- ,0031 ,0310
•0927 1.7421- ,0010- ,0070 ,01_1"
•0810 1.7751- .0000- ,008_ ,0006
,0752 1.7387- .OOiO- .0220 *0_72
•0425 ,0020- .0009- .008_ *0365-
.0408 .0007 .0007- .0058 *027_-
• 0041 .0093- *0005- *0004 *0182"
,0451 ,0086- ,0001- .0038 ,01_9"
•04_2 .0029- .0001- .0016 ,0008-
,0_49 ,0027- ,OUOu ,0014 *00_5-
,0_65 ,072_- .00i2- .009_ ,000_-
• 0375 ,0855- ,0001- .0089 .0351
• 0886- .000_- .OO_T ,0_9-
,07%2- .0001- .0061 .0221
• 0771- .0002- .0049 .01_-
• 0770- ,000_ ,0031 ,009_-
•2348- ,000_- .0239 *0916-
•2008- ,0005- ,0202 .0792-
• 2229- .0002- .0130 *0520-
• 2122- .0003- ,0118 .0_37-
•20bB- .0002 .0078 .0285-
,2022- .0001 ,004_ *0165-
,%219- ,0003- ,0397 _1_6"
,%065- .0001 .0321 .II_I-
,3871- ,0001- .0224 *0788-
,3697- .0003- ,0188 ,06_8-
•3715- ,0001- .01_8 *0408-
,3063- .0012- .0076 .02_-
• 6042- *0002- ,0530 ,2003-
,5852- .0001 .0385 *1_8-
• 5648- .0002- .0263 .0961-
• 5_58- .0003- ,0222 *0780-
• 5237- .000_ ,01%9 .05_6-
.5178- ,0001- ,0078 ,0290-
• 0127- .93_7- .0012 *0552 *21%7-
,0131- ,9049- ,0031 *0340 ,I_94-
• 0114- ,86_7- .0014 .0263 .10_4-
•0119- ,85%6- .0008 ,0178 .0712-
•0115- ,8238- .0005 ,0139 ,0_30-
,0225- ,7999- .0021 ,0024 .0219-
•0%55- ,9791- .0096 ,0837 .2309-
•0%31- .9722- .0124 .0403 *18_8-
• 0390- ,9522- .0107 ,0257 ,i123-
•0385- ,9597- .0007 .0208 *0761-
• 035%- .9279- .00_1- .0142 .0_13-
• 0359- .9231- ,0015- .0121 .0313-
,1661- 2.5580- .0037 -0021 .0274-
• 1260 ,6789- *00_8 .045_ .1813-
,0808 ,6592- .0035 *0525 .1291-
• 00 16.13 70.20 ,00 3.275% ,1254 ,9460- .0012 ,0555 .1781-
.00 21,50 70.25 .OQ 3.1909 ,0852 ,9833- ,002_ ,0617 .11_7-
• 00 32.25 70.35 .OO 2.8923 .0533 .9787- *0028 .0428 .0701-
.%0 _3,00 70.%5 ,UQ _.8569 ,0383 1.0051- t0013 ,0251 ,0989-
• _ 64,50 70.70 .00 2.9332 ,0179 1,0836- *0012 ,01_8 ,0398-
°UO 107.50 71.18 ,OO 2,9090 ,0025 I,I_19- ,0011 ,0093 ,023&-
.UO 18.22 80.20 .00 3.0967 .1383 1,1482- .0023 .0456 .2030-
• 00 21,02 80.24 *00 3,0452 ,0993 1.1385-- *0014 *0375 .I_31-
.00 32.43 80.36 .00 !.9950 .0503 1*2308- .0009 .02,7 *0862-
• 00 43,24 80.48 ,VO 3,0010 ,0317 1.2598- ,0015 *0193 ,0618-
• 00 64.86 80.72 ,00 2,9610 ,0118 1,2885- ,000_ ,0108 *0@33-
• 50 108,10 81,1_ ,00 2.8104 ,0008- 1,2302- ,0008 .0005- ,02_7-
tMintm signs are to the right o_ the numbers to which they apply.
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TABLE HI. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COM )LETE INVESTIGATION - Continued _
Cong. Rum Point al' _' q, I _,
des deg Ih/sq ft J deg
B, CN CA Cm [ CL CQ I Cy
des
110 226 1351 98.0_ ,£U 16o28 90.19 ,U0
110 226 1352 90.0_ ,SU 21o70 90.g4 ,_0
llO 226 1353 90.55 ,_0 32,55 90.35 ,UO
ii0 2_6 1354 95.53 ,GO 43.40 90.47 ._0
II0 226 135_ 90oCU ,&_ 65,10 90.69 ,50
ii0 226 1356 90°6_ ,00 108o50 91,59 ,50
110 227 1357 3U*O_ S,GU- ] 1_.18 _G,55 2,bi-
ii0 2_7 1558 35,55 5,50- I 5_.32 35,15 2,52-
ii0 227 13_9 35,55 5,0u- IIVI.Ob 35,75 2,55-
Ii0 228 13_Q 40,U_ 5,£V- I 15,34 45,07 3,_2-
110 229 1363 _5°0_ 5,55- | 15,_? 50,07 3,_4-
Ii0 229 1354 55,0_ 5,0V- | 31,15 50,_I 3,_4-
Ii0 230 i366 6£,0v 5._0- I 15,83 60,57 4,33-
110 230 1367 65,_0 5,00- I 31,65 80,i_ 4.34-
llO 23_ i_5_ 65,00 5._0- [i05,50 61.U4 4,_8-
IlL 231 13_9 7&,C_ 5,_U- I 16,13 70.11 4°70-
llC 231 137_ 75,00 5,55- I 32,251 75,Z_ 4.7l-
ilO 2}I 13li 70,05 5,_- llO7,bOl ZI,U% 4,7_-
11U 25_ 1372 80,00 5,CU- I 16,_21 85°I_ 4.92-
110 lB2 1373 85.UU 5,0_- I 32.431 85*_1 4._3-
II0 232 1374 8U,Ut 5,50- |108,101 81,11 4.94-
Ii0 23_ 1375 90,05 5°00- I 16o28190,17 5,00-
ii_ 233 1376 9_,Ov 5,G0- I 32,_5190,35 5,00-
110 233 1377 9L,O_ 5._0- I108,50191.13 5,GG-
II0 234 1378 IO,OU I0,00- | 15,001 9,88 I,74-
110 234 1379 10,05 I0°50- I 30°001 9°92 1,74-
110 23_ l_C lO°Ou IO.O0- 1100.001 15°II 1.77-
llO 235 lJSl 25,05 IO,SU- I 15,00]19,80 3,42-
110 235 1382 20,0_ IC.&U- I 30,00]19,88 3°43-
II0 2_5 1383 20.0b i0°50- | I00,00 120.26 3°49-
11C 2_ 1384 30.05 10.&O- | 15.Ib129.75 5°00-
115 2_6 1385 35.0o IO,SU- I 30,32129.88 5,02-
IIC 236 IBBb 30.0% IO.UO- | i_I,06130,45 5._0-
115 237 1387 45.05 lO,uO- I 15,3_l 39,73 6,43-
IIC 237 1388 4C.UO i0.5_- _ 30,68 ] 39°88 6,45-
llC 237 1389 45.0L IC*50- _ I02,251 40*58 6*54-
110 2_8 139_ 5_*55 lO°OO- | 15,571 49*73 7,Sh-
ill 238 1391 _L.O_ IO*C_- | 31.15 I 49,88 7.68-
IIC 23_ 1_9_ 5_°U& I0°55- II_3°82 I 50,_0 7,75-
IIC 23¢ 1393 65,_ lO,O0- I 15,83 I 59,79 8,bb-
ilC 239 1394 60°0_ iO,CQ- I 31,55 J 59,95 8,57-
110 239 1395 _5,55 10.%U- |105.50 I 6&°71 8,74-
_lC 240 1395 7U°OU IOoUO- _ 16,13 I 69.89 9,45-
I10 240 1396 7Ceuu l_,LO- I 32.2_ I 7OeOb 9,41-
IIC 240 1397 7UtGU 15,00- II07°50 I 7L,83 9,48-
Ii_ 241 1398 8c.0L lo.oo- I 18.22185,54 9,85-
110 241 1399 8C°Ov lO°CO- I 32,43 I 80.20 9.85-
IIG 2&l i4_w 80°UC i0,50- I108,10 I 80,95 9,_7-
II_ 2_2 1_1 9C"IJu iO'OO--I i8.aaI 95.17 lo.uo-
11_ 242 _4_2 91°l_ 15°0_- ] 32°_ _ 90°_3 10,00-
110 242 14Ll3 9LI°Ou i0°b_ - 11V8,50 | 91015 IU.O0-
115 243 14lw5 Zl_. '_ 15"_U-- I 30,00 _ 19,53 5,11-
iI_ 243 L4_ 25,5_ 15,50- J 15,00 I 19,45 5.59-
iI_ 2*3 i4Ub 2_.'J_ 15.bO-- ]lOOeO0 I 19,88 5820--
IIC 2%_ [4]7 30,0u 15,_0- I 15elb | 29,27 T,4b-
llC 244 L4_8 3¢,0u 15,UU- I _0,32 | 29,40 7.49-





























































•0021 i ,0789 ,1603-
l,OOO8 ,0362 ,1681-
• 0007 i ,0237 ,llSO-
,00O0 i ,0174 .0808-
,0002 ,5136 ,0485-
•0003- .0038 ,0289-
• 0018 ,011_ ,0511-
,0042- ,0117 ,0420-
• 0075 ,0142 .04_7-
•0299 : .0040- ,084_-
,0053 ,0517- ,0517-
• 01_5 i ,0425- ,0223
• 0085 ; .0285- .0870
• 0065 I ,031_- °0663
• 0081 I ,0047- ,0966
• 008_ 1,0018- o1042
°0098 i ,0064- .0889
,0102 i ,0157 ,0599
I
• 00_4 ,0029 ,llbb
°0089 ,0048- °Ii14
• 0080 ,0093- ,I069
°0044 *0418 ,1709
•0040 ,00_7- ,1242 !








• 0003- ,0049 ,0463-1
• 0030- ,0107 ,_812-1
,0103 ,0222 o0717-1
• 0114 ,0_52- ,1051-1
•0055 ,0109- ,1962-1
• 0311 ,0583- ,0097-1
• 0041 .1)79- .O_bb-I
,0129 ,1_4- ,0092-1
• 0010 ,_8_I- °10_I
• 0104 ,1178- ,1217
•0128 ,0900- ,1_15
•0142 ,0214- ,1918
• 0167 ,013b- ,2480
•0181 ,0187- ,2018 I
•0179 .0181- ,2244 I





• 0072 °0378- °2650
,0049- ,0155- ,070b
•00_9- o0128- *0623
• 0071- ,0150- ,0637
• 0003- ,0022- .1058
• 0048 ,0057- ,1182'










TABLE liT. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - Contlnued $
115 245 1410 40.Q_
IIQ 245 1411 40*V_
llO 245 1412 4U,Qv
110 2%6 1413 10,$_
II0 246 1414 10,Q_
I]Q 246 1415 10,_
11G 247 1416 2Q,Gv
llC 247 1417 2O,O_
llO 247 1418 2_,0_
llO 248 1419 3_.Ob
110 248 1420 30,uu
110 2_8 1421 3_._0
IIC 249 1422 IU,0u
110 249 1423 10,00
110 249 1424 10,uu
llO 250 1425 20,0u
110 250 1426 20.00
110 250 1427 23.00
llC 251 1428 10.05
Ii0 251 1429 1O,bu
Ii0 251 1430 I$.0U
flu 252 1431 12b,0U
llO 252 1432 2_.0_
110 252 1433 25,00
110 253 1434 15,00
110 253 1435 _,0_
110 253 1436 10,00
110 254 1437 _.CV
113 254 1438 _,Gu
llC 254 1439 10.00
110 255 1440 30.Oh
110 255 1441 3U.Q0
II0 255 1442 30.00
ii0 256 1443 40,_0
110 256 1444 4C,00
110 :256 1445 4_,00
110 257 1446 50,00
IIC 257 1447 50,00
ii0 257 1448 50,00
Ii0 258 1449 50,U_
IIC 258 11450 6_.00
110 258 1451 60.00
ll& 259 1452 70,00
lIQ 259 1453 70,uO
110 259 1454 70,00
110 260 1455 60°0_
110 260 1456 80.00
110 260 1457 80,OU
IIC 261 1458 9_,00
ii0 261 1459 95,00
I10 261 1460 90,C0
flu 262 1461 Ib,0_
I10 262 1462 15.00
llO 262 1463 IO,OU
ii0 263 1464 2_.0u
110 263 1465 25.00
I10 263 1466 20.0b
115 264 1467 3L,0_
115 264 1468 30,05
110 264 1469 30,00
llC 265 1470 45,00
llC 2_5 1471 40,00
10 265 1472 40,00
deg d
C N
15.0_- 15.34 39.19 9,61- 3,0072
15,50- 30,68 39,33 9,64- 2,7929
15,00- I02,25 40.00 9,77- 2,6833
20,&0- 15.00 9,44 3,42- ,6_6b
20,00- 3Q,00 9,46 3,43- ,7026
20,0_- I_0,00 9,63 3,48- ,7014
20.LO- 15,00 18.96 6,74- 1,5452 ,0157
20,00- 30,00 19,02 6,76- 1.4491 .0162
20,0_- I_0.00 19,36 6.88- 1.4636 ._l_i
20,00- 15.15 28.60 9,88- 2.2518 .0048
20,00- 30.32 28,71 9.92- 2.2_33 .&133
20,00- 101,05 29,_3 I0,07- 2,1998 ,0065
30,Qv- 15,00 8.70 4,99- ,6705 ,0289
30,00- 30.00 8,73 5,ui- .666_ ,0307
30°00- I06,00 8,86 5,08- ,8427 ,0299
30,00- 15,00 17,55 9,8?- 1,3421 ,0185
30,_0- 30,00 17.61 9,91- 1.3525 ,0213
30,00- 100.00 17,87 10.05- 1,3390 .0193
50,&0- 15,00 6.47 7,66- ,5022 ,0362
50,50- 30.00 6,48 7,66- ,4798 .0543
50,50- IuO.O0 6.53 7,72- ,4666 ,0322
5D,bG- 15,00 13,18 15,21- ,9957 ,0191
50,00- 30_00 i13,21 15.24- ,9445 ,0168
5$,00- 100,00 13,02 115,38- ,9479 ,0173
70,00- 15,0Q 3,45 9,40- ,2759 ,b414
70,00- 30,00 3,45 9.40- ,2370 .0399
70,00- 100,00 3,48 9,42- ,2373 .0370
90,00- 15,00 ,Q0 I0,_0- ,0464 ,0472
90,00- 30,00 ,00 10,00- ,0207
90.50- 00,00 .00 10,u0- ,0070
5.&0 15,i_ 3_,03 2,51 2,3507
5.00 30,32 30,17 2,52 2,3113
5,G0 101,06 30,78 2,58 2,3093
5,00 15,34 40,05 3.22 2.8_83
b,00 30.88 40,_i 3,25 2,8203
5.00 102.25 40.98 3.28 2,8328
5.00 15,57 50.06 3,_4 3.0135
5,00 31,15 50.21 3.84 2,8128
5,00 103,82 50,97 3,89 2,8177
5,00 15,83 60,08 4,33 3,0690
5,U0 51,65 60,_5 4,34 2,8289
5o00 105,50 81,05 4,38 2,9593
5.00 16,13 7_II 4,70 3.0583
5,&U 32.25 70.28 4,71 2,9357
5,0_ I_7,50 71,10 4,73 2,9421
5.00 18,_2 80,Ib 4,92 3,1730
5.00 32.43 80*32 4,93 2,9518
5,00 108,10 81.15 4,94 2,9042
10,UV 15,00 19,80 3,42 1,5530
10,00 30,00 19,8_ 3,43 ,4571
10,00 100,00 26.27 3,49 ,5228
10,00 15.16 29,75 5.00 Z.3340
10,&_ 30°32 29,88 5,02 2.'3475i
10,_U IICI,0_ 30,47 5,11 2,2994
I0,00 15,34 39,72 6,43 2.90_3
10,00 30,88 39,89 b.45 2.9094
10,Q0 IC2.25 140,81 6,54 2.7992
C A ] C m C_ ] C n Cy
•0275- ,7958- ,0051- ,0095- ,i_I-
,0212- ,7957- ,0002 ,0232- ,22_-
,0288- #7055- ,0344 ,0848- ,0_17
•027_ *1772- ,0048 ,0_i8- .0897
,0287 ,1788- ,0050 ,0_21- ,0909
•0283 .1779- ,0051 ,0307- ,0855
• 5122- °0014- ,0295- .10_9
•4779- ,0029- ,0295- ,1084
,4795- .0082- ,0253- ,09_i
•6618- ,0129 .0382- ,0738-
,7225- ,0130 ,0369- ,080_-
• 704_- ,0170 ,00_2 ,0_8-
,1754- ,0041 ,G362- .0911
•1880- *0060 o0417- ,1152
•1625- ,006_ ,0438- ,1204
,42_I- ,0100 ,0408- ,I_77
,4412- ,0071 ,0444- ,1443
• 4399- ,0055 ,0503- ,152_
• 1328- .0038 ,0787- .2137
• 1238- ,0045 ,0750- ,i095
• 1150- ,0050 .0757- ,2054
• 2794- ,0201 ,1771- .44_6
•2_95-,0215 ,I_40- t%_7
,_886- ,0202 ,1491- _3999
,0780- ,003_ .i090- .28_4
,0594- .00_6 ,0997- ,2_45
,0582- ,00_2 ,0968- ,2517
•0142- *0024- ,I082- ,2818
,0434 ,0081- ,0023- ,I036- ,2713
•0419 ,0044- ,0023- ,I017- ,2_i0
• 0120- ,786U- ,0072- ,0180- ,0570
•0107- ,7945- t0007- ,0212- ,07i8
•0154- .7901- .0054- ,0192- ,0581
,0379- ,_053- ,0276- ,0075 .0i59
•0369- ,8300- ,0299- .0132 ,05ai
•0368- ,8897- .0188- .0119 ,0091
•0297- ,8011- ,0214- ,0453 .0111
•0274- ,8731- ,0187- ,0345 ,0347-
•029_- ,7778- °0037- ,0334 ,05;9-
•_331- ,8384- .0102- ,0833 ,0243-
•03_i- ,6455- ,00_0- ,0483 ,0392-
•0353- .8757- .0067- ,0079 ,098_-
•026_- ,_417- .0063- ,0055- ,0910-
,0235- 1,0148- .0075- ,0240 ,0718-
•0190- 1,134_- ,009_- ,0081- ,1078-
•01_3- 1.1724- ,0063- ,0001 t1471-
t0187-- 1,2160-- ,0073-- ,0098 .1284--
•0243- 1,3401- ,0076- ,0008 ,1218-
5.&0 16.28 90.18 5.50 3,0036 ,0003- 1,6146- ,0046- .0141- .1843-
5.00 32.55 90,38 5.00 2.9608 .0113- 1,6577- ,0051- ,0027 °I_5_-
5,_0 108o80 91o17 5.U0 2,9123 ,0118- 1,7132- ,0048- .0125 ,1062-
10,_0 15o00 9.88 i°74 °7625 ,0242 ,1841- ,0024- t0186 ,0616--
10,00 30,00 9.92 1,74 .7448 ,0264 ,1869- Q00_4- ,0209 °0_40-
10,_U I_0,00 i_oiI 1,77 ,7434 ,0270 ,1901- ,00Zb- ,01_I ,04_-
,0095 ,4959- ,0000 ,021_ .0770-
•0122 ,490_- ,0027 ,0141 ,057_-
•0118 ,4958- ,00_7 ,0099 .0356-
•0155- ,7503- ,00_6- .0088- ,0617
°0098- ,7893- ,0004- ,0182- ,0851
,0219- ,7761- ,0070- ,0187- ,0880
• 0467- ,7877- ,0318- ,0379 ,0187
• 0430- ,8403- ,0212- ,0330 ,10_i
• 0348- °8535- ,0308- .0299 ,0101-
tMlnus signs axe to the right of the numbers to which they apply. •
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TABLE m, - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - Contlntmd f
Con/tg ]
110 266 1473 5_,0_
11_ 266 1674 50,0u
llG 266 1675 50,00
llg 267 1476 6G,00
11_ 267 1677 bC,QO
110 267 167B bLoO_
II_ 268 1679 7_,_w
110 268 1680 70,00
113 268 1481 70.00
11_ 269 1682 80.'00
110 26_ 1483 80.0o
11_ 269 1406 8_,_0
llC 27u 1485 90,0u
11_ 270 1686 90.C_
11_ 270 1687 9_°Ou
iI_ 271 1688 2_*00
11_ 271 1489 20o0_
II_ 271 .690 2_.0_
11_ 272 1691 3_.Cu
iI_ 272 1692 3L*_u
11_ 272 1493 _.Ou
Ii_ 273 1496 %G.00
110 27_ 1695 he,00
Ii_ 273 1496 %0,00
II_ 276 1497 ;I_*00
iI_ 276 tq98 OogU
11_ 276 1499 0.C_
i_ 275 1506 2v,O_
flu 275 1501 2U._
fly 270 15_2 2v. CO
Ii_ 276 15_3 3Uog_
II_ 276 1506 i3U.CO
Ii_ 276 15v5 :_,C_
ii_ 277 .5C6 I_.00
1t_ 277 1507 1_,_0
11_ 277 1508 1_,0_
Ii_ 278 15u9 2_.C_
11_ 278 1510 2_°0_
flu 278 1511 2_,0u
1i_ 279 1512 10,00
11C 279 1513 _.Ou
ii_ 279 1516 _.C_
i0,0_ 15=57 69,76 7,66 ,9_94
10o60 31.15 69.92 7,68 _.1136
10,G0 103.82 50.61 7.76 °7480
10.00 15,83 59,79 8.66 _.8928
10°00 31.65 59.95 8,67 2,8908
I_.GO 10_.50 60,16 8,69 .6066
1G,O0 16.13 69.90 9.60 _,1260
10.00 32°25 70,06 9.61 Z,8962
lO,bO 07.50 70.86 9,65 _,6614
10.0_ 16.22 80,06 9,85 _.0707
10.00 32._3 80,19 9,85 Z,8203
10°_0 IC8,10 80.98 9.88 _,8225
lO,bU 16.28 90.17 10,_b _.8699
1_.00 32.55 90.3_ 10,_0 2,6161
lO,b_ 108,50 91o17 IO,UO 2,9066
15.00 15,00 19.66 5,10 1o6Z21
15.00 30.00 19o53 5,11 1,6519
15._0 100.00 19.90 5°21 1.5626
15°_0 15.16 29,27 7.66 2.6789
15.&_ 30°32 29°60 7.69 2.3081
15._0 1_1,06 29°95 7.62 2.2638
10°00 15,34 39°17 9.60 2.8071
1_,00 30.68 39°32 9.63 2,7733
15.00 ¸102o25 60o01 9°77 2o7163
20°UO 15o00 9°6_ 3,42 ,6967
20°00 30oQ0 9°66 3.43 ,6797
20.C0 100.00 9.63 3.68 ,7021
23°_0 15,00 18o96 6,76 1.5360
2_._ 30°00 19.02 6°76 1.6128
20°_0 1100,00 19°36 6°88 1°6721
20._0 15.16 28,60 9°88 2,3266
20._0 3_.32 26.71 9°92 2.2628
20°_ !1_1.06 29.Z5 10._8 2.2507
_0,00 15.00 8°70 6,99 ,7206
_0,0_ 30,00 8,73 5.01 °6696
30°00 i00,00 8.86 5.08 .6537
_O°b_ 15.00 17°50 9.87 1.3662
30°_ 30,00 L7,61 9°91 1°3602
_U._U 1_0.00 17.88 lO.U5 1.3677
50,_0 15.00 6.67 7°66 °6986
50°Gu 30.00 6.68 7,_6 ,6786
50,_ 100.00 6,56 7°73 .4868
• 0%19- ,5356- ,0131- ,0686 ,0086-
• 1609- 1.2729- .0211- .27_9 ,1851-
,0}08- ,7556- ,0009 °060_ *1059-
i
• C167- ,5530- ,0076- I,I_15 ,0652-
• _19- ,6276- *0096- ,1120 ,0812-
• 0_37- ,0452- ,0198- ,0179 ,2032-
• 0_78- *8856- ,0418- .0222 *196S-
• 0291- .9661- ,0160- °0399 ,1787-
• 0221- 1,0826- .0178- ,0173 .21_6-
• 0168- 1,152_- ,01_7- ,001_- ,27_1-
• 0216- I*1675- .0160- ,0019- ,22_2-
°C225- I._740- ,01_6- °0063 ,Z_6-
• 0_00 1,58_- ,006_- !,0257- ,_200-
• _138- 1,6265- *0075- *0062 ,2606-
• _77- t,7196- .0080- *0296 *2_09-
.0L16 *5375- *00_6 *0285 :,096_-
,OLd4 ,6905- .0060 ,0163 ,0735-
• 0L36 ,6993- ,0072 *0155 .0566-
• 0)52- .7909- ,0025- ,0013 ,1056
,OJ16- .7785- ,0045- _,0007- ,0973
• O06k- ,7567- .0060-_.0229- ,.1120
,0300- ,7461- ,0029- ,0177 ,22_7
•0305- ,7620- .0029- ,0309 e1976
• 0326- .7922- .033_- ,0779 ,0291-
• 0269 ,1556- .0026- ,0267 ,07_-
• 0265 ,1651- .0063- ,,0258 *0666-
.0_72 *1783- ,00_8- ,0276 ,0767-
.0L62 .4936- ,0037 .0256 .0778-
• 0L56 *4566- .0069 *0267 *0760-
• 0_53 ,6667- ,0086 *0175 *0759-
•0_50 ,682_- ,0111- ,0096 ,13_5
• 0}62 ,7200- .0110- *OOBI ,1076
• 0_29- ,8967- .01_9- ,0199- .1007
.0!87 .1818- ,0063- ,00_8 1*1_07-
,0_7Z ,1698- ,0062- ,0500 ,1361-
• 0_86 ,1676- °0063- *0655 .12_6-
°0215 ,300_- ,0111- °0676 ,1916-
• Q_96 .6386- ,0077- *C529 .1615-
• 0_'71 °646Z- ,0038- ,0529 1554-
•0116 °12Sl- ,0046- *0794 .2161-
•0_55 .1166- ,0193- ,0736 ,1995-
,0_01 ,1230- *0069- ,0727 .1967-
t-'
I
tMtntus edgns -,re toothe right of the numbers to which they apply.
u'A
g
TABLE TTT. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - ConUnued t
110 280 L515 _,00
11o 280 L516 _°0_
IIC 280 L517 _0,C0
110 281 L518 0.00
110 281 1519 ,0,00
116 281 L52¢ C,00
110 282 L521 ._,00
IIC 282 L522 L0,00
11C 282 /523 0,00
12¢ 295 L546 q_.O_
120 295 L547 80,C_
12_ 317 635 70,00
120 317 L636 80.00
120 318 _637 70.00
120 318 1638 80.00
13¢ 319 1639 70,00
130 319 1640 80,_
l_u 325 L651 7_,OU
140 325 L652 86.00
140 531 669' 50,00
14L 331 167G 60,00
146 351 L671 70,0_
14_ 331 L672 80.00
140 1332 L673 50,00
140 532 674 60.00
140 :332 L675 70,0_
140 B32 1676 80,00
140 335 677 56,00
14G 333 678 60,00
140 335 679 70,00
140 1333 L680 80,00
14_ 334 L681 50,OU
140 334 L682 60,00
14U 354 L685 70,00
140 334 L684 80.00
150 326 1653 70,0U
150 32_ 1654 80.00
15C 327 1655 70.00
150 327 1656 80,00
150 328 1657 _0.00
150 328 1659 70,00
150 328 1660 80*0U
150 329 1661 5b.00
150 329 1662 60,00
150 329 1663 70,00
150 329 1664 80,00






• 3125- .0256- .162_ .%314-
• 3023- ,0186- .1513 .41}4-
.3047- ,OLW9- ,1450 ,39J0-
•0601- .0045 .0999 ,2678-
•0467- ,0016 ,0957 .2503-
,0604- .0004- .0940 .2485-
•0026- ,0018 ,i087 .27_2-
50,_0
50.00 30,00 13.ZI 15,_4
50.00 i00.00 13.32 !15.36
70,00 15,00 3,45 9.39
70.G0 30.00 3.45 9.40
70.00 i00.00 3.46 9._2
90,_U 15,00 ,00 IO,UO ,0080 .0450
90.00 30.00 ,UO I0,00 .0064 ,0419 .0030- .00_8 .i0_ e_)61-
90,_u i00,00 ,00 IOtUO ,0081 .0409 .007_- ,0032 .i082 ,2619-
15,00 16,13 69,53 14,09 _.9767 ,0368- ,8063- ,0179- -0904 ,25_6-
15,00 16,22 79t82 14,77 2,8198 ,0163- 1,0619- ,0159- ,0544 .2990-
i0.00- 16t13 69,89 9,W0-- 2.9007 .0547- .7686- ,0364 .0567 ,5&05
IO,OU- 16,22 80,0_ 9,85- 2,9145 ,0086- i,II_9- ,0175 °07_-- ,3&_l
15.00- 16,13 69,51 14,09-- 2.8542 .0509- *753_- ,0_54 .0421 °5166
15,D0- 16.22 79.82 I_,77- 2,6993 ,0008 1,0706- ,02_2 ,0056 ,_5_W
I0.00 16,13 69,90 9._0 _,0832 ,0_91- .875_- *0192- ,0306- .2859-
i0.00 16,_2 80*03 9.85 2,9126 .0082- !1.1267- .0170- ,02%7- t3115-
10.05-- 16t13 69,89 9.40-- 2,9222 .0402-- .8159-- ,0148 ,0528 ,515_
10,00-- 16.22 80,04 9.85-- 2,9737 ,0123-- 1.1364-- ,0172 ,0167 ,2969
15,57 50.06 3,84 2,9063 ,0220- ,6838- .Oil5 ,0290- ,0535-
15,83 60,07 4,33 2.9861 ,0460- *5067- ,0028 ,/7_8 ,2_87
16.13 70.i_ _,70 3.1538 .0406-- ,9_38-- °0003-- ti)94 .0791
16.22 80.15 &.92 5,0539 ,0301- I,I052- .0052- ,0722 ,02_7-
15,57 49,74 7.66 3o0114 ,_149- ,734)- ,0060 tO_W- ,0757-
15,83 59.79 8.66 3,0168 ,0476- .5246- .0043- .2100 ,07?0
16,13 69,9_ 9,_0 3,1045 °0424- ,9157- °0097- ,1422 ,01_6-
16.22 80,04 9.85 3.0409 .0286- 1,1351- ,OllO- ,0590 t14_-
15,57 _9,19 !1,46 3.0910 .0144- ,72_5- ,0041 ,1547- ,1031-
15.83 59._8 12.97 2.7069 .0146- *745_- *0154- =0930- ,&71_-
16,13 69,51 14,09 :.8320 ,0372- ,7772- ,0187- ,0576 ,2921-
16,22 79.82 14.77 2.7914 .0078- .0960- .014i- ,0598 .2866-
15,57 50,18 .b0 3,1173 ,0453- ,57B_- ,0056- ,0_34- ,0050
15,83 60.17 ,bO 2,9553 ,0331- .729_- ,0016 ,0489 t0936
16,13 70,19 .00 3.1196 .0351- ,9766- ,00_9 ,0039 ,0_9
16*22 80,19 .00 3.0739 .0216- It12_- ,00_4 ,0_6 ,0581
16°15 69.90 9.40 3,01_9 ,0390- .8911- ,0178- °014_- 1,2656-
16.22 80,03 9,85 [,9_08 t0116- 1,1311- ,0169- tOll6- t_9)7-
16.13 69.51 14.09 2°8299 °0408- .8016- .0255- .0294- ,43_I-
16,22 79.82 14°77 2°8556 .0005- 1.258_- .0190- ,0118- ,_0_-
• 0188- ,6461- ,0092- ,0568- ,0579-
• 039_- ,931_- ,0075 .0276- ,15_3
• 0228- 1,1556- ,0054 ,0760- e0984
• 0_75- ,5821- ,O0_Z ,0587 ,1_0
• 0386- ,6409- ,01_9 ,0320- ,1887
•0450- ,8174- ,01_1 ,0955- ,1090





















5,00- 15-57 50.06 3.84- 2,9497
5.00- 16,13 70,ii 4.70- 3.0834
5,00- 16t22 80.16 4°92- 3.0969
I0,00- 15.57 49,74 7.66- 3.0918
lO.OU- 15,83 59.79 8.66- 3.0001
I0,00- 16.13 69.89 9.40- .9437
I0,00- 16.22 80.04 9.85- i.0093
fMin_ eigus are to the right of the ._mber8 to which they appl).
_2
TABLE IlL - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - ConUnued t
Cooflg. I Rim t Point
15_ 330 1665 50.00
160 330 1666 bO.Ou
150 330 1667 70,00
150 33_ 1668 80.00
150 335 1885 50.0_
15C 335 1886 60.00
150 335 1687 70.00
15_ 335 1688 80,00
160 283 1524 80°00
160 284 1525 80.00
160 289 15_0 70.0_
160 289 15_1 7v.00
160 290 1_42 70.00
180 291 $5_2 70,00
17_ 292 1543 70.00
170 293 1544 7_oOU
2_0 iL_ 621 .00
2v0 1_4 622 ,00
200 104 823 .0_
200 I04 624 ,0_
200 104 625 .00
2_0 1_5 626 10.00
2G_ iG5 627 1&.0_
2Gv 1o5 028 i0.00
200 105 529 i0.0b
200 105 63C 10._
200 105 631 10.0_
200 ;106 632 20.90
200 106 633 20.0_
2G0 106 634 20.00
200 106 635 20.00
200 1_6 636 20.00
200 106 637 !0.00
2G_ IC7 638 30.00
2C0 1_7 639 30.00
200 107 6_0 IG.O0
200 i_7 641 30o_V
200 107 642 30.00
2bG 107 643 I0.0_
2_0 108 644 _0.0_
2_0 108 645 40.0_
2_0 108 646 40.00
2_0 108 647 40.00
200 109 650 5O.Ou
2_G I09 651 50.00
2u0 IOg 652 50.00
200 1_9 653 50.0_
2C0 1G9 654 50.0_
20_ 110 656 60.00
2DC 110 657 60.Ou
200 110 658 60,00
200 Ii0 659 60.0u
200 ilO 660 6v. Ou
200 110 661 60.0u
15.00- 15.57 49.18 II.46- 2.9051 .{436- .5678- .0080 .1631 .3217
15.0v- 15.83 59._9 12.97- 2.8304 .C355- .6469- .019_ .07_6 ._292
15.C_- 16.13 69.53 14.U9- 2.8886 .C452- .8236- .0205 .0637- .3416
15-0_- 16.22 79.82 14.77- 2.7791 ._071- 1.1033- .01_7 -0869- .3221
• 00 15,57 50.18 .00 J.1205 .Q384- .6344- .0020 .0730- .21_-
• OU 15.83 60.18 .00 2.9854 .0306- .7346- .0031 .022_- .0603-
• 0_ 16.13 70.19 .vO 3.1478 .0450- 1.0197- .0045- ,2099- .2990-
,00 16.22 80.k0 .vO 3.0800 .6217- 1.i710- .0006- .0435- .06z9-
18.0_ 16.22 79.8_ 14.77 2.9086 .0319- 1.1097- .0178- .0080 .4407-
1_.00- 16,22 79.82 14.77- 2.8149 .0012 i.3598- .0121 .0970- .2999
15.00- 16,13 69.51 14.09- 2.8120 .¢436- .8783- ,0211 .0265- .3819
15.00- 21.50 69,57 i14.09- 2.7855 ._410- .9587- .0219 .0141- .40_5
15.U0 16.13 69.51 14.09 2.7871 .C_1- .9674- ,0207- .084_- ._9_-
15.00- 16.13 16g*53 14.09- 2.8913 .0_41- .9126- .0222 t0259- ._8_2
15._U- 16.13 69.53 14.09- 2.8765 .0472- .9731- .0219 .0468 ._655
15.00 16.13 69.51 14.09 2.8078
• G_ 15.00 .UO .00 .0614
• 00 20.00 .00 .00 .0332
• 00 30.00 .UU ._0 .0299
•G_ 40.WO .00 ._0 .0093
• 0_ 60.00 .gO ._0 .0061
.10 100.00 .0_ .00 .0116
.GG 15.0C I0.01 ,00 .1610
•_ 20.00 10.01 .00 .1710
•0_ 30.00 10.01 .00 .1388
.Or 40.00 I0.01 .00 .1358
•_ 60.00 I0.02 .00 .1241
• 0_ 100.00 10.04 ._0 .1250
•00 15.00 20._2 .00 .4_79
•G_ 20.00 20.03 *_0 .4397
.GO 30.00 20.U5 .00 .4209
•OC 40._0 20.06 .00 ._81
•00 60.G0 20._9 .uO ._240
.GO I00.00 20.16 .00 .4253
• 0_ 15.16 30.06 .00 .9916
tOG 20.21 30.07 .00 ,9477
• _ 30.32 _0.09 .00 .8429
.00 40.42 30.12 .00 .8210
• G_ 60.64 30.18 .00 .8209
•G_ 101.06 30.31 .UO .8379
• 0_ 15.34 40.09 .00 1.5405
•0_ 20._5 40./2 .00 1.5214
• O_ 30.68 40.15 .00 1.3317
•00 40.90 40.19 .00 1.2843
•00 15,57 50.10 .00 1.7886
.00 20.76 50.13 ,00 1.6999
•_ 31.15 50.18 .UO 1.5740
.0_ 41.53 50,23 .00 1.4929
•00 62.29 50.34 .00 1._836
.00 15.83 60,II .00 1.8215
.GO 21.10 60.13 .00 1.6643
• _0 31.65 60.19 .00 1.6324
.Or 42.20 60.25 .00 1.5920
• OU 63.30 60._7 .00 1._737
•0_ 105.50 60.60 ._ 1.5235
• 0@06- .8969- .0216- .0095 .3634-
•0092 .0355- .0000 .0057 .02_6-
.0071 .0154- .0000 .0051 .018_-
• 0080 .u120- *0006 .0031 .0_&>-
•0079 ,0007- .0004 .002_ .0096-
.0082 ._016 .000_ .0019 .0067-
• 0083 .0018- .0003 .0011 .00_>-
• C071 .0382 ,0009 *0060 .0241-
.C_81 .0410 .0010 ,0022 .01_9-
• L376 .U499 .0009 *0026 .0126-
•C_75 .0501 .00U6 .0014 .0080-
.GJ78 .0598 .0005 ,0010 .004_-
• _81 .057_ .0005 *0009 .00_-
•G23_- .0089- .0039 .0051- .0008-
.C_20- .0119- .0024 .00_4- .00_
•0319- .0037- .0019 .0028- .0011
• 00_0- .012_- .0020 .0018- .00_9
•C028- .0031- .001_ .0008- .0014
• _29- .0107 .001_ .0003 .0013
• 0_56- .0927- .0011 .0176- .0463
• 0_5_- .1291- .0006 .0343- .0954
• 0_74- .III0- *00_7 .0088 .014_- I
• O!6g- .0907- .0068 .0199 .0549-1
• 0Z88- .0666- ,0030 .O03B- *0103
• 0_92- .0471- ,0015 -0122- .0300
• 0_0- .0201 .0i19 .0642 .40_7-
.0_65- .0508- .0109 ,0723 ,3b08-
.0120- ,1109- .0037 .006_ 10302 I
•0_53- .1398- .0047 .0433 .1059-
• 0,01- .0030- ,0072 ._444- .3@47-
•0738- .0739 .0080 .0874- .342_-
.0_51- .0632- .0003- .035_- ,0213
•0i79- .I128- .0011 ,0247 .0150
• 0_91- .1452- .0023 .0607 .0029
•0714- .144_ .0026 .0220- .1300-
• OiZl- .1316 .0015 .0567 ,0788
,0_19- .0636- .0038 .I013 .II06
.0_69- ,1265- .003_ .0778 .0958
• 0_68- .1618 -I .00_4 .0679 .0707
,0_10- .131Z- .0011- .0426 .00_5
!






TABLE III. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - ConUnued t
Conftg. Run Point deg ft deg
2&0 11 662 70,0_ ,00 16,13 70,10 ,00 1,6712 ,067Z- .0170- .0014 ,1097 ,0706
200 11 663 70°00 ,00 21,50 70,13 ,00 .,6091 ,0746- °0047- ,OOZi ,1806 ,1633
20C ll 664 70,0_ ,00 32,25 70,19 ,00 1,5908 ,0787- ,0854- ,OOiB .182b ,2076
200 11 665 70,0_ ,Or 43*00 70,24 ,_0 1,5332 ,0777- ,1490- ,O00B ,1275 o1259
200 111 666 70.0_ .00 64°50 70.37 .00 1.5_54 .0887- .1851- .0012 .0847 .0666
200 iIi 667 70,0_ ,00 107,50 70,60 ,00 1,5048 ,0904- ,1877- ,0007 ,0553 ,0390
2_0 112 668 80,0_ ,00 16,22 8_,11 °_0 1.6081 ,0474- ,1253- tO013 ,0191 ,0726-
20C 112 669 80.00 ,00 21,62 80.13 *00 1,5596 ,0_94- ,I133- ,0015 ,0133 ,0677-
20C 112 670 80,0_ ,00 32,43 80,19 ,uO 1,5166 ,0544- ,1719- .0011 ,OZI4 ,0256-
200 112 671 80,00 ,00 43.24 B0,24 ,00 i,_63_ ,057}- ,2292- eOOA2 ,0_8 ,014}-
200 112 672 80,0_ ,00 64,80 Bu,36 ,_0 1,_958 ,06_6- ,191_- ,0009 ,0215 ,001_-
_00 IIZ 67_ 80,'b_ ,00 i08.I0 80,59 ,VO 1,4541 ,0667- ,5_05- .U007 ,0053 ,0054-
200 113 674 )0,0_ ,0_ 16.28 90,i0 *00 1.6059 .0039 ,4247- ,000_ ,0124- *0092-
200 i13 675 90_00 ,00 21o70 90,12 ,00 I,_031 ,0017 ,4105- ,0005 ,0149- ,0023
200 113 676 90,06 ,00 32,55 90,18 ,00 1,_641 ,0160- ,4369- *0003 ,0149- ,0077-
20_ 113 677 90.0_ ,00 43.40 90,23 ,00 .,4407 ,0322- ,4447- .0004 ,0167 ,0430
200 I13 678 90,00 ,00 65,10 90,35 +00 .,4357 ,0380- ,4798- *0003 ,0003 ,0366
Z00 113 679 90,0_ ,0_ I08,50 90,56 ,00 .._971 ,u_60- .5108- ,000_ ,0154 ,0498
230 114 680 ,0_ _,06- 15,00 ,00 ,uO ,0064- .0069 ,0105 ,0011- .0087 *0249-
200 i14 681 ,0_ 5°OU- 20°00 ,00 ._0 ,0054- ,U077 ,0102 .0004- ,0051 ,0i90-
200 114 682 ,Or 5,_0- 30,00 ,00 +00 ,0037- ,0061 .0095 ,0003- o003_ ,0129-
20_ 114 683 ,00 5.CO- 40.00 ,00 o_0 ,0027- ,0071 ,0101 ,0002- ,0031 ,0101-
20_ I14 684 ,0_ 5,_v- 60.00 ,00 ._0 .0019- .0073 ,0081 .0000 ,0024 .0069-
20_ 114 685 =Ov 5.0v- 100.00 .00 .UO .0010- .0072 .0080 .0000 .001_ .0029-
200 115 686 IU,0_ 5,00- 15,00 9,97 ,87- ,0957 ,0047 ,080_ o0001- ,0127 ,0266-
20C 115 687 I0,0_ 5,0_- 20.00 9,97 .87- ,0969 .0060 ,0744 ,0003 .0112 ,0227-
200 I15 688 ib,OC 5,CU- 30,00 9,97 .87- ,i163 °0070 °0693 ,00 _ _0100 ,Ol_I
200 115 689 I0,00 5°00- _0,00 9,97 ,87- ,1065 ,0075 ,0706 ,0003 ,0095 ,011_-
200 115 690 10,0_ 5,C0- 60.00 9,98 *87- ,1135 ,0076 ,0685 ,0006 *0079 ,0083-
2OC 115 691 I0,0_ 5,b0- 100,00 i0.00 ,87- o1144 ,0074 ,0634 ,0006 ,0061 *0017-
200 116 692 20,0_ 5,C_- 15.00 19,95 1.71- .4345 °007_- ,0118 ,007_ .0210 *0275-
200 116 693 20,0v 5*00- 20,00 19,96 1,71- ,4087 ,0049- ,0116 ,0019 ,0182 *0161-
20C I16 695 20,0v 5,Cv- 30,00 19,97 1,71- ,4031 ,0047- ,0037 i,001_ ,0166 ,0068-
20_ llb 694 2_,0_ 5,_v- 40,00 19,99 1,71- *3863 ,0041- *0115 .0018 ,0145 ,0016
200 116 695 20.0_ 5,0u- 60,00 20,_2 1.72- ._086 ,0044- ,0030 1,0020 ,011_ ,0096
200 116 696 _0.0_ 5,_- 100,00 20,08 1,72- ,412_ ,_OWO- ,0087 ,00¢2 ,011_ ,0091
20C i17 6_7 30,_u 5.0_- 15,16 29,96 2,_0- ,9168 ,0303- o045_- .0034 ,0325 ,0137-
200 117 698 50,00 5,_0- 20,21 29,97 2*50- ,9210 ,0296- ,1046- ,0041 ,0445 ,0400-
200 117 699 50,Cu 5,_0- 30,32 50,00 2*50- ,8536 ,0252- ,1259- ,0069 ,0875 ,I_I-
20C 117 7QC 3O,Ou 5,0_- 40,42 30,03 2,51- ,8121 ,0236- ,1141- ,0070 ,08_5 *1690-
200 117 701 30,C0 5,_U- 60,64 50*09 2,51- ,8122 ,0244- ,1158- ,0060 ,0708 ,12_8-
20C i17 702 30.00 5,0_- 101,06 30,21 2,52- ,8_27 ,0295- ,082_- *0051 ,Oa20 ,0322-
20C 118 703 ku. O0 5,00- 15,54 39°98 5,22- 1,506_ .0409- ,0269- ,0151 o_I14 *4251-
20_ 1118 70_ 40°00 5,Du- 20°45 40,00 3,22- 1,4589 ,0597- ,1455- ,0176 ,1119 ,4_W_-
20C 118 785 40,_C 5,5_~ 30,68 40,54 5,22-- 1,5_54 ,0476- *I_18- ,01_2 ,1220 *_1_5--
200 i18 706 40.u_ 5,U0- 40,90 40,00 3,22- 1,267_ ,047_- ,2146- ,01_6 ,1158 ._2bW-
2CC 118 7_7 40,&_ 5°Cu- 61,55 40,18 3,15- 1,2852 ,0455- ,2574- ,0148 *1275 ,5494-
2_C 118 708 40o0_ 5,03- 102,25 40,37 3.24- 1,2754 ,0466- ,2003- ,0147 .1211 ,)292-
200 119 709 50.0_ _°%0- 15°57 49,99 3,83- 1,7185 ,0629- ,06_4 ,0115 *0721- ,2905-
20C 119 71& 50,UL 5*CU- 20,76 50,02 5,03- 1,7010 ,0704- ,0145 ,0146 ,0158 ,2745-
200 I19 711 50,00 5,_- 31,15 50,07 3,86- .,5373 ,0778- ,I172- ,0108 ,0938 ,0890-
2_C i19 712 50,_ 5,00- 41,53 50,12 3,84- 1,5529 ,0829- ,I_52- ,OIIU ,1220 *0610-
20C i19 715 b0,0_ 5.Uu- 62,29 50,24 3,_5- 1,5142 ,0804- ,1980- ,01_0 ,11_7 ,1058-
2UC 119 714 50*C& _,0_- I05.82 5_,47 3,86- 1,5219 .g78_" ,18_9- ,0119 *0853 ,12_0-
2UU 120 715 6v.O_ 5,0_- 15,83 60,00 4°53- L,7285 .084_- ,1411 *0059 ,2255 *5169
200 120 716 60,0% 5,_0- 21,10 60°05 4,_3- 1,6888 ,0918- ,0464 ,006) e2_78 e_7_
2bC 120 717 60,05 5,00- 31,65 60,09 4,53- 1,5995 ,0980- ,0619- ,0075 ,2194 *29W8
2uC 120 718 50oCU 5,C0- 42,20 50,14 4,_4- 1,5578 ,09_- ,I_55- ,O06a ,1816 ,254)
20C 120 719 60.Cu 5,C0- 65,30 60,26 4°34- i,5427 ,0990- °1321- °0074 *0599 .0664
20C 120 720 60,00 5,00- 105,5_ 60,51 4,55- 1,5668 °0992- ,1254- ,0063 ,0023 *0107-
200 121 721 7_,0U 5,C_- 16,13 70,03 4,70- 1,6204 ,0821- ,0001- ,0055 ,2003 ,24_I
200 121 722 76.u_ 5,00- 21o50 70_05 4,70- i,5652 ,0855- ,0421- ,0049 ,2245 ,_I01
2&O 121 725 70,eu 5,&0- 52,25 70,12 4,70- i°5598 ,0815- ,I059- ,0059 ,2162 ,3004
200 121 724 70o0U 5,00- 49,00 70,17 4,70- 1,5186 ,0800- ,I_99- ,0055 :*IW27 +22_0
20_ 121 725 7_.Ov 5,_0- 64,50 70,29 4,71- i,5502 ,0857- ,2024- ,0059 ,0480 *0971
200 121 726 70,0_ 5°C0- 107,50 70°55 4,71- 1,5084 ,0894- ,2106- ,0058 ,0_17 ,01_6-
200 122 727 Bv,Ou 5,_u- 16,22 80,07 4,92- 1,7059 ,0605- ,1286- ,0050 ,0361 ,0326
2uO 122 728 80,00 5°_0 _ 21,62 80,10 4,92- 1,5778 ,06)4- ,0951- ,0047 ,0312 ,0461
200 122 729 8_.0_ 5,00- 52,43 80,15 4,92- i,_860 ,0643- ,1727- ,005_ ,012_ *0417
200 122 75U 80,0_ 5,00- 45,24 80,_I 4,92- 1,408_ ,067_- ,2244- *0057 .0027 ,05_0
200 122 731 80,00 5,00- 64,86 80,52 4,95- 1,4507 ,0627- ,2_54- ,0060 *0052 ,0557
200 122 732 80.00 5.C0- 1108.10 i80.53 4.93- 1.4071 .0785- .2976- .0057 .000)- .0627
fMtu_m M&me are to the right of the number, to which they _pply.
_4
Conflg. I
200 123 733 90.00
200 123 736 90,0_
2_b 123 735 90*G_
20_ 123 736 90,00
20_ 123 7_7 90.00
200 123 738 90,G_
200 124 739 ,Ov
200 124 740 .00
200 124 741 ._0
200 124 742 .00
200 124 743 _OU
200 124 744 .bu
200 125 745 10.00
2_0 125 74b 10.00
200 125 747 1_.0_
20_ 125 748 IC.C_
2_0 125 749 10,00
2b_ 125 750 10.C_
206 126 751 i20.0_
200 126 752 20.0_
200 125 753 20.0u
2OC 126 75_ 20.60
20C 126 755 20,0_
2_+ 120 750 20,_
206 127 757 30.00
2_ 127 758 30._U
2_% 127 759 3_t0_
206 127 760 30.00
200 12? 761 3_.00
20C 127 762 3u. Ou
20_ 128 763 40*00
205 128 764 40,0_
2_0 128 765 40.0_
200 128 766 4_.00
200 128 767 40,00
205 128 768 40.00
2_6 129 769 50.00
2_ 129 770 50.0u
2_ 129 771 50.0_
2_G 129 772 5O.Ou
2_0 129 773 50*0_
2_0 129 774 50.$u
200 130 775 60.Oe
2_L 130 776 60.00
203 130 777 60.0_
200 13C 778 60,00
200 130 779 60,0_
200 130 78_ 6u. Ov
200 131 781 70._
2_ 131 782 7_._
2_0 131 783 70,0_
200 131 7_4 70,0_
200 1131 785 70.00
2_0 131 786 70,00
2vC 132 787 80.00
203 132 788 8U,00
2GO 132 769 8_*_
200 132 790 8_,0_
200 132 791 8_*$0
2_b 132 792 8_,00
200 133 793 90.00
2_0 133 794 9U.00
2_ 133 795 90,0u
200 133 796 9_,0_
2_0 133 797 90,0_
200 133 798 9b,Ou
200 134 799 .0_
200 134 8_ .00
20G 134 801 *00
200 134 8_2 ,GO
200 134 B_3 .0_
200 134 8_4 .O_
TABLE lr_. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - Con_nned _
5._- 16.28 90._9 5.00- 1,5151 : .0031- *3989- *00_6 .0364 *0096
b*L_- 21.70 90.13 5.00- 1,5722 i ,010_- *%_97- *0040 *0073 *0_9_
5._U- 32*55 90.19 _,_0- 1,0445 .022_- .4_96- *00_8 *0220 .020_
5.0_- 43.40 90.23 5,b0- 1.4_26 i .0230- .4307- .0042 ,0124- ,02_
5*_U- 65.10 9_.35 5.00- 1.4_96 i *0376- .4629- *0008 *0056- *0017
5.00- 108.50 90,56 5,o0- 1.4035 i ,0_30- .5186- .O05Z .u05_ ,OaZ_
Ib,£O- 15.00 .bO *_0 .0271 ! .00_8
IO,_o- 20.00 .00 .uO .0058- *0072
iO*_v- 30*00 .00 .bY ,013_ _ .0071
10._- 40,00 .0_ .GO .0027- i *0068
10._- 60,00 ,uO .00 .0022 [ .0074
IO,C_- i00.00 ,00 ,uO .0013- *0073
lO.LO- 15.00 9.86 1.73- .i142 *0073
13,_- 20,00 9,86 1,73- ,137i
lO,bO- 30,00 9,86 1,73- ,1177
13.0_- 40.00 9.86 1.73- ,1080
10.¢_- 60,_0 9.87 1.73- .1195
IQ*00- 100,00 9.B8 1.74- .1157
i0.00- 15.00 19*74 3.41- .4310
I0.C0- 20.00 19.75 3._1- .4277
10,00- 30,00 19.76 3.41- .3911
i0._0- 40.00 19,78 3.41- .3849
i0._0- 60.00 19.81 3*42- .3913
IO*LU- 100.00 19.86 3*43- .3895
*011_- .0011 *0025 *003_-
,006_ .0008 10018 ,00JI-
.0014- .0006 .0013 .002_-
*0091 *0004 .001_ *0023-
.0052 *0004 .0010 *0010-
.0074 .0002 .0003 .0003
.0698 *0021 ,0107 *0039
i ,0060 ,_579 *00_b ,0122 *0007-
i *_069 *0617 .0016 .010_ *0011
.0079 .0687 *0013 *0093 *OObl
*0075 *0631 *0013 *0101 *0016
*0076 .0618 .0011 *0082 *OObb
.0016- .0_3_- *0031 .0_01 *0281
*0018- .0091- *00_0 .0215 *0293
*0028- .0031- *0032 *0206 *0288
*0029- .0083 .0029 .0174 *0353
,0032- .0160 .0034 .0155 *0412
.0027- *0180 ,0031 *0153 *0435
IO*CC- 15.16 29.67 4.99- *9420 i .0191- *0684- *0090 .0856 .0830-
10*10- 20,21 29*69 4.99- .9015 ! ,0184- *I162- .0091 *0834 *0834-
lO*bO- 30*32 29,71 4.99- ._233 i ,0163- .1408- .0113 .I063 *1694-
I0,00- 40.42 29.74 5*00- *8369 I ,0177- *14_2- ,0114 *t099 *1801-
10.00- 60*64 29.81 b*01- .8384 i+ *0182- *1339- *0108 *I091 ,1704-
10,C0- 101.06 29.93 5*62- ,8366 ,02_6- *I021- ,0065 -0763 .0166-
10,00- 15.34 39.64 6*42- 1.4924
IO.CO- 20,_5 39.67 6.42- 1._754
10._0- 30.68 39.70 6,42- 1,2590
10.00- 40.90 39,75 6,43- 1,2997
10.00- 61.35 39.85 6*44- 1.2986
I0._- 102,25 40,05 6,47- 1,3134
10.20- 15.57 49.66 7*65- 1.6715
i0.b_- 20.76 49.70 7.66- 1.7029
10._- 31,15 49,73 ?,66- 1.4401
10.00- 41,53 49,79 ?.67- 1.4656
i_.20- 62*29 49,91 7*66- 1,4966
i0._- 103.82 50,12 7*70- 1,4476
10,00- 15.83 59.72 8*65- 1,6756
IO,C_- 21.10 59,74 8*66- 1,0892
10.00- 31.65 59,80 8*66- 1.5416
I0,00- 42.20 59,85 8,67- 1,4912
10.0_- 63.30 59.96 8*68- 1,4931
i0,0_- 105,50 60,20 8,70- 1,0126
10.00- 16.13 69,80 9.39- 1,0154
I0._- 21.50 69*84 9,40- 1.5256
• 0318- *1114- .0215 .1289 .3118-
•0190- *1689- .0219- -1212 .3362-
• 0353- *1656- ,0216 *1029 ,3710-
• 0373- .2475- .0199 .1063 .3363-
• 0395- .2562- *0215 *II03 .3452-
• 0394- .2173- *0224 .0939 .329_-
• 0640- ,1672 ,0190 .1463 ,0776
,0600- .0388 ,0205 .1510 *0018
• 0820- *U974- .0165 *_122 *006_
• 0705- .1778- *0181 *1311 *0294-
.0723- ,2021- .0192 *1077 .0937-
•0727- .1512- *0170 *0646 .1209-
• 071_- *0506 *0152 *2491 .4757
• 0787-' .0354 .0112 .2_3 .4291
• 0964- .0554- *0129 .2465 .4257
• 0964- ,1119- *0128 .2126 *_4_9
• 0894- .1305- *0130 .0907 .1412
.0400- *1110- .0111 *0220 .0264
• 0668- *038_ *0105 ,1900 ,3692
• 0730- *0495- *011_ ,2496 .4414
10.00- 32,25 69.89 9,40- i,%6%1 .0703- ,1032- ,0129 *2479 .4376
10.C_- 43.00 69*94 9.40- 1,4277 *0393- .1_73- .0109 .1582 ,_387
10.00- 64*50 70.06 9.41- 1,4556 *0809- .1762- *011_ *0501 .1927
i0.0_- 107.50 70*29 9.42- i._%21 .0867- .1813- .0110 *0127 .1334
10.00- 16.22 79.95 9.85- 1,5193 *0464- .0b04- ,0119 .0567 .1886
10.00- 21.62 79.98 9*85- 1,5445 *0573- ,0634- *0118 *0682 *1778
10.b_- 32.43 80.03 9,85- 1.4042 .0556- *i146- ,0109 *0238 *1682
10.0u- 43.24 80.09 9,85- 1.4349 ,0550- *1911- *0118 *0033 ,1490
10.00- 64.86 80.20 9.85- 1.4377 ,0607- .2594- .0117 *0066 .1529
i0.00- 108,10 80*40 9.86- 1.3706 .06fii- .2819- .0110 *0115 *149_
IC.0_- 16.28 90.09 10.00- 1.4983 .0061 .3717- *0091 .0581 *2093
10.00- 21*70 90,12 10.00- 1.5221 *0002- .3741- *0096 *0479 .2036
i0._- 32.55 90,17 10,00- 1,4102 ,0086- .3770- *0102 *02_8 .17_
l_.G_- 43.40 90,22 i0.00- 1,3820 .0219- .3846- *0100 *0134 .1466
i0,_- 65.10 90.33 10.00- 1,3877 *0345- ,4224- *0103 *0167- *1219
l_*bu- 108.50 90.54 IU._0- 1,3462 ,0_14- *4753- *0056 *0092- .1380
15._u- 15.00 .GO *GO .0056- .0084 .0062- .0001 *0056 *0152-
15.C0- 20,00 .00 ,_0 .0088 .0071 .0099- .0000 *0042 .0100-
15.¢0- 30.00 *_0 .00 ,0031- ,0077 ,0002- .0000 ,0024 *0068-
15,00- 40.00 ,00 ,00 ,0026- *0080 *0020 *0002 .0019 ,0004-
15.0u- 60.00 .00 ,00 ,0017- .0077 .0040 ,0001 .0006 .0012-
15._0- 100,00 ,uO ,_0 .0010- .0076 ,0064 ,0002 *0009 ,0010-






TABLE m. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - Continued t
205 135 805 1C.00
200 135 8_6 10.05
200 135 807 IG.O0
200 135 808 O.OU
200 135 8_9 IO.Cu
2&O 135 810 U.O0
20G 156 811 !O.OV
200 136 812 !C.Oa
25_ 136 813 25.06
15.00- 15.00 9.67 2.58- .I163
15.50- 20.00 9.67 2.58- .1394
15.50- 30.00 9.67 2.58- .1284
15.50- 40.00 9.58 2.58- .1161
15.05- 60.00 9.68 2.58- .I127
15.65- I00.00 9.70 2.59- .I172
15.50- 15.00 19.39 5.08- .4366
15.00- 20.00 19.40 5.08- .4340
15.00- 30.00 19.41 5.09- .3964
• 0067 ,0524 ,0024 ,0207 ,0166-
• 0076 ,0447 ,0016 ,0132 ,0006
•0080 .0558 .0017 o0147 I,O00_
•0079 .0570 .0_17 .01_2 .001_
• O07b ,06_ ,OOl_ ,_135 ,0039
.0073 ,0590 ,0016 ,0121 ,0065
•0021- .0317- .0039 .0338 ,026,_
.0017- .0306- .0042 .0315 .03?I
.0018- .0181- ,0039 ,0_80 *0439
205 136 814 25.0_
20G 136 815 25.0v
205 136 816 25.0_
20_ 137 817 _0.0_
200 137 818 30.05
2=5 137 819 _0.00
200 137 820 _0.0_
2_0 137 821 _0.0_
205 137 822 30.0_
200 138 823 40.50
250 138 82_ 46°50
2=0 138 825 45.0_
2_5 138 828 4_o00
2_6 138 827 4_°00
265 138 828 _0.00
2_0 139 829 55.0v
250 139 835 55.05
200 139 &31 55._u
250 139 832 50.00
200 139 833 55°05
200 139 83_ 5_.0_
200 140 835 60.05
250 14v 836 60.U0
200 140 83? 60.0_
205 140 838 60.0_
205 140 839 6_.0_
255 140 840 6_.0_
205 1_1 841 70.00
206 141 842 70.0_
200 141 843 70.05
200 141 844 7G.OU
2GG 141 845 70.0_
200 141 846 7_.05
200 142 847 86.0v
200 i142 848 80.00
200 1142 849 80._0
205 142 855 80.0_
2_0 i142 851 80.00
20_ 142 852 80.00
200 ]43 853 90.05
200 143 854 9_.0_
205 143 855 90.05
200 143 856 90.00
200 143 857 90.0_
200 143 858 9_.5_
200 144 859 .Gu
200 144 860 .Ou
200 144 861 .05
200 14_ 862 .Ou
200 144 863 .00
200 144 864 .00
200 145 865 L_.O_
200 145 8bb 15.05
205 145 867 15.0_
205 145 868 i0.00
200 145 869 ii0.55
205 145 870 ii0.05
20_ 146 871 20.50
200 146 872 20.00
200 146 873 20.00
200 146 874 20.00
200 146 875 20.00
200 146 876 20.0_
15._U- 40.00 19.42 5.v9- ,3718 .0014- .0003- .00_3 .0875 .046_
I_.00- 60.00 !19)45 5°59- .3776 .0025- .0076 .0031 .0268 .0_62
15.00- _00.00 19.50 5.11- .3723 .0022- .0175 .0036 .0359 .0290
15.00- 15.16 29.15 7.43_ .0_70 .0_73- .3465 .0128 .1247 _6_9-
15.00- 20.21 29.22 7.45- .9205 .01_1- .1650- .0120 .I175 ._386-
15.00- 30,32 29.44 7t45-- .8314 .0049-- .1747-- .01_9 .1293 .1807--
15.00-- 40.42 29._7 7.4&-- .8457 .0070-- .1863-- .014_ .1389 1969--
15.50-- 60._4 29.53 7.47-- .8505 .0124- .1824-- .01_ .1401 .17_3--
15.50-- 101.06 29.44 7.50-- ._417 .0155-- .1620-- .0115 ,141_ .06_4-
15.50- 15.34 39.59 9.59- _.3565 .0386- .0922- .0178 01455 .0807-
15,6U- 25.45 39,13 9,_0- 1,4925 ,0321- ,2287- ,0240 ,182.5 *3043-
15._5- 30.68 39.16 9.60- 1.2529 .0276- .1692- ,0262 .0716 .5563-
15.00- W0.90 39.21 9._I- i°2839 .0328- .2314- .0245 .08_9 .3506-
15.00- 61.35 59.50 9.63- 1.2803 ,0334- ,259a- t0257 .1026 .)_89-
15._0- I02.25 59.51 9._7- 1.3289 .0343- ,2278- )0263 ,0966 ._069-
15.00- 15.57 49.11 11.45- 1.6207 .0513- .0398 .0211 .162_ .I179
15.G0- 20.76 49.14 11.45- 1.6356 .0544- t0101- .0207 .I181 .1395
15.0U- 31,15 49,19 II.46- I,W996 .0602- .1_I_- ,0205 ,08&0 .0308
15.LO- 41.53 49.25 11.47- 1.5299
15.00- 62.29 49.36 11.49- 1.5467
15.Gv- 103,82 49.58 11.53- 1.5117
15.00- 15.83 59.22 12.96- I.$861
15.G0- 21.10 59.25 12.97- 1.5650
15.U0- 31°_5 59,29 12,97- 1,4152
15.00- 42,20 59.34 12.98- 1.3814
15.00- 63.30 59.47 12)99- 1._357
15.50- 105.50 59.@7 13.02- 1.4104
15.00- 16.13 69.44 14.08- 1,4748
19.05- 21.50 69.46 4.59- 1.4214
15.55- 32,25 59.50 14.09- 1.3203
15.00- 43.00 69.56 14.09- 1.3277
15.50- 64.50 69.57 1_.i0- 1.3639
15.50- 107.50 69.90 14.12- 1.3708
15._0- 16.22 79.74 %.77- 1.3931
15.00- 21.62 79.77 4.77- 1.4539
15.00- 32.43 79°82 14.77- 1.3547
_5o00- 43,24 79°88 4.78- io3_40
15o00- 64.86 79.98 4.78- 1o3283
15.0_- 108.10 80.18 14°79- 1.3029
15.00- 16.28 90.58 5.00- 1.398_
15.00- 21.70 90.11 15.00- 1.356a
15.00- 32.55 30.15 15.00- 1.2957
15.00- _3,40 gO._l 15.00- 1.3022
15.60- 65.10 90.32 5.50- 1.3113
15.50- 108.55 90.52 15.U0- I.29_5
20.U0- 15.00 .00 .00 .0821 ._057
20.60- 20.00 .bO .50 .0_16 .0_69
2_._5- 30.00 .00 .00 .0323 .0064
20.60- 40.00 ,50 ._0 .0177 .0072
20.00- 60.00 ,50 ._0 .0163 .O_Tl
20.55- ii00.00 .00 .00 .0097 .5070
2G._U- 15.00 9.41 3.41- .1713 .5051
20.00- 20.00 9.41 3._I- .171_ .0018
20.00- 30.00 9.41 3.41- .1311 .00_4
20.G0- _0.00 9.42 3._I- .1247 .0G64
20.00- 60.00 9._2 3.4! L .i188 .0067
20.00- 100.00 9._4 3._2- o1139 °0069
20.00- 15.00 18.90 6.72- .4471
20.00- 20.00 18.91 6.72- .4_24
20.00- 30.00 18.92 6.73- .3952
20.00- 40.00 18.93 6.73- .3908
20.50- 60.00 18.96 6.74- .3827
25.50- I00.00 19._5 6.76- .3782
,0631- ,2300- *0211 ,0817 ,00_¢
• 0592- ,2469- ,0214 t0421 t023)-
• 0621- ,1857- ,0217 .02_2 .0_9-
•0769- .0342 .0142 .2658 .,782
• 0840- ,0274- ,0137 ,2683 ,5023
,0867- ,0495- ,0153 .2657 ,4654
,0854- ,0896- ,01_8 ,2104 ,3663
,0874- .113_- ,0145 ,I088 ,2111
.0864- ,0926- ,0131 ,0433 ,1141
• 0745- ,0309 ,0183 ,1999 ,3980
,0772- .0654- .0129 .2671 *5001
.0708- .1_91- .0132 .2634 ._9_9
•0785- ,1483- .0117 .1727 °3939
.0917- .1504- .0135 .1041 .3034
•0906- .1565- .0137 .0484 .2226
_0_84- .095_ .0120 °07%9 ._71_
.0_50- .0551- .0123 .0904 .3044
.0540- .1317- .01_5 ,0608 .2598
.5535- .1720- .01_2 .0118 .2076
.0_92- .2146- .01_4 .0179 .2096
• 0759- .2489- .0135 .0175 .18_7
.5010- .5703- .0107 .0544 .2887
.0017- .3747- .0121 .0717 ._049
• 0103- ,3744- .0121 .0791 .3187
• 0243- .381@- .0131 .0368 .275_
.0349- .4083- .0133 .0068 .2458
•0454- .4745- .0131 .0177- *2078
.0496- .0000 .0035 .052_-
._372- ._000 .05_ .0516-
.018_- .0000 .0015 .0013
.0052- .0000 .0017 .001_-
.0060- .0000 .0014 .0011-
.6011- .OOUl .000_ .0057
•0191 °0023 .0191 .0050
•0752- .00Z3 .0156 .0177
.0435 .0017 .0180 .0062
.0503 .0019 .016_ .00_7
• 0547 ,0020 .0165 .0089
.0575 ,0020 .016_ .0091
•6645- .0481- .00_0 .0502 .0_54
.6035- .055_- .004_ .0_6_ .04_3
•_014- .0322- .00_4 .041_ .0533
.0014- .0262- .0049 .0440 .0451
.U008- .0182- .0048 ,0_32 .04_i
.5009- .0071- .0049 .0437 .0_44
_Minus signs aze to the right of the numbers to which they apply,
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TABLE 111. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE CO_PLETE INVESTIGATION - Continued _
co+.IR+LPoI I
200 147 877 30,0_
200 147 878 30,0_
200 147 879 30,0_
200 147 88C 30,0_
200 _147 881 30,00
200 167 882 30,0_
200 148 883 40,00
200 148 88_ 40.0_
200 148 885 40.U_
200 !148 886 40oQ5
200 148 887 40.0u
200 148 888 60,0_
200 149 889 50o0_
2_0 149 890 50.05
200 149 89] 50eUU
200 149 892 50.0_
200 149 893 50.05
200 149 896 50.05
200 150 895 bg. OU
200 15_ 89b 60,0u
200 150 897 60,05
200 150 898 8_,05
200 180 899 60,GU
2_0 150 900 60.05
200 151 951 70*05
200 151 902 70cO0
200 151 903 70,0_
200 151 9_4 70.05
200 151 905 7u.Ou
2d0 151 9ub 70,00
200 152 907 80.05
200 152 908 80,_0
200 15_ 959 80,00
200 152 910 80,05
200 152 911 80,05
200 152 912 80,0_
200 153 913 90.00
200 153 916 90.0_
200 153 915 90.05
200 153 916 90.0_
200 153 917 90.00
200 153 918 90,05
200 156 919 eOu
200 156 925 ,Ou
200 15& 921 ,Ou
200 154 922 ,Ou
200 154 923 ,Ou
200 156 926 ,00
200 155 925 IU,0_
200 155 92b l_,Ou
ZOO 155 927 i0.05
200 155 928 IO,OU
200 155 929 IO.OU
200 155 930 I0,_
20_ 156 931 20,05
200 156 932 20,05
200 156 933 20,0_
200 156 934 20,05
200 156 935 20,05
200 156 936 10,0_
200 157 937 50*00
200 157 938 30*05
200 157 959 30*0u
200 157 960 30,Uu
250 157 9_I 30t0_
200 157 942 3U.UV
200 158 943 40*0U
200 158 964 45.00
200 158 945 40,00
200 158 966 60.05
200 158 967 40,Uo
200 158 948 40,05
[,[.],lb/sq ft deg deg
20.00- 15.16 28,53 9.86- ,9375
20,00- 20._1 28.54 9*86- ,9193
20.00- 30,32 28,57 9,87- ,8212
20,00- 40.42 28,00 9.88- ,8178
20,00- 00,64 28,56 9.90- ,8571
20,00- 101,06 28,76 9.93- *8571
20,00- 15,54 38,33 12,72- 1.4497
20,Cu- 20,45 38,35 12.72- 1,4589
20,00- 30,88 _8,39 12,74- 1,3054
20.00- _0.90 38._3 12,75- 1,2399
20,00- 61,35 38.51 12.77- 1,2170
20,00- 102,25 38,70 12.82- 1,_01_
20,55- 15.57 48,32 15-21- 1.6882
20*&U- 20,76 48._4 15.21- 1,5894
20.b0- 31,15 48.40 15,23- 1.5701
20,_U- QI,53 48,45 15.26- 1,5385
20,00- 52,29 48.58 15.27- 1,5652
20,_0- 103,82 48,78 15._i- 1,6892
20*00- 15,8_ 08.51 17°_6-- Io6675
20,00-- 21,10 58+54 17,25- 1,4200
20.00- 31,65 58.59 17._6- I.605_
20.00- 42.20 58.6_ 17.27- I._725
20,00- 03,30 58.75 17*_9- 1,4248
20.00- 105.50 58,96 17°_2- 1.3965
20.05- 15,13 68,92 18*70- 1,5239
20,00- 21,50 08,94 18,76- 1,4181
CA Cm CI Cn I Cy
•011_- .1916- ,0138 -1267 ,I19_-
,0123- .2101- ,01_i ,I_71 .0981-
•0119- ,2000- .0129 ,1385 ,II_7-
,0082- ,2285- ,0151 ,1649 ,Ibgb-
•0058- ,2327- .0171 .1751 ,16_i-
• 0115- ,2000- ,0140 ,i645 ,0_9-
• 0295- ,2264- ,02_b *1887 *209>-
• 0262- ,2752- ,0253 ,1819 °2765-
.0279- ,1987- ,0_7_ ,076_ .337_-
,0277- ,2151- .024V ,0673 .306_-
• 0290- ,2_90- ,0258 ,1001 .20_9-
• 032Z- ,2476- t0288 ,1260 .2257-
• 0499- ,0782- ,0263 .0571 *1917
• 0058- ,0994- ,0220 .0626 .2055
• 0467- ,1881- ,0227 ,0114- .128_
.U487- .2291- ,0232 ,0036- o1317
• 0_90- ,2547- .0235 .0259- ,I04_
,0_90- .2380- .022_ ,0252- .II85
°0767- ,032_- .0177 ,_090 .069_
,07#7- .0676- ,0174 .2724 ._lOb
• 078_- ,0911- .0182 ,26_1 .47ZW
• 0753- ,1235- .0173 .I021 .6247
• 0772- ,1290- ,0188 ,0807 ,2_76
• 0786-- .ii69-- *01_b .039_ ._?
• 0796- .O_bl ,0172 .ZZS_ .4770
• 0789- ,0788- ,0167 .2526 ,>_21
20.00- 32,25 68.98 :18.77- 1,3255 ,0839- ,1811- ,0185 *2869 ,bO_l
2U.OU- 43t00 69,01 18.77- 1,2355 ,0837- o1915- .0179 .2_21 ._489
20,CU- &6,50 69,1_ 18.79- 1,310_ ,0853- .1936- ,018_ .1508 ,_189
20,0U- I07,50 69,_4 18,81- 1,2985 ,0885- *195_- ,0183 .1000 ,_TD
20,05- 16,22 79*46 19.69- 1,4936 .0625- .0680- .0176 *0954 o_6Zl
20.00- 21,62 79,69 ]9,69- 1.4614 *0654- ,0857- .0175 ,0955 *_755
20.00- 32,43 79.54 19,69- 1,3498 *060P- ,166_- *0180 ,1104 °_949
20.00- 43,26 79.59 19,70- 1,3152 ,0596- .19_5- .018_ .0823 ,3696
20,00- 64,88 79,68 19,70- 1.2798 .0682- ,2130- *0183 °0271 ,2862
20.CU- I08.I0 79.88 19,71- 1,2591 ,0671- *Z_67- ,0186 .0171 ,2571
20.50- 16,28 90.58 20.U0- 1,4320 .0023 ,3771- .0179 .0558 ,5_10
20*05- 21,70 90,12 20,00- 1,4115 .0038 ,3031- ,0176 .0581 ,07_8
20.00- 32,55 90,16 20.00- 1,3078 .0085- .412_- .0184 ,0858 ,_207
20,w_- 43.60 90,20 20*U0- I.Z038 .517Z- ,_- ,0179 .0770 ,61_7
20,00- 05,10 90,30 20,U0- 1,2_26 *0309- ,40_I- .018_ ,0_9 ,J_b_
20*00- 108,50 90.51 20.00- 1,20_I ,0_78- ,6268- .0175 ,0311- ,2_49
30._0- 15.00 .bO .00 ,0065- ,_66
3O°bU- 20.00 .50 *UO ,0034- .0376
30.00- 30.00 .OU ,00 .0&19- *0080
30*b0- _0.00 .50 ,U0 ,0017- *508_
30.0u- 60.00 ,UO ,00 ,UOI3- .0085
30.00- i00.00 °00 .uO ,0008- ._077
30,00- 15,00 8.68 4.98- ,0889 .0079
30,0U- 20*00 8.69 4.98- ,0938 ,0102
30.00- 30.00 8.69 4,98- .0908 ,009_
30,U0- 60.00 8,89 4,98- .0892 ,0085
30,00- 60,00 8,69 6.99 ° ,0916 ,0078
•_ul_ *OO&l ,u057 .ClJ?-
,G03i .0501 ,_04= .010_-
,_03_ .000_ ,0020 .0019-
•d_56 °0000 ,001_ ,0010-
,5072 ,00_2 ,0012 .001_-
•0059 .0001 ,0009 ,0011-
,0652 ,00_0 .0261 .01J3
• 0681 ,00_7 oU_65 ,00_8
• 0661 ,0024 .0_65 .0096
.0641 ,0026 .0_26 ,gI_6
30,05- 100°00 8,70 4,99- ,0910 ,0009- ,0641 ,0018 ,02Z3 .01_9
30,05- 15,00 17,51 9,85- .3670 .0053
30.00- 20.00 17,51 9,85- .3647 .0042
30,05- 30,00 17,52 9,86- .3258 ,00_
30.00- 60.00 _7,53 9,86- ,3L4_ ,0036
30,0_- 00°00 i7,55 9,87- ,3255 ,0041
30,GU- 100o00 17.58 9.89- ,3270 ,0031
30,00- 15.16 26.60 16.69- ,7437 ,0015
30.05- 20,21 _6.01 14.50- .7466 ,0000
30°00- 30.32 26,63 16o51- ,7238 ,0011
30,50- 40.62 26.65 16.52- °7196 ,0003
._252- .0076 ,0768 ,0_18
,0150- *0080 ,0641 *0_7
,0101- ,0075 .0667 ,0_6
.015_- ,0080 .0695 ,0_72
,0120- ,0080 .0698 .0406
.1552- ._184 ,1668 .0207-
°1741- *0251 .1691 ,0413-
,1921- ,0216 .1762 .07_4-
.2187- ,OZU9 ,1832 ,06_0-
30.00- 6U,64 26,70 14,54- .7279 ,0004- .2297- ,0207 .2005 ,0479-
30*05- IUI,06 26.79 14,58- ,7311 .0036- ,2076- .0200 *1871 ,0010-
30,00- 15,34 36.06 18,77- 1,25_6 ,0179- .1769- .0365 oiZSb .I196-
30,00- 20,&5 36,07 18,78- 1,2490 ,0176- ,1610- ,0345 o0980 ,0882-
30,00- 30,68 36,11 18,80- 1.1780 ,0197- .I788- .0_16 o08_ ,I>_-
30,00- 60,90 36.[4 18,8_- 1,14_8 ,0208- ,2090- ,0_0 *5869 .1661-
30,05- 61,35 36._2 18.84- 1,171& ,0256- ,_001- .0350 ,I021 ,116_-
30,00- 102,25 _6,37 18,90- I.!5|2 .025_- ,2840- .0320 .I_97 .0081-







TABLE HI.- AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - ConUnued t
]'I -I+' 1 I I lco,,... ,>o,nt<,., ",le<,,t<,e+ CN CA c.
200 159 949 50.00
200 189 950 50.00
200 159 951 50*0_
200 159 952 50,0_
200 ]59 953 50,0u
200 159 954 50,00
200 160 955 60,00
200 160 956 60,0_
200 160 957 60,00
200 160 958 60.0_
200 160 959 60,00
200 160 960 60i_b
200 161 961 70*0_
200 161 962 70,0_
200 161 963 7U*Ou
200 162 967 80,00
200 162 968 80.0_
200 162 969 80,00
200 162 970 8_,u_
200 162 971 80,0_
200 162 972 80,0U
200 163 973 90,0_
200 163 974 90,0v
200 163 975 90.00
200 163 976 90,00
200 163 977 90,00
200 163 978 90,00
200 164 979 60.0_
200 164 980 60.00
200 164 981 60,00
200 164 982 6_,00
200 164 983 60,00
200 164 984 60,00
200 165 985 70.0_
200 165 986 70*00
200 165 987 70.00
200 165 988 70.00
200 165 989 70.0_
200 165 99U 70,00
200 166 991 80*U0
200 166 992 80._U
200 166 993 80.00
200 166 994 60*0U
200 166 995 80.00
200 166 996 80*00
200 167 997 90.00
200 167 998 90.00
200 167 999 90.00
200 167 1000 90*0¢
200 167 1001 90.06
2U0 167 IOV2 90,00
200 168 1003 60.00
200 168 1004 60.0_
2_0 168 1b05 60.00
200 168 !1006 6b,Ou
200 168 1007 60,0_
200 168 1008 60,0_
200 169 1009 70.00
200 !69 I010 70,u_
200 169 1011 7u,v_
200 169 1012 70,00
2U0 169 1013 70,0v
200 169 ,014 7_,00
200 170 I_15 80,0_
200 170 i_16 8C,Ou
200 170 1017 B0.0_
200 i170 iO18 80,0_
2Q0 170 1019 80.0_
200 170 1520 8£,0U
30.00- 15.57 45,97 22.55- ;I,4228
30.00- 20.76 45.99 22.55- 1.3_8_
30.00- 31*15 46*04 22.57- 1._797
30.00- 41.53 46._8 22.59- 1.3_71
30.00- 62.29 46,18 22.62- I*J85_
30*06- 103.82 46.36 22,68- 1,3542
30.00- 15.83 56.37 25.68- 1,2468
30.00- 21*10 56.40 25.68- 1.1369
30,00- 31.85 56*44 25*69- I.[618
30.05- 42.20 56.49 25.71- 1,2431
30._5- 63,30 56,57 25,75 ° i*1921
30,00- I05*50 56.75 22,77- 1,2160
30.b0- 16.15 67,27 20.04T 1.183_
30.50- 21.50 87,28 28,04- 1,0656
30,00- 32*25 67._2 28,05- 1,029_
30,00- 16.22 78.58 29.51- 1.2(_21
30,0_- 21.62 78,59 29o_I- 1,1_18
30*00- 32*43 78,62 29.51- 1.0198
30.00- 43.24 78,66 29.52- 1.028_
30,50- 64.86 78.76 29*52- 1,0848
30*00- i08.10 78,93 29.5_- 1.0997
30*U_- 16.28 90,07 30.00- 1.1199
30,00- 21.70 90.08 30._0- 1.0707
30.00- 32.55 90.13 3C*UO- 1*0650
30._0- 43*40 90,17 30.00- 1.0620
30,00- 65.10 90,15 30._.0- 1.0567
30,00- 108.50 90.41 3O*UO- 1.6388
5*00 15*83 60.00 4.33 1.7732
5,00 21.10 60,0_ _*_3 1.7175
5*00 _I.65 60.09 _.3_ 1*6079
5,00 42*20 60.13 4.34 1,504_
5.00 63.30 60,26 4._4 1.543_
5.00 I05.50 60.50 4.35 1.5529
5.00 16.13 70*03 4.70 1*6028
5.00 21.50 70*06 4*70 1o6832
5*00 32,25 70.12 4*70 1.556_
5.00 43,00 7u.17 4*70 1.5179
b*00 64.50 70.30 4.71 1.5514
5.50 107.50 70,52 4.71 1,4858
_*00 16.22 80,67 4.92 1.5904
5*00 21,62 80.i0 4.92 1*6887
5.00 32*48 80.15 4,92 1.5036
5*05 43*24 80.20 4.92 1.4550
5.00 64.86 80.32 4*93 1*4517
5*U0 i08.I0 80.53 4.95 1.4088
5*00 18.28 90.i0 5.00 1,6223
5.00 21,70 90,13 5*U0 1*6902
5.60 32.55 90,18 5._0 1.4893
5*00 43,40 90*23 5.00 1.4391
5.00 65.10 90,35 5*b0 1.464_
5*00 108*50 9U*56 beU0 1*_945
10*00 15.83 59,72 8.65 1.7073
10._0 21.10 59.74 8.66 1.6201
10*00 _I.65 59,80 %*66 l*bz%0
I0.60 42*20 59.85 8.67 1.5202
10.00 63.30 59,97 8.68 1.5117
10.00 105.50 60.21 8.70 1.5289
10=00 16.13 69.82 9.39 1.6164
10*00 21.50 69.84 9.40 1,5843
10.00 32*25 89,90 _.40 1.6098
10*00 43*00 69*96 9*40 I,5099
[5._0 64.50 70.07 9._I I,_794
I0*05 I07.50 70,31 9.42 I*_136
1O*Gu 16.d2 79._5 9,05 1,9360
10,00 21.62 79.98 9.85 1,5109
I0.00 32.43 80*0_ 9.65 i,_725
10,_5 43.24 80*U9 9.85 I,_357
10.00 64.88 80*2U 9.89 1.4167
10,08 I00*i0 80._0 9,86 1,3799
•u_40- *0037 *0295 ._416 ._0_6
,_319- .u091 *0290 *_015 ,2467
•_353- *_I09 *0_08 *U011 .I_51
•0349- ,U@03- *0_00 ._2_2- .1047
•0_24- *IW61- *0276 *0404- ,2_Ib
•0_97- .1700- *02?3 *_286 .27_9
•0611- .0089 .0255 *2924 .?097
•05_9- .023_- .0250 ,2536 .6065
• 0551- .0530- ,0253 .1999 .6420
• 0553- .0820- *027_ .1314 ,_489
• 0_36- ,O709- .0277 .0693 .2847
• 0581- .0858- .02?4 *0684 *3834
• _662- .0304 *02_6 .Z154 .62_7
• _646- *J848- .024_ *2447 .bbUb
•0713- .1707- ,0254 .2547 ._800
• O5_3- .C125- *025_ ,1191 .b_l
• IJ>77- *_53_- .0257 .I_II *_O01
• 0533- *1480- .0250 .1345 .>_71
•5_25- .2017- *0254 *I_81 *_b_
• 6647- *180_- *0280 ._92 .4_7_
.0686- .2181- .0277 *0_76 ._0_
• 0142 *2978- *0257 ,0442 .4_64
• 0166 .2998- .0251 .0452 ._867
• 0109 *3492- *0260 ,0550 ._766
• t_003 *_018- *02?5 *0632 .4_68
• 0203~ *3609- *0280 *b011 *3849
• 0299- .3679- *0274 *C121- ,_bb4
• 06%0- *]444 *0063- .1991- o_288-
• 0777- *_66 *00_7- .I674- .2470-
• 0869- .I0_4- *00_5- *0869- .IZ_-
• 0875- *1308- .0024- *029?- *0296-
• 0961- .1476- *002_- ,0171 ._250
• 0950- .1241- .0024- .0244 .C_0_
• 0650- *0262 ,00_?- .0695 ,_Q_
• 0771- *0044- *00_2- .1156 ,0868
• 0785- *0920- *004_- .1075 .081_
• 08d8- *1406- ,0043- *0807 .0_
• 0879- .i751- .0038- ,0572 ._080
• _864- *1806- *00_6 ~ ,0404 ._07-
• 0606- *_280- *0037- *0_16- ,I_i_-
• 0598- *_644- *0034- *b14_ .07_-
• 06_Z- °164_- .0041- *0079 .5_96-
• Cb91- *2147- *00_8- .0068 .0606-
• _719- .279i- *0043- ,5013- ._608-
.0740- .2903- *0038- *0109 .0_66-
• 0021- .4167- *0024- ,0336- ,5817-
• _061- .412)- *0055- .0214- ._-
• 0146- .4148- ,0044- *0_02- *_71-
• 0253- .4162- *00_3- .0_2_- ,0700-
• 0587- *4766- .0041- .0021 ,0_-
• 0451- .50_7- *00_8- ,0146 .00_ ~
• 0686- .0914 .0121- ,2499- .40_?-
• 0713- *0058- .0104- .2097- ._94_-
• 0772- .0641- *0097- .1397- .27_-
• 0839- .1109- *0094- .0876- .17_6-
• 0988- ,1137- *0085- .0131 .00_2
•0956- .1390- *0078- .0355- .0411-
•0685- .0230 *0094- .1835- ,3906-
•0691- *059_- *0092- .2082 - ._240-
•0797- ,i_1- .0091- -Cb_ *0_bI-
•_877- *1742- .00VT- .0414- *17_6-
• 0947- .i704- *00?9- *0486- .i_6_-
•058_- ,5_79- *0078- *0287- .174_-
•0_85- ,2i16- .0090- .0188- *i_-
•_629- .2530- *0095- *C_69- ._I-
,0633- .266_- *0089- .Cl_0 .il_-
tMlnus signs are to the right of the numbers to which the}, _pply.
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TABLE _I. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - Contlnued t
200 !171 1021 9b,OU
200 171 1022 90.00
205 171 I023 90,00
200 171 1024 90.0_
200 I?I 025 90.0_
200 171 1026 90,u_
200 172 1027 60.0_
200 172 1028 60.00
ZOO 172 1029 60,00
200 172 1030 60.00
20G 172 1031 bO,Ou
200 172 1032 6&.00
200 173 1035 70,00
200 173 1034 70,00
200 174 1039 80,00
2U0 174 104Q 80eOU
200 17W 1041 80.&O
200 174 I042 BO,0U
200 174 I043 80,00
200 17& 1044 80,00
200 175 1045 90*00
200 175 10a6 gGe00
200 175 1047 90,U_
200 175 1048 90*0_
200 175 1049 90,0_
200 175 1050 90.0_
3_0 87 518 ,OU
300 87 519 ,Ou
300 87 520 ,0O
300 87 521 ,OU
300 87 522 ,00
300 87 523 ,OU
300 88 524 5,00
306 88 525 5°0_
300 88 526 5.0_
300 88 527 5,00
300 88 528 5,00
500 88 529 5,0_
300 89 53_ 0,00
300 89 531 0,00
300 89 532 I0,00
300 89 533 I0.00
300 89 534 IU,00
300 89 535 10,00
300 90 536 15,00
300 90 537 15.0U
3_0 90 538 15,_
300 90 539 15,00
300 90 540 5.00
300 90 5_I 5.0b
300 91 542 20,00
330 91 543 20,00
300 91 544 26,00
300 91 545 2U,OU
300 91 546 20.0U
300 91 547 2_.0G
3_0 92 548 25,00
500 92 549 25.0V
300 92 550 25,u0
300 92 551 25,00
300 92 552 25,0U
50_ 92 553 25,0_
i0.00 16.2a !90,09 !10.00 !1.5440
10.G0 21.70 90.12 10.00 1.5104
I0,00 32.55 90.17 10.00 1.4333
lO,GO 43°40 90.23 i0,00 I._227
I0°00 65.I0 90.53 10,00 I,_960
lO.6u 108.50 90.57 10,00 I,_136
15.00 15.83 59,_2 12,96 1,6684
15.00 21.I0 59,25 12.97 1.5968
_5,00 31.65 59,3_ 12,97 1,5192
15.bU 42.20 59,37 12,98 L,4963
15.00 63.30 59,48 13.00 1,5119
15,0_ I05,50 59,68 13,62 I,_178
15,00 16,13 69,_4 14.08 1,0850
I_,00 21,50 69,46 14,69 1.4876
15,00 16.22 79,75 14,77 1,5217
15,00 21,62 79,77 I_,77 1,4527
15,00 32,43 79.84 14,7T 1,4_56
15,00 43,24 79,89 14,78 1,4100
15,00 6k,86 79,98 14o78 _,3475
15.00 108.10 80.21 14,79 1,5616
15,00 16,28 90._8 15,00 1.4518
.0003- .3855- ,0071- .0433- .1910-
°004_- .3718- ,007_- .0404- .I_9_-
o017_- ,3899- ,0081- .0443- .1654-
•02_I- ,_21_- ,0084- .0499- ,I_54-
°038_- ,4154- .00_8- ,014_- ,I19@-
.0448- ,474_- °OOUZ- o01_I ,_781-
,0584- ,0541 ,01%9- *_957- ._080-
•0604- ,0172 .0139- ,2562- ._283-
_0731- ,0154- ,01_9- ,1552- ,5015-
•0760- ,G581- .0127- .0671- ,160_-
.6871- ,1265- *01_1- ,007_ ,009_-
.0864- .1034- .0103- .0281- .0775-
•0500- .0_7 .OiZ_- ,178_- .3b?_-
•ObOb- .052_- .0117- .0770- ._44_°
• 0_75- ,1589- ,01_6- ,0487- .Z_40-
• 057Z- .1992- ,01z5- ,04_7- ,20_4-
• 059_- ,2334- .O12B- ,0219- *179J-
• 0851- ,251_- ,0104- ,00_b ,I_42-
• 0067 .3_14- ,01i5- ,0631- .2_18-
15.00 21,70 90.11 15,00 I,_249 .0006 .367Z- ,GI_0 _ ,0819- .2040-
15,00 32.55 90,16 15,00 1,4164 ,0129- ,3806- ,0125- ,06_3- .2499-
15._ 43,40 90.&_ 15,U0 1,3814 .0242- ,3888- ,0125- .0097- .2447-
15,0U _5,10 90._ 15,u0 1,3569 +U_fiO- °_100- ,OliT- ,040W- °_07_-
15,60 108,50 90,_4 15,00 1,3_31 _0465- .4101- ,01_i- ,0116 olb_-
• 00 15.00 ,00 ,00
,00 20,00 ._0 .UO
,00 30.00 .00 ,uO
,00 40.00 ,00 .uO
•00 60,00 ,00 .00
,_0 I00,00 .01 ._0
,OO 15.00 5,01 *_0
°00 20.00 5._I .00
,60 30.00 5.03 ,¢0
•_0 40.00 5,03 °00
• 00 60.00 5,06 .00
.00 100,00 5,11 ,40
•b_ 15.00 10.02 ,00
•0_ 20.00 10,05 ,00












• 00 30.00 20.12




• 00 20.00 25,10
• _0 30.00 25.15
• _0 40.00 25._0



















































•0109 ,0_66- ,bOOb ,O0_Z
•0z47 *OOU_ o0016 .OOz_
,uOl9 ,0000 .0011 .O0ib
,00_ ,0000 ,0016 *OOll
•000_- ,uOUl °0009 ,0008
•0010 ,00_2 .0004- .0O_z
•0£7Z ,0004- ,0002 *OObB
,0114 ,0002 °UOOC °00_0
•0131 ,0003 ,6010 QO_9
•0629 .00b5 ,0001 00_
,0687 ,0002- ,uOOb- .Ollb
,OOib ,000_- ,_01_- ,0090
,0079- ,0004 ,0005 ,00_7
•0115- ,0001 .0002- ,00_2
°0026- ,0005 .O00_ .O01b
,0058- .0005 ,0012 ° .00_
.0057- .0004- ,001_ *O01J
• 0364- ,0002 ,0013 °000_
• 024_- .0002 ,006_ ,00_>
,0165- ,OOUO .0007 *god_
.0209- ,0003- .000_ .00_8
•U19_- ,0004- ,0013- ,OObO
.0279- .0004- *0022- ,0d17
,UblI- ._004- ,000_ ,00_i
•0446- °0009- ,OClb ,0071
,_514- ,0069- ,0012 ,COb9
• J172 ,0504- .0008- ,0_17 ._04i
• _L68 ,0507- .0012- ,0001 .00_b
• _090 ,Obb_- .00_I ,00_2 °0116
• _081 ,09_9- .6005 °0_2_ *_i_
• a074 .U_b6- ,_0_0- .OOb_ .OQb_
I
k_







TABLE m. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - Continuedt
300 93 554 30+00
300 93 855 30.00
30C 93 556 30.00
30C 93 557 30._L
300 93 558 30.0_
300 93 559 30.00
300 94 560 35.0_
300 94 561 35,00
300 9_ 562 35,00
300 94 563 35.00
300 9_ 564 35,00
300 9_ 565 35,00
300 95 566 40.00
300 95 567 40,00
300 95 568 60.00
300 95 569 00,00
300 95 570 40._0
300 95 571 4..00
300 96 572 4b. OU
300 96 573 45°00
30G 96 574 4_,OU
300 96 575 45.00
300 96 576 45.00
300 96 577 45.00
300 97 578 50.00
300 97 579 50.00
300 97 580 50,00
300 97 581 50*00
300 97 582 50.00
300 97 583 50+Or
306 98 584 55.00
300 98 585 55.00
300 98 586 55+00
300 98 587 55.00
300 98 588 55._
300 98 589 55,00
300 99 590 60,06
300 99 591 50+0_
300 99 592 60,00
300 99 593 60,00
300 99 594 6b,Gu
3_0 ICO 596 65,00
300 i00 597 65.00
300 100 598 65,0_
300 ZOO 599 65,0u
300 id_ 600 65,0_
300 i00 601 65,00
300 101 602 70,00
300 I01 603 70°00
300 i01 604 70,uU
300 i01 605 70.0_
300 101 606 170.00
300 i01 607 70.00
.00 t5,16 30.10 .00 1.8039
°00 20,21 30.13 .00 1.7100
.40 30,32 30,18 °00 I,>861
._U 40,42 30,_3 .00 1,5565
.00 60.64 50,35 ,00 I,0683
°00 101,06 50.61 ,00 1,6354
,00 15,16 35.11 ,00 2.1098
,00 20,21 35+I_ ,U0 2,064J
,0_ 30,32 35,_0 ,U0 1.8930
.0_ 40,42 55,_6 ,U0 1,7980
,00 60,64 55.4v ,b0 i._298
,00 101,06 55°69 ,U0 1,8656
,00 15.34 46,15 ,_0 2,5870
,00 20.45 40,18 ,00 2,3366
,00 30°68 4C,24 ,U0 2.1137
,00 40,90 40,30 ,O0 2,0000
,00 61,35 40,_2 ,00 1,8_60
,00 102.25 40°74 ,00 i°9581
,00 15.34 45,1_ ,00 2,4525
°O0 20°45 45°18 .00 2,3901
.GO 30,68 45,25 ,uO 2.2034
,OO 40.90 45,33 .00 2,1479
.00 61.35 45°49 .UO 2,1419
,00 IO2,25 45,79 .v6 2,0920
,00 15,57 50,13 ,00 2._908
.00 20,76 50,18 ,00 2,3224
.00 31,15 50,25 °00 2.1967
.00 61.53 50,_3 .00 2°1615
.00 62,29 50,49 °00 2,1069
,00 I03,82 50,81 .00 2,0981
.b0 15,57 55.14 .00 2.4400
• 0U 20.76 55,17 ._0 2._608
• 00 31.15 55,26 .00 2.2931
• 00 41.53 55.35 ,00 _.2450
• 00 62.29 55.51 ,U0 2.2026









,0115- .0336- .0027- ,0017 ,_132
,0060- ,1043- °0004 ,0017 ,02_9
• 0058- ,I147- ,0041- ,0066 .01_0
,0081- ,i324- .0044- ,0002- ,0013-
• 0075- ,1412- .0033- ,0053 ,00_
,U087- .138Z- ,0003 .0009 .01t7
• 0300- ,00_b- ,0107- ,0111 ,06_1-
,0241- ,0_3L- .00_O- ,0061 ,0469-
• 0231- ,I_79- ,00_6- ,0007 .00_-
• 0220- ,1686- ,0019 ,O04_- .0_%7-
• 0242- ,1929- ,00_9 ,0065- ,00_-
• 0047- ,1872-- ,00_7 ,0040- .001_
,0460- ,0430- .0277- ,0348 .276>-
• 0462- ,0617- .01_5- .002_- *1819-
,0406- ,1469- ,005% ,010_- ,0140-
,_372- ,2153- .00_0 .00_- ,0160-
,0396- ,1849- .00_I ,0074- .00_b
,044_- ,2180- ,O075- ,0268 *0_67
• 03_6- ,0604- .0186- .074_- .22>0-
,0527- ,053_- ,00_4- ,0_47- ,22_k-
• 0475- ,16J_- ,0116 ,0_18- *0_-
• 0523- ,2639- °0068 ,0109- ,00;9-
,0537- .3034- .0G01 ,0139 ,0_07
•0505- ,2736- .0025- ,0508 ,0_z
•O332- ,0590- .0154- ,15_4- ._b_-
,0404- °0669- .0009-- .I053- ,2188-
•0_58- °2014- ,0054 .0596- .0449-
,0546- ,_552- ,0041 ,04_5- *0i74-
,O513- .2764-- °0021 ,CIOW ,0_4
,0522- .2974- ,00_I ,0468 ,0818
°0_38- .OO4J .0069- ,1675- ,2_71-
•0492- .0601- ,0011- ,1156- ,IU07-
eO528- ,2756- ,0012 ,0417- ,05m_-
•0535- ,3416- ,0003 ,0_13- ,000_-
°0561- ,3691- ,0010 ,0276 ,04_6
•0578- ,3591- ,0OO7 *0589 °Gb8_
15.83 60.14 ,00 2.4533 .0592- .0757- .0070 .O67& .i074
21,10 60.19 ,00 2.3772 ,0678- ,13_7- ,0010 °075q ,1491
31,65 60,27 ,00 2,2700 °06_0- ,2948- ,0004 °0591 .197_
42°20 60,35 ,OO 2,2309 ,0599- ,3568- ,0006 o_&bd .I_1_
63.30 60,52 .00 2.2230 ,0630- ,4016- *0012 .0479 .07_;
15.83 65,14 ,U0 2.3765 ,0502- ,1628- .0006- .1078 .im_4
21,10 65,18 ,00 2,5432 ,0_48- ,_18_- ,00U7- .1_37 .2_
31,65 65,27 ,uO 2,5247 ,0567- ,5760- ,OO_2- °151_ .I_09
42,20 65t36 ,U0 2,2909 ,_599- ,4376- ,O0i_- ,1676 ,08_0
63.30 65°52 ,uO 2,2036 ,0574- ,4084- *O011- .0831 °0992
• G0 105.50 65,89 ,00 2.2868 ,0597- ,4479- ,O0Ul *0433 .0611
•00 16°13 70,14 °00 2,4060 ,0534- .2470- °0001- ,0_86 .0508
•00 21.50 70.19 ,00 2,3598 ,0496- ,3059- .0006- ,_901 ,1452
•00 32,25 70,27 .00 2,23_7 ,0431- ,_685- ,0010- .I_19 ,I_60
,OU _3,00 70,56 ,00 2,2%50 e_4_q- .4606- ,0016- ,0807 ,0_&
,00 6_,50 70.52 .UC 2.1909 ,0437- ,488_- ,0025- ,0_33 ,0461
• OU 107.50 70°87 .UO 2.1928 ,0436- ,5255- ,0020- .0_90 .0008
300 102 608 80.00 .00 16,22 80,15 ._0 2.3731
300 102 609 80,00 ,00 21,62 80o2_ ,00 2.J681
300 102 6i0 80,00 ,0_ 32,_3 80._9 ,_0 2,3396
300 102 611 8G.0b °_U 43,24 80.38 ,_0 2,3_00
3_0 102 612 80,00 ,00 64,86 80°04 .00 2,21_8
300 102 613 80,00 °_ 108,10 8_,90 .00 2,2347
300 i03 614 90._0 ,00 16.28 90.16 ,O0 .3063
300 103 615 90.0_ ,00 21,70 90°19 ,O0 .3207
300 103 616 90,0_ ,00 32,55 90°27 ,U0 ,2621
300 103 617 90°00 ,_0 43,40 90,37 ,00 ,2972
"300 103 618 90,0_ ,00 65,10 90,53 ,00 2,19_J
300 103 619 90.0_ ,0U !108.50 90.87 ,00 ,1743
400 296 15_8 ,0_ ,0_ 100,0C ,u_ ,_0 ,_132
400 296 1549 5.0_ .00 :I00,U0 5.L_ ._0 ,3591
400 296 1550 I0.0_ .00 i00,00 I0,17 ,u0 ,4729
400 301 156_ 70,00 ,OO ib.13 70.18 ,_0 3.0270
400 301 564 70,00 ,00 32,25 70._4 ,00 2,8212
_00 301 1565 70,0_ .00 I07.50 71,15 -_0 2._666
%Minus signs axe tothe rightotthe numbers towhich theyapply.
,0224- ._896- ,0004- ,004_- ,0022-
°0257- ,4895- 1,0004 .0i68- .0_q-
,0230- ,65qi- ,0010- ._01_ ,_i_
• 0219- ,0384- .0010- .0115 .01_7
,_3_0- ,7279- ,00LT- ._0 .0_00
• UI03- ,7159- ,00_° .0_14 006_
•0110- ,7733- ,0002 ,0013 00_i
•0147- ,8024- ,O0_2- °00_0- ,0007
•0208- .8188- ,0010- .0011- .0£26
•O398- ,8762- _O008- ,0i77 °C3_L
,020_ ,0428- .30_ ,OOOU 0017-
•O161- ,949t- ,0Czl °0715 08_
•u_99- .125_- ,0152 ,0887- 08_7-
,0509- ,2819- ,0008 .0121 ,0250
6o
TABLE HI. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR THE COMPI ETE INVESTIGATION - Continued t
al, il, q, a,














































80.00 .00 16,22 80,19
80.00 *00 32*43 80._6
8G.00 .00 108,10 81,16
70.00 5.00 16.13 7Q;11
70,0_ 5*00 32*25 70,_7
70,00 5,00 107.50 71,09
80*00 5*G0 16.22 80.15
80.00 5*00 32.43 80*32
80,0_ 5.0G 108,10 81.15
70.00 I0.00 16.13 89,90
70.00 10.00 32*25 70,05
70,00 10,00 107.50 _0,86
80,00 10,00 16.22 80,04
80,0_ I0.00 32*43 80.20
80.00 I0.00 I08.I0 81.00
70.00 5.00- 16,13 70.11
70,0_ 5*00- 32,_5 70*27
70.00 5.0U- 107.50 71.07
80,00 5.00- 16,22 80,15
80,0U 5,00- 32,43 80._2
8_,00 5.00- 108,10 81.13
70.00 I0.00- 16.13 69,90
70.00 10.00- 32.25 70,05
70.00 i0*00- 107.50 70,86
80.00 i0.00- 16.22 80.0_
80.00 i0.00- 32,43 80.18
BU*U_ [O.GO- 108.10 80*99
,OU *OU I00.00 ,GO
2.00 .00 I00.00 2.06
4*00 *00 100.00 4*09
6.00 .00 100.00 6,15
8.0_ .00 I00.00 8,21
lO.O0 ,OU lO0,O0 10.26
.00 ._0 lO0.O0 .02-
2.0_ .00 /00.00 2.03
4.00 .00 LO0.O0 4.07
6.00 *00 LO0.O0 6*12
8.0_ ._ 100.00 8.18
Lb.00 .bV LO0,O0 10._3
.0_ *00 L00.00 .05 I
2.00 ._ |00.00 2.00
4.00 *GO LO0*O0 4.05
6,00 ,C0 L00.00 6.11
8.00 .00 LO0.O0 8.16















































































































































• 0120- .0066- *0275-
•0151- ,0_,8; ,00h8
•0511- *0688 .0_00-
• 0298- *1127- *3207-
• 0268- *0151- *1512-
• 0260- ,0150- ,28-_ -
• 0201- *0157 *12J0-
• 0259- *0555 *074'+-
• 0168 .09_6 .17ZS
• 01_8 ,0477- *024J
• 0151 ,0185 *0800
,0146 .0_12- *0756
• 01._.8 *1727- *09_J-
•0147 *0009 *09_
• 0296 *0187 .1309
• 0272 .0340- ,0762
•02_1 ,0177 *1507
• 00_,_:- .0178 *210A
• 0265 •I_.93- .018_-
• 0286 .0122- ,1468
,00(_5 *O00i ,0001
•000_ *0005 *001_
• 000_ ,0007 ,OOAI
•0000 .0006 *001-"
• O00b *0004 .OOZO
• 0003 .0007 .000_



















TABLE _I. - AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL FOR TIIE COMPLETE INVESTIGATION - Concluded I"
II j+,,Co_ig. Run Point deg
19AO 336 !1689 50.0v
19AO 336 1690 60.0U
19AO 336 1691 7U.0_
19AO 336 1692 80,00
19AO 337 1893 50,00
19A0 337 1694 80,0_
19A0 337 1695 7_.0U
19A0 337 1696 80.00
19A0 338 1697 50,00
19A0 33_ 1698 60,00
19A0 338 1699 70_0u
19AO 338 17UO 80.0_
19A0 339 1701 50,00
19AO 339 1702 60*00
19A0 339 1703 70.00
19A0 339 1704 80.U_
1980 340 1705 50.00
1980 340 1706 60.00
1980 340 1707 70*00
1980 340 1708 8O,0U
1980 341 1709 50,00
1980 341 171_ 60,00
1980 341 1711 70,00
1980 341 1712 8b. UU
_980 342 1713 50,00
1980 342 1714 60.00
1980 382 1715 70,00
1980 342 1716 80.0u
1980 343 1717 50,00
1980 343 1718 6U,ub
1980 343 1719 70.00
1960 543 1720 80*00
1840 84_ 1721 50.0_
1840 1344 1722 60,00
1840 344 1723 7U,Ou
1840 344 1724 80*0Q
ilSAO 345 1725 50*00
18AO 545 1726 60,00
18AO _45 1727 7Go0b
18AO 345 1728 80,00
II8AO 346 1729 50,00
ilSAO 346 1730 60,00
!18AO 346 1731 70.05
1840 346 1732 80,0b
18AO 347 1735 50.00
18A0 347 1734 60.00
18AO 347 1735 7U.0u
18AO 347 1736 80,00
1880 348 1737 50,00
1880 348 1738 60,00
1880 348 1759 70.00
1880 348 1740 80.08
1880 h49 1741 50.00
1880 349 1742 60.0%
1880 349 1743 70,00
1880 349 1784 80,0_
1880 350 1745 b0,DU
1880 350 1746 6U,0u
1880 350 747 70.00
1880 355 1748 80,0_
1880 351 1749 50,U_
1880 351 750 60.00
1880 351 751 7_.00













15,Q0 15.57 49,17 11,46 2.7266
15.00 15.83 59,28 12.97 2.7050
15,00 16,13 69._i 14,09 2.846_
15.00 16,22 79,84 14,77 2,8761
15,00 15.57 49,18 11,46 2,7896
15.00 15.83 59,29 12.97 2.7514
15.00 16.13 69,51 14,09 2.8422
15,00 16.22 79,82 i_,77 2,813_
10,00 15.57 49.74 7.66 2,9356
10,UU 15,83 59.78 8.66 ! 2.8254
10,DU 18*13 69,90 9.40 2.9762
10.nO 16.22 80.04 9,85 3,G198
5.00 15,57 50o05 3.84 2,8001
5.00 15.83 6_°07 4.33 2.9307
5.00 16.13 70.ii 4,70 2,9758
5,00 16,22 80.16 4,92 3,1086
.00 15,57 50.17 .O0 2,8745
• b0 15.83 60.17 .00 2.9[04
• 00 16.13 70.19 .uO 3,1481
• 00 16.22 80.19 ,00 3,0643
• 00 15.57 50.17 .U0 2.8977
• U0 15.83 60.17 .00 2,9544
• O_ 16.13 70.18 .00 3.0834
ql c c c=ic]clcIb/sq [t deg deg
15.57 50.17 .00 2.9799 *_280- ,7885- ,0163 *0985- .11_U-
15,83 : 60.17 .00 2.9027 ,0456- ,7889- ,003_ *0961 .i_14
16,13 70,18 ,00 3,0205 ,051_- 1,0077- ,0036 .104_ .16/5
16,22 80,19 ,O0 2.9885 ,0360- 1,1934- ,00_0 ,0681 .I097
15.57 50,05 3,84 2,8665 ,0300- ,8049- .0059 .1014- .1810-
15.83 60._7 _,33 2,8926 ,036_- ,74J6- ,0046- ,1609 .1J98
16.13 70.11 &.70 3._224 ,0442- .9908- ,005_- ,I125 ,0760
18.22 8C,15 4,92 2,9771 .0324- 1.1742- .0069- .0008 ,0164-
15,57 49.74 7.66 3.0102 ,_200- .863_- ,008_- .1517- ,179i-
15,83 59,78 8.66 2,8557 ,0351- .6862- .0133- ,I_31 ,0119-
16,13 69,89 9,40 2.9134 ,0448- .9345- .0182- .0770 ,1139-
16.22 80.04 9,85 2.9761 .0251- 1.2104- ,0165- ,0710 .14_-
.0004 .8013- .0072- .1295- .2555-
• 0160- ,8282- ,018_- ,0480- ,4410-
• 0399- ,8725- ,0211- *0959 ._272-
• 0109- 1.2178- .0153- ,0788 *3097-
• 0154- ,7536- .0083- .1619- *2850-
• 0242- ,8341- .0210- .1082- .518_-
• 0340- ,8701- .0225- .0804 .3148-
• 0074- 1,1331- ,0183- ,0495 ,3650-
,0281- .7577- .0078- .1733- .37_9-
• 0351- .6679- ,0114- .1225 .0009-
• 0440- .9199- .015_- .0549 .134_-
• O315- 1.I_65- ,0141- ,01l_ .214_-
• 0277- .7686- ,0075 .1021- .2d00-
• 0458- ,7089- .O0_3- 1442 .1572
• 0_w_- ,9077- ,OOb6- ,0442 .0_-
• 0413- 1.1858- °0073- ,0C78 ,0782-
,0251- .7430- .0094 ,1660- -2271-
• _42U- .7816- °0022 e004Z- ,02_6
• 0472- 1.0568- .O014 ,0535 .07Z7
,0389- 1.1864- .O003- .0067- .046_
• 0337- .8608- ,014i .045_- .0_40
• 048_- .8780- .00_8 .0822 .1700
• 0458- 1.I_87- .00_9 .0370 .I060
.OO 16,22 80.19 .U0 2.9745 .U295- 1.2608- .0010 ,0022 .0844
5.00- 15.57 50.06 3,84- 2*8763 .0319- ,8657- .0091- ,O360 .1569
5,00- 15.83 60.07 4,33- 2.9068 .0455- ,8708- ,0086 .0459 .2_2_
5,00- 16,13 70.11 4,?0- 2.9926 .0485- 1,0759- ,0123 ,0382 .2149
5,L0- 16.22 80.15 4,92- 3.0755 ,bdJ- I,Z099- .00_6 .0934- ,079_
i0.00- 15.57 49.73 7.66- 2.7660 .5289- .8259- .0040- ,0491 .22_2
IO._u- 15.83 59.79 8,66- 2,8798 .0471- ,8866- .01_4 .045_ .32_I
1_._U- 16,13 69,89 9.40- 2.9115 ,0561- 1.0512- .0201 ,0240 .3197
10,00- 16.22 80,03 9,85- 2,9489 .05_2- 1.1741- .01_9 .0787- .177_
15.00- 15,57 49.17 11.46- 2.7568
15.C0 ~ 15.83 59.29 12.97- 2.8518
15,00- 16.13 69.51 14.09- 2.8Z5_
15,00- 16.22 79._2 14.77- 2.818_
15.00- 15,57 49.17 I].46- 2,7060
15.00- 15.83 59.29 12.97- 2,817z
15.00- 16.13 69.51 14,09- 2.7!77
15.OO- 16,22 79.82 14,77- 2.7187
10.C0- 15,57 49,72 7.66- 2.6926
10,CO- 15.83 59,78 8,b6- 2.7596
10.00- 16,13 69.89 9,40- 2,952_
i0.00- 16,22 8U,C_ 9.85- 2.9802
5.00- 15.57 50.06 3,64- 2.9091
5,50- 15,83 60.07 4.33- 2,8_60
5.00- 16,13 7U.ii 4,70- 2,9568
5.LU- 16,22 8U.i5 4.92- 2,9900
.00 15.57 50,17 .U0 2.949_
.L0 15.83 60.17 ,00 2,8998
.0_ 16,13 70.]_ .Q0 2.9_98
• 00 16.22 80.19 .00 2.9934
• 02_6- .8769- .0032 .0928 .56&b
• u3e0- .9030- .01e6 ,0458 ,4678
• 0407- 1.o689- ,023_ ,02_8- .45_
• 00_6- I,_798- .01ZU .10_- ._0_b
• 0227- .86_- ,0072 .1718 .5007
• 0_4_- .9090- ,0204 ,1456 ,61_4
• 0388- .9849- ,0213 .0606 .8146
• 0096 1.3182- ._125 .0654- .3516
.0275- .7810- ,0011- ,i_5_ .32_9
• _479- ._26_- ,0156 .1321 .460_
• 050_- 1,028_- .0Z_¢ .0_IV ,4107
• 0298- 1,15_O- .0150 .0J_7- .22_
• 051_- .8528- .0116 .1718 ._94_
• U_09- 1.0_77- *011_ ,1067 .2_
• 0365- 1,1583- ,C094 *C_29- .l_Zb
I
• 0_ o7_0_ ._0_ -0_1 .11_
o_9- .83_ _0057 .210_ ._0_
• _95_ _00_ ._04_ ._91 .1_0
• 0_ _._9_ ,001_ .07_ ._
#Minus signs Rre to the right of the numbers to which they apply.
NASA - Langley Field, V_. L-_0_

